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ABSTRACT 

 

A tumor is comprised of biologically different subdivisions and microenvironmen-

tal factors affect the treatment response to radiation therapy (RT). In this work, a state-

based tumor response model was developed based on well-established radiobiological 

principles to evaluate the treatment response for various microenvironmental conditions. 

Clinically important phenomena, including the interplay between proliferation and hy-

poxia, were evaluated and the results suggest the existence of an optimal fractionation 

schedule depending on microenvironmental factors. Including the cell cycle effect into 

the model, the treatment efficacy of hypofractionated radiotherapy was explored. The 

evaluated efficacy was underestimated compared to the observed high local control rates, 

which implies alternative effects in the hypofractionated RT. Based on the clinically ob-

served adverse outcome of high FDG uptake, possible FDG uptake mechanism was also 

explored, which was evaluated to be associated with metabolically-viable hypoxic cells. 

This mathematical framework can contribute as a useful tool in testing the common radi-

obiological assumptions with clinical data and generating hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER 1  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 
1.1. Nature of the problem 

In cancer treatment, radiation therapy (RT) has played a crucial role. Nowadays, 

almost two-thirds of all cancer patients are treated by RT as definite or adjuvant therapy1. 

There were a lot of efforts to increase the accuracy and the effectiveness of RT in cancer 

treatment. For example, three dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3DCRT), four 

dimensional radiation therapy (4DRT), intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), 

image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT), tomo-therapy, and arc-therapy are the results of 

the efforts and have changed the world of RT (Bucci et al., 2005). However, the treat-

ment plan is still based on the concepts of gross tumor volume (GTV), clinical tumor 

volume (CTV), planned tumor volume (PTV), and organ at risk (OAR), which do not 

consider the variations of radiobiological factors in the target volume. The treatment 

plans of RT are usually generated to deliver the maximally achievable uniform dose to 

the target volume until the doses to the surrounding OARs do not exceed the dose con-

straints. This is based on the belief that the uniform dose distribution is desirable, since 

the highest tumor control was thought to be acquired when the dose is spatially uniform 

(Webb et al., 1994). Also, the understanding about the inhomogeneity throughout the tar-

get volume was insufficient without molecular imaging technique. In clinic, the dose to 

                                                
1 Based on the fast facts about radiation therapy, ASTRO website: 
http://www.astro.org/PressRoom/FastFacts/documents/FFAboutRT.pdf 
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the tumor is determined by the clinical experiences, depending mainly on conventional 

prognostic factors such as site, size, and stage.  

However, the long clinical experiences with the uniform dose distribution have 

shown that there exist significant variations in the outcome, even when similar outcomes 

were expected considering those conventional prognostic factors and treatment regime. 

The cause of these variations could be explained with the advances of molecular imaging 

and histophatologic analysis (Shields et al., 1998; Varia et al., 1998; Pugachev et al., 

2005; Krohn et al., 2008). With the aid of those techniques, it was revealed that a signifi-

cant level of heterogeneity exists in a tumor, which might affect the tumor response to ra-

diation therapy. A tumor is comprised of biologically different subdivisions; the most 

well-known factors for this heterogeneity are hypoxia, proliferation, and glucose metabo-

lism (Marusyk & Polyak, 2009). 

These heterogeneity factors have attracted attention as indices for outcome predic-

tion and therapeutic decision-making. Many researchers have performed survival analysis 

based on the PET images with the various biomarkers such as 18F-FDG, 18F-FLT, 18F-

FMISO and 60Cu-ATSM (Chen et al., 2005; Thorwarth et al., 2005; Rajendran et al., 

2006; Kidd et al., 2007; van Baardwijk et al., 2007; Dehdashti et al., 2008; Xie et al., 

2009). The results have shown that the enhanced uptake of these biomarkers has adverse 

effects on the tumor response to the RT and the outcome. Other researchers have shown 

that the recurrence often occurs in the high FDG uptake region in a tumor (Soto et al., 

2008; Sura et al., 2008). Considering the heterogeneity of the tumor, it is believed that 

the dose boosting can significantly increase the tumor control probability (TCP) when the 

boost dose is assigned to biologically more malignant region of the tumor (Tomé & 
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Fowler, 2000; Bentzen, 2005). These days, many researchers are investigating the effec-

tiveness of selective dose boosting or dose redistribution based on PET images. Several 

planning studies have demonstrated that the PET image-based selective dose boosting 

can improve the effectiveness of the treatment (Popple et al., 2002; Das et al., 2004; 

Vanderstraeten et al., 2006; Madani et al., 2007a; Thorwarth et al., 2007). 

The capability to accurately deliver ionizing radiation in cancer therapy has amaz-

ingly increased with the recent advances in RT techniques. More attention should be paid 

to the biologically relevant target definition and more efficient therapeutic strategy con-

sidering the tumor heterogeneity and microenvironment. 

 

1.2. Background 

1.2.1. Tumor heterogeneity 

Tumors are comprised of biologically different subdivisions (Heppner, 1984; 

Marusyk & Polyak, 2009). This intra-tumor heterogeneity is thought to be caused by the 

adaptation process of cancer cell to the microenvironment. Several heterogeneous factors, 

such as hypoxia, proliferation and metabolism, attracted attention as indices for the out-

come prediction and therapeutic decision-making.  

Hypoxia is one of the most important and well-known factors of tumor heteroge-

neity. Hypoxia arises from the uncontrolled growth of a tumor (Höckel & Vaupel, 

2001b). Since the tumor usually grows faster than the vascular supply, the cells distant 

from the vascular structure become deficient of oxygen and nutrients, forming a hypoxic 

region. At a greater distance from the blood vessel, tumor necrosis may occur.  
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The hypoxia has long been considered as a negative prognostic factor. Many stud-

ies have shown that the level of hypoxia is a predictive factor for local control and sur-

vival (Dehdashti et al., 2003; Thorwarth et al., 2005; Rajendran et al., 2006; Dehdashti et 

al., 2008). This is not only because the hypoxic cells are more resistant to nonsurgical ra-

diotherapy and chemotherapy (Brown, 1999; Brown, 2002; Brown & Wilson, 2004), but 

also because the hypoxic cells are known to promote malignant progression by stimulat-

ing angiogenesis, proliferation and metastasis (Höckel & Vaupel, 2001a; Vaupel & May-

er, 2007). It is found that the hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) is the main cause of the 

malignant progression of hypoxic tumor and inhibition of the HIF-1 can be a possible 

target of cancer treatment (Semenza, 2003).  

The radiation dose necessary to achieve the same biologic effect, known as the ox-

ygen enhancement effect, is about three times higher in the absence of oxygen than in the 

normal oxygen level (Hall & Giaccia, 2006). This implies that more aggressive therapy 

for the hypoxic region may improve the outcome. Several planning studies showed that 

the therapeutic response might be improved by selectively boosting the dose to the hy-

poxic region identified by PET imaging (Popple et al., 2002; Thorwarth et al., 2007).  

It is important to identify the level of hypoxia in a tumor and the spatial location of 

hypoxic region for both the estimation of the prognosis and the effective therapy. The 

level of hypoxia is difficult to predict by other tumor parameters such as tumor size, 

grade, and level of necrosis. Instead, immunohistochemical staining with pimonidazole or 

EF5 and non-invasive PET imaging with different biomarkers, such as FMISO and Cu-

ATSM, can be used for this purpose (Varia et al., 1998; Padhani, 2006; Krohn et al., 

2008; Scigliano et al., 2008; Carlin et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009). The oxygen level has 
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been observed to be fluctuating throughout the tumor and several studies have shown that 

the resulting intermittent hypoxia increases the aggressiveness of the tumor (Graeber et 

al., 1996; Cairns et al., 2001; Martinive et al., 2006; Cárdenas-Navia et al., 2008). 

Tumor cell proliferation is generally decreasing as the distance from vascular struc-

ture to the cell increases, which is the opposite of the hypoxia. It has been shown that the 

level of proliferation is reduced in the hypoxic cells (Kennedy et al., 1997; Evans et al., 

2001). The proliferation index also has been regarded as a negative prognostic factor for 

many different tumors (Ishida et al., 1993; Larsson et al., 1993; Müller et al., 1996; 

Viberti et al., 1997; Hoos et al., 2001; Valera et al., 2005). The level of proliferation can 

be visualized by the immunohistochemical staining with Ki-67 or by FLT-PET imaging 

(Shields et al., 1998; Buck et al., 2003; Been et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2005; Yamamoto 

et al., 2007).  

The increased level of proliferation had been thought to be a cause of tumor repop-

ulation, which can be beneficial from accelerated hyperfractionated radiotherapy (Kim & 

Tannock, 2005). However, clinical studies showed the opposite result: that less proliferat-

ing tumors benefit from the acceleration (Sakata et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2006).  

Most tumors have shown increased glucose uptake as a result of upregulated gly-

colysis (Gatenby & Gillies, 2004). Enhanced glycolysis might be a result of hypoxia, be-

cause hypoxic cells produce energy through glycolysis without oxygen. However, it is 

known that tumor cells showed increased glycolysis even in the presence of oxygen, 

known as Warburg effect (Warburg, 1956). This aerobic glycolysis is thought to be 

caused by a number of genetic changes in a malignant tumor (Dang & Semenza, 1999; 

Kim & Dang, 2006; Heiden et al., 2009).  
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The pattern of glucose uptake in a tumor also has a spatial variation and can be seen 

by 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. The 

FDG-PET has become an important clinical tool for cancer detection, staging, and moni-

toring of response after therapy. Although there are several contrary results (Vesselle et 

al., 2007; Agarwal et al., 2009), many clinical studies have shown that the uptake of 

FDG, usually measured as a standardized uptake value (SUV), is a significant predictor 

of prognosis (Ahuja et al., 1998; Vansteenkiste et al., 1999; Dhital et al., 2000; Jeong et 

al., 2002; Downey et al., 2004; Borst et al., 2005; Cerfolio et al., 2005; Sasaki et al., 

2005; Xue et al., 2006; Kidd et al., 2007; van Baardwijk et al., 2007; Casali et al., 2009; 

Chen et al., 2009; Xie et al., 2009). Also, the FDG uptake pattern after therapy correlates 

with the tumor response and the survival rate (Grigsby et al., 2003; Mac Manus et al., 

2003; Grigsby et al., 2004; Mac Manus et al., 2005; Kong et al., 2007; Schwarz et al., 

2007; van Loon et al., 2009).  

Based on the hypothesis that the level of glucose uptake is indicative of the level of 

malignancy and resistance to the therapy, the FDG based dose boosting method is under 

study (Das et al., 2004; Vanderstraeten et al., 2006; Petit et al., 2009; Feng et al., 2009). 

Also the FDG based GTV delineation is thought to be a better method for target defini-

tion than conventional CT for some types of tumor and the standardization of the method 

is under investigation (Bradley et al., 2004; Daisne et al., 2004; Biehl et al., 2006; van 

Baardwijk et al., 2006; Janssen et al., 2009; Zhong et al., 2009).  

The underlying mechanism of glucose uptake in a tumor is still unclear and there 

are many studies that have been carried out to correlate FDG uptake with other physio-

logical parameters, such as hypoxia, proliferation, blood flow, histology, and differentia-
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tion, using PET, immunostaining method, and histology (Vesselle et al., 2000; Rajendran 

et al., 2004; Pugachev et al., 2005; Hara et al., 2006; Zimny et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 

2007; Yamamoto et al., 2007; Buchmann et al., 2008; Dierckx & Van De Wiele, 2008; 

Vesselle et al., 2008; Bruechner et al., 2009). Although many studies found the relation-

ship between the FDG uptake and hypoxia (Rajendran et al., 2004; Pugachev et al., 2005; 

Zimny et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2007; van Baardwijk et al., 2007), there may be many 

other factors that affect the glucose uptake. Recently, it is found that lactate, a byproduct 

of glycolysis in hypoxic cells, is used as a fuel for the oxidative metabolism in normoxic 

cells and the inhibition of lactate-fueled respiration seems to have a potential for cancer 

therapy (Semenza, 2008; Sonveaux et al., 2008). 

 

1.2.2. TCP model 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the RT plan, the tumor control probability 

(TCP) is widely used as an index. The TCP, as the term itself implies, is the probability 

that all the clonogenic cells in the target are controlled or destroyed by the therapy. Based 

on the TCP, the tumor response and the prognosis can be predicted and the treatment re-

gime can be chosen. When the estimated TCP of a treatment plan seems too low for a pa-

tient, for example, the plan can be altered to be more aggressive by manipulating the dose 

and/or fractionation, so that the chance of control can be increased.  

The TCP model can be divided into two categories, the empirical and mechanistic 

(Goitein, 2008). The empirical TCP models, such as probit and logistic TCP models, are 

based on the dose-response curve derived from the clinical outcome data, which have a 

typical sigmoid shape. These models are basically a curve-fitting of the clinical data and 
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fully determined by two parameters, the median response dose and a parameter related to 

the slope of the curve at this median dose. The probit and logistic models are almost iden-

tical and the difference is not distinguishable in the clinical level (Schultheiss et al., 

1983). The logistic TCP model is given in the following form: 

TCP(D) = 1

1+ TD50

D
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
4γ 50

  (1.1) 

where TD50 is the tumor dose at which 50% of TCP is expected and γ50 is the slope of the 

curve at TD50. The empirical TCP models are simple and convenient for estimating the 

tumor response in terms of radiation dose, but they have no radiobiological basis and 

therefore the estimated parameters have no biological interpretation (Joiner & Kogel, 

2009). 

The mechanistic TCP models try to describe the basic biological mechanism of the 

tumor response to the radiation therapy from the cellular level. Although some minor var-

iants exist, there is basically only one mechanistic TCP model. This model is based on 

both Poisson statistics for the probability calculation of local control and the linear-

quadratic cell-kill model for the estimation of survival fraction (Brenner, 1993; Niemier-

ko & Goitein, 1993; Webb & Nahum, 1993). The main assumption of the model is that 

the tumor consists of a large number of clonogens which do not interact with each other 

and the tumor control is obtained when all the clonogenic cells are sterilized. The proba-

bility of tumor control (TCP) can be expressed with binomial statistics as the following 

equation: 
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TCP = 1− SF D( )( )N   (1.2) 

where N is the number of initial clonogens and SF(D) is the survival fraction as a func-

tion of dose. Since the survival fraction becomes very small at the end of cancer treat-

ment, this binomial equation can be approximated to the Poisson equation as the follow-

ing:  

TCP = exp −N ⋅SF D( )( )   (1.3) 

The survival fraction is estimated from the well-known linear-quadratic model of 

cell survival as the following equation: 

SF D( ) = exp −αD 1+ β
α
d⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

 (1.4) 

where α  and β  are the radiosensitivity parameters, D is the total dose and d is fractional 

dose. By implementing the survival fraction into the equation, the TCP can be expressed 

as the following equation: 

TCP = exp −N ⋅exp −αD 1+ β
α
d⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭

 (1.5)  

This Poisson TCP equation is the basis of the mechanistic TCP model. Although 

the shape of the plot for this model is the same sigmoidal curve as the empirical models, 

the parameters used in this model (α and β) have radiobiological meaning and represent 
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the radiosensivity of a specific type of tumor. Also, the α/β ratio of a specific tumor has 

implications about the dose fraction effect to the TCP (Thames et al., 1990). However, 

the slope of the curves obtained from the equation is much steeper than those from clini-

cal dose-response data, which was attributed to the inter-tumor (patient-to-patient) heter-

ogeneity in radiosensitivity. By incorporating a distribution of the radiosensitivity values, 

reasonable TCP curves can be generated (Bentzen, 1992; Suit et al., 1992; Niemierko & 

Goitein, 1993; Webb & Nahum, 1993; Keall & Webb, 2007). Webb and Nahum  (1993) 

also investigated the effect of non-uniform clonogen density and non-uniform dose dis-

tribution on the TCP. They incorporated these non-uniformities to the model by dividing 

a tumor into small tumorlets within which the clonogen density and dose become almost 

uniform. The total TCP can be estimated from the product of the TCPs of each tumorlet, 

also known as voxel control probability (VCP). This is based on the reasonable assump-

tion that the control probability of a tumorlet is independent of all the others and can be 

expressed as the following equation (Sanchez-Nieto & Nahum, 1999; Buffa & Nahum, 

2000): 

TCPtotal = TCPi
i
∏ = exp −ρi ⋅vi ⋅SF(di )( )

i
∏  (1.6)  

where TCPi is the control probability of ith tumorlet, ρi and vi are the clonogen density 

and the volume of the tumorlet and SF(di) is the survival fraction of a tumorlet with the 

radiation dose of di. Based on this equation, the TCP of a heterogeneous tumor treated by 

non-uniform dose distribution can be estimated. An important feature of the TCP model 

can be deduced from this equation: the total TCP can never exceed the control probability 
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of an individual tumorlet. When the same level of survival fraction and the clonogen den-

sity are assumed, the TCP is decreasing as the number of tumorlets increases and this can 

explain the observed tumor volume effect on the tumor control probability (Agren 

Cronqvist et al., 1995; Johnson et al., 1995; Bentzen & Thames, 1996; Buffa et al., 

2000).  

The Poisson TCP model discussed so far has an important practical limitation in 

that it does not take into account the clongen repopulation during the course of radiation 

therapy. The repopulation of the tumor might occur during the radiation therapy and is 

considered as one of the critical factors of treatment failure (Kim & Tannock, 2005). Af-

ter radiation therapy, the proliferation rate of the surviving cells becomes faster than be-

fore, known as accelerated repopulation  (Joiner & Kogel, 2009). Also, the prolongation 

of the overall treatment time is known to cause the loss of local control (Bentzen et al., 

1991; Fowler & Chappell, 1994; Hendry et al., 1996). To take into account this repopula-

tion phenomenon during radiation therapy, many authors introduced the repopulation 

term into the TCP model as shown in the following equation (Travis & Tucker, 1987; 

Fowler, 1989; Sanchez-Nieto & Nahum, 2000; Tomé & Fowler, 2000; Tomé & Fowler, 

2003; Carlone et al., 2006; Søvik et al., 2007; South et al., 2008):   

TCP = exp −N ⋅exp −αD 1+ β
α
d⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ + γ T

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭

 (1.7)  

where γ =ln2/Td is the proliferation rate of the clonogens per day, Td is the average dou-

bling time of the clonogens in days, and T is the overall treatment time. The overall time, 

T, can be replaced by (T-Tk) to take into account the lag time which is often observed in 
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clinical data (Withers et al., 1988), where Tk is the kick-off time in days at which the re-

population starts after the beginning of therapy. Considering that the proliferation rate is 

known to change during treatment, this simple exponential repopulation term with a con-

stant rate can only be a rough approximation (Thames et al., 1990). Several authors tried 

to develop a better model that deals more rigorously with the repopulation effect during 

the radiation therapy (Tucker et al., 1990; Zaider & Minerbo, 2000; Stavreva et al., 2003; 

McAneney & O'Rourke, 2007). 

Parallel to the TCP modeling, the tumor growth models have been developed to 

mathematically describe the growth pattern of a tumor. As a simple empirical equation, 

the Gompertzian model has successfully described the tumor growth (Norton, 1988; Ma-

rusic et al., 1994). Cell cycle kinetics models have been developed as theoretical explana-

tions for the Gompertzian tumor growth and the important parameters for the tumor 

growth kinetics have been derived, such as potential doubling time (Tpot), cell cycle time 

(Tc), growth fraction (GF), and cell loss factor (CLF) (Gyllenberg & Webb, 1989; 

Tubiana, 1989; Deasy et al., 2003; Kozusko & Bajzer, 2003). Recently, several authors 

have adopted the cell cycle kinetic models into the TCP model for better representation of 

repopulation phenomena during radiation therapy (O'Donoghue, 1997; Dionysiou et al., 

2004; Dawson & Hillen, 2006; Titz & Jeraj, 2008).  

 

1.3. The organization of the dissertation 

This dissertation has been organized into four chapters, which are self-contained 

and planned to submit for separate publication. In Chapter II, a state-based tumor re-

sponse model for fractionated radiotherapy was developed, in which the impact of micro-
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environmental condition can be simulated. A detailed model description was presented 

and tumor response to the conventional fractionated radiotherapy was simulated for head 

and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) using relevant parameter values.	  

In Chapter III, the cell cycle effect on the fraction size was additionally incorpo-

rated into the developed state-based tumor response model to explore tumor response to 

the hypofractionated radiation therapy (or SBRT), where the effect is believed to be sig-

nificant. The fraction size dependent effective radiosensitivity and effective OER were 

estimated and the treatment response of lung cancer to the hypofractionated radiation 

therapy was simulated. 

In Chapter IV, the effect of FDG uptake on tumor response was explored. First, the 

required boost dose for high FDG uptake tumor was estimated for head and neck squa-

mous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) from clinical outcome data. Then, the potential relation-

ship between FDG uptake and classical radiobiological mechanisms was explored using 

the state-based tumor response model.  

In Chapter V, a computer program, named ‘PIH’ code, was developed for the state-

based tumor response model. The structure of the code and direction for execution of the 

code were described.  

Chapter VI gives a brief summary and conclusion of the research work and some 

suggestions for future study. 
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CHAPTER 2  
 

A STATE-BASED MODEL OF TUMOR RESPONSE TO 
RADIOATHERAPY 

 
 
2.1. Introduction 

Tumor control probability (TCP) estimations, or surrogates for TCP, have been 

widely used to analyze fractionation schedules and dose distribution differences. Usually, 

the linear-quadratic (L-Q) model has been combined with a simplified kick-off to expo-

nential clonogen accumulation  (Travis & Tucker, 1987). For a better representation of 

the effect of proliferation/repopulation, some authors adopted the tumor growth kinetics 

into the L-Q model  (O'Donoghue, 1997; Dawson & Hillen, 2006; McAneney & 

O'Rourke, 2007). Others have included hypoxic effect in the tumor response model based 

on the oxygenation enhancement ratio (OER) of hypoxic subpopulations  (Buffa et al., 

2001; Nahum et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2006). 

Given our current knowledge of tumor heterogeneity, a TCP model is required 

which can reflect the intra-tumor heterogeneity and can evaluate the effect of various mi-

cro-environmental factors on the treatment response. Several models used in the selective 

dose painting or dose redistribution are the examples that employed such intra-tumor het-

erogeneity into the model  (Suit et al., 1992; Popple et al., 2002; Søvik et al., 2007). 

However, those models are focused mainly on hypoxia. Recently, several researchers 

have developed stochastic computer simulation models for the evaluation of tumor re-

sponse, in which various biological processes are implemented in three-dimension  

(Borkenstein et al., 2004; Dionysiou et al., 2004; Titz & Jeraj, 2008). 
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In this chapter, a compartmental TCP model was developed, along the lines of eco-

logical matrix models (Caswell, 2001) or other matrix models developed in radiotherapy 

(Roti Roti & Dethlefsen, 1975a; Roti Roti & Dethlefsen, 1975b). This novel computa-

tional formulation allows us to flexibly add or subtract effects, states, and state transi-

tions. The objective of this work was to build a model, which is conceptually simple but 

powerful enough to capture the clinically observed phenomena and the accepted (though 

difficult to measure) interplay between proliferation and hypoxia. The model includes 

three compartments with different levels of proliferation, hypoxia, and cell death. A 

‘doomed’ sub-compartment was incorporated into each compartment for a more realistic 

representation of cell-kill phenomena and cell removal lysis during tumor reoxygenation 

and regression. Initial proliferation and hypoxia apportionments were estimated based on 

the growth fraction (GF) and the cell loss factor (CLF) for a PET-voxel-comparable size 

of tumorlet. The response for a larger, homogeneous tumor is then easily computed. In 

this work, we do not address the important issue of intra-tumor heterogeneity, which is a 

straightforward extension of the model. The treatment response for a range of schedules 

was simulated. 

We will add cell cycle effects to the model in Chapter 3, which focuses on 

hypofractionated response (1-3 fxs), where we believe such effects cannot be ignored. In 

this chapter we focus on response from 5 fractions up to standard 2 Gy/day treatments. 

As part of this project, the resulting computer code is described in Chapter 5, which will 

be made publicly available and open-source. 
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2.2. Methods and materials 

2.2.1. The assumption of blood supply invariance 

In the absence of good evidence to the contrary, we take the simplest assumption 

that each tumor sub-volume (a particular group of cells and their progeny, defined at the 

outset of therapy) has a constant blood (oxygen and nutrient) supply over a course of ra-

diotherapy. This simplifies the model, and allows us to introduce the fundamental idea of 

the model, which is that every tumorlet sub-volume (which may shrink or grow during 

therapy) has an inherent blood supply available, and therefore an inherent proliferative 

cell capacity. We do not consider here the potential (but probably unimportant) case 

where one tumorlet has shrunk so much that its excess blood supply becomes available to 

surrounding tumorlets by diffusion. 

Note that the tumorlets we study do not need to conserve volume.  Although they 

generally shrink in size over a course of radiotherapy, they could theoretically increase in 

size.  This is therefore not, strictly speaking, a ‘voxel’ simulation, except in the sense of a 

tumorlet being identified with a given voxel at treatment planning. 

 

2.2.2. The three basic compartments: Proliferative, Intermediate, and Hypoxic 

To align the application of the model with the interpretation of clinical PET imag-

ing, our model focuses on a small tumorlet that has comparable size to a voxel of typical 

PET image (4×4×4 mm3) and it is quite reasonable to assume that the tumorlet consists of 

three different types of microscopic regions having different nutrient availability and mi-

croenvironment as shown in histochemical studies (Ljungkvist et al., 2006; Hoogsteen et 

al., 2007; Wijffels et al., 2008). In order to focus on effects of the microenvironment, the 
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tumorlet is considered in isolation and the interactions between adjacent tumorlets are not 

considered for the current study. 

The model includes three compartments considering two micro-regional factors, 

proliferation and hypoxia, which are thought to be the most important factors in the tu-

mor growth and response to the RT (Hoogsteen et al., 2007; Wijffels et al., 2008). This 

classification is consistent with the study performed by Kiran et al. (Kiran et al., 2009), 

in which avascular tumor growth was simulated with three different zones. Based on the 

diffusion and consumption of two principal nutrients, glucose and oxygen, and cell death 

processes, the model could predict the size of each zone and showed excellent agreement 

with experimental data. Some growth pattern similarities were also reported between the 

avascular tumor and a tumorlet supported by a single blood vessel inside a vascular tumor  

(Roose et al., 2007). 

The three compartments are denoted Proliferative (P), Intermediate (I), and Hypox-

ic (H) compartments. The P-compartment is comprised of cells that have a sufficient ox-

ygen and glucose supply to proliferate. Considering the gradient and pulsed nature of the 

blood supply (Nilsson et al., 2002; Cárdenas-Navia et al., 2008), only a fraction of cells 

in P are assumed to be in the cell cycle at any time. For simplicity, the fraction was set to 

be 50% for a fully occupied P-compartment. However, as the total number of cells de-

creases over the course of radiotherapy and becomes less than the capacity of the P-

compartment, the fraction of cells in proliferation is assumed here to linearly increase to 

unity due to less competition for oxygen and nutrients (Ljungkvist et al., 2006). The I-

compartment is a mildly hypoxic compartment that is assumed to have an adequate glu-

cose supply. Without enough oxygen, cells in the I-compartment will not proliferate but 
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can still survive as metabolically active cells outside the cell cycle (Hlatky et al., 1988). 

No cell loss is assumed to take place in the I-compartment. On the other hand, the H-

compartment is filled with cells that are extremely hypoxic, with inadequate glucose and 

a non-zero death rate even in the absence of radiation. Nevertheless, the viable (non-

doomed) cells in the I- and H-compartments are thought to have a latent capability to pro-

liferate if they eventually reach the P-compartment where a sufficient oxygen and glu-

cose supply exists (Hoogsteen et al., 2005). A schematic diagram of the model is shown 

in Figure 2-1. 

 

 
Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of the model: (a) just prior to the initiation of radiation 
therapy and (b) after radiation therapy begins, with doomed sub-compartments in each 
compartment. The dotted lines and arrows in both directions in the P- and PV-
compartments indicate that only a fraction of the cells in the compartment are in cell cycle 
and proliferating, on average, due to the gradient and pulsed nature of tumor blood sup-
plies.  
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In this model, the transition of cells from one compartment to another is not deter-

mined by ‘transfer rates’, which is commonly used in other compartmental models. Ra-

ther, the cells in the tumorlet are thought to behave like water in a water reservoir that has 

three divisions along its height as shown in Figure 2-1(a). When the number of cells in a 

compartment reaches the maximum, the extra cells are pushed up to the next compart-

ment (i.e., P to I or I to H). Conversely, if there is room available in a better oxygenated 

compartment, cells fill in without any assumed delay. In other words, the transition of 

cells between compartments is governed by the inherent capacity of each compartment. 

 

2.2.3. Proliferation and cell loss 

Since each proliferating cell produces two progenies after a cell division, in the ab-

sence of other effects, the number of proliferating cells would double in one cell cycle 

time (TC ). Therefore, the proliferation of a given tumorlet depends on both the size of the 

P-compartment and the fraction of cells in cell cycle ( fpro
P ) at any given time. The change 

in number of cells with time in the P-compartment due to proliferation can be calculated 

as follows:  

Nv
P t + Δt( ) = Nv

P t( )× exp fpro
P ln2
TC

Δt
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (2.1) 

where Nv
P  is the number of viable cells in P-compartment; fpro

P  
is the fraction of cells in 

active proliferation in the P-compartment; TC  is the cell cycle time; and Δt  is the time 

step of the calculation. The resulting number of cells might exceed the capacity of the P-
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compartment and these extra cells are pushed up to the I-compartment, through a recom-

partmentalization process as discussed further in section 2.2.6. 

Extremely hypoxic cells in the H-compartment undergo cell loss, which might be 

caused by various processes, such as tissue or cellular necrosis, apoptosis, metastasis, and 

any other type of shedding. Among these, necrotic cell death is thought to be a major fac-

tor due to the insufficient oxygen and nutrient supply in the compartment (Joiner & Ko-

gel, 2009). Similarly to Chvetsov et al. (Chvetsov et al., 2008), cell loss was assumed to 

follow exponential decay with a cell loss half-time (T1/2, loss ), as shown in Equation 2.2.  

NH t + Δt( ) = NH t( )× exp − ln2
T1/2, loss

Δt
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  (2.2)  

where NH  is total number of cells in the H-compartment (viable or doomed), and T1/2, loss  

is the cell loss half-time in the H-compartment. Equations 2.1 and 2.2 are discrete func-

tions and the number of cells in each compartment is updated with a small time step of 

Δt  (taken to be a quarter of an hour as default). 

 

2.2.4. Growth fraction and cell loss factor for micro-environmental conditions 

Because the input parameters of growth fraction (GF) and cell loss factor (CLF) 

have often been measured experimentally (Steel, 1977), we elected to work from those 

parameters as model inputs, to help estimate the initial distribution of cells in each com-

partment, although there is currently little data connecting both of these. GF is defined as 

the fraction of viable cells in active cell division at a given time. CLF is defined as the 
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rate of overall cell loss in the absence of radiotherapy (due directly to cell death or migra-

tion of cells out of the tumor), expressed as a fraction of excess cells measured relative to 

the rate of cell number increase due to mitotic divisions (Hall & Giaccia, 2006). 

The GF directly determines the number of cells in the P-compartment. Since the 

fraction of actively dividing cells in the P-compartment is assumed to be half (initially 

with a full P-compartment), the fraction of the cells in the P-compartment is taken as 

twice the GF2. When the GF is 0.2, for example, the fraction of cells in the P-

compartment becomes 40%. The CLF is used to calculate the size of the remaining com-

partments (I and H) together with the GF, based on the rates of proliferation and cell loss 

(see Appendix). For a given GF, we assume that the relative distribution in the I- vs. H-

compartments results in the given CLF.  

The CLF also determines the rate of overall growth of the tumorlet. The rate of 

volume increase can be expressed as the volume doubling time (TD ), which represents 

the time required for a tumor to double in volume (Joiner & Kogel, 2009). For a given 

GF and CLF, the volume doubling time becomes TC 1−CLF( )GF⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (see Appendix A.2 

for detail).  

The volume increase of a tumorlet probably involves a relative increase of vascular 

delivery capability through angiogenesis. However, the change in vasculature was not 

considered in the current study, since the model simulation began with a tumorlet identi-

fied with a given voxel at treatment planning and the vasculature would not change sig-

nificantly until the beginning of radiotherapy. Also, it is presumed that after a course of 

RT has begun, the process of angiogenesis does not significantly alter overall access to 

                                                
2 The precise value of this assumption has a modest effect on model predictions (see Appendix A.3). 
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nutrients. Clearly, this assumption may need to be revised if relevant data becomes avail-

able. 

The GF and CLF parameters are used only to find the relevant initial distribution of 

cells in the tumorlet. After RT begins, the GF and CLF change with the updated cell dis-

tribution in each compartment. The GF increases and CLF decreases as the number of 

cells in the I- and H-compartments decreases. 

 

2.2.5. Cell-kill model and oxygen enhancement ratio 

Direct cell-kill from radiation is calculated based on the Linear-Quadratic (L-Q) 

model. However, cell-kill in this model does not imply a prompt death of the affected 

cells. The lethally damaged cells were assumed to become ‘doomed’ but able to survive 

metabolically, which are eventually dying during failed mitosis. Equations 2.3 and 2.4 

represent the damage of viable cells and build-up of doomed cells in a compartment for a 

given fraction of RT:  

Nv
X t + Δt( ) = Nv

X t( )× exp −α Xd − βXd
2( )  (2.3)  

Nd
X t + Δt( ) = Nd

X t( ) + Nv
X t( )× 1− exp −α Xd − βXd

2( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (2.4)  

where N X (t)  and N X t + Δt( )  are the number of viable or doomed cells in a certain com-

partment X (P, I or H) before and after RT fraction, respectively; α X  and βX  are the L-Q 

parameters for the X compartment; and d is the fractional dose. After several cell cycles, 

the doomed cells die through mitotic cell death and then are physically removed form the 

tumorlet through lysis process as discussed in the later section 2.2.7.  
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 Hypoxic cells are known to be more difficult to sterilize than normoxic cells as ex-

pressed by the oxygen enhancement ratio (OER). The OER represents the ratio of dose 

required to achieve the same level of cell kill compared to that required for normoxic 

cells. The alpha and beta values of the L-Q cell-kill model were modified for different 

compartments as follows (Carlson et al., 2006): 

α X =αP OERX and βX = βP OERX
2

 (2.5) 

where α X  and βX  are the alpha and beta values for a given hypoxic compartment X (I or 

H), and αP  and βP  for the normoxic cells in the P-compartment.  

 

2.2.6. Recompartmentalization and reoxygenation 

After each fraction of RT, some viable cells become doomed. The doomed cells are 

metabolically alive but die out after few cell cycles. The main mechanism of doomed cell 

death is thought to occur through mitotic catastrophe or mitotic failure (Hall & Giaccia, 

2006; Joiner & Kogel, 2009). Therefore, as the proliferation rate is higher for a compart-

ment, the death rate of doomed cells becomes higher.  

Mitotic death does not always occur in the first attempt and may occur after several 

subsequent attempts (Joiner & Kogel, 2009). Therefore, the survival probability of each 

progeny ( km ) after mitosis was applied to the calculation of mitotic cell death of doomed 

cells as shown in Equation 2.6. The zero survival probability of each progeny ( km= 0) 

represents the mitotic death in the first attempt of mitosis with the half-life equivalent to 
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the doubling time of viable cells. Since the number of doomed cells increases after mito-

sis for km  values larger than half, the probable range of km  is thought to be 0.1~0.4. 

Nd
P t + Δt( ) = Nd

P t( )× exp 2km −1( ) fproP ln2TC
Δt

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (2.6)  

As doomed cells die in the P-compartment, oxygen becomes available to other cells 

and a ‘recompartmentalization’ takes place as shown in Figure 2-2. In this process, reox-

ygenation of the hypoxic cells also occurs.  

 

  
Figure 2-2. Recompartmentalization and reoxygenation pattern after mitotic death of 
doomed cells in the P-compartment. As long as cells are available, the P-compartment 'tops 
up' at each time step. 

 

2.2.7. Programming and the parameter values  

Simulation was performed using the Matlab® software system. The model program 

is comprised of two main parts. In the first part, the initial distribution of cells in the 
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compartments was determined based on the GF and CLF. In the second part, the RT be-

gan and the treatment response of the tumor was evaluated from the initial distribution. 

The model was applied to head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) and the pa-

rameters values used for the calculation are shown in Table 2-1.  

Tumor growth is thought to depend on a small subset of tumor cells that have stem 

cell-like properties with great proliferative potential and self-renewal ability. This cancer 

stem cell hypothesis was applied for the model; the fraction of cells which are stem cells 

(i.e., have the clonogenic ability to repopulate a tumor) was set to be 0.01 (Hemmings, 

2010).  However, this number is poorly known and might vary widely. With a tumor cell 

density of 109 cm-3 of the model, the clonogenic (stem) cell density becomes 107 cm-3, 

which corresponds to published values in the range of 106-108 cm-3. 

The radiosensitivity of the normoxic P-compartment was set to be 0.41 and 0.041 

for α and β, respectively, based on data measured in the normoxic condition  (Søvik et 

al., 2007). The OER of the extremely hypoxic H-compartment (OERH) was assumed to 

be 1.37 based on the work of Chan et al. (2008), in which a reduced OER was observed 

for extremely hypoxic cells due to the decreasing availability of homologous recombina-

tion. Chan et al. also showed that the time of cells in hypoxic condition affected the OER: 

cells exposed to hypoxia for less time had a higher OER. Hence, the cells in the I-

compartment might therefore have a higher OER than cells in the H-compartment. Be-

cause there is no clear guidance regarding the OER of the I-compartment cells (OERI), 

three different values (1.2, 1.37 and 2.0) were evaluated.  The resulting TLCD50’s were 

judged to be much more realistic with an OERI of 2.0, as further discussed below. 
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We assume that metabolically dead cells are not instantly removed from the tumor 

and require some time to physically disintegrate and be removed from the tumor through 

cell lysis. Cell lysis was assumed to follow an exponential decay with lysis half-time  

(T1/2, lysis ), which was assumed to be 3 days and was applied to all dead cells, either from 

cell loss in the H-compartment or from mitotic cell death in the P-compartment. 

A time step (Δt) of 15 minutes was used, which is sufficiently small, compared the 

cellular processing time. 

 

Table 2-1. The parameters used to demonstrate the model for HNSCC 

Parameters Values 

Tumor cell density ( ) 106 mm-3  (Zips, 2009) 

Volume of a tumorlet ( ) 64 mm3 (typical PET voxel size) 

Total number of cells in a tumorlet ( ) 6.4×107 ( ) 

Stem cell fraction ( ) 0.01 (Hemmings, 2010) 

Cell cycle time ( ) 2 days  (Joiner & Kogel, 2009) 

Initial proliferation fraction in P ( ) 0.5a  

Cell loss half-time in H ( ) 2 days (Ljungkvist et al., 2005) 

Survival rate of progeny after mitosis ( ) 0.3a 

Linear radiosensitivity coefficient ( ) 0.41 Gy-1  (Søvik et al., 2007) 

Quadratic radiosensitivity coefficient ( ) 0.041 Gy-2  (Søvik et al., 2007) 

OER of I-compartment ( ) 1.2, 1.37 or 2.0a 

OER of H-compartment ( ) 1.37 (Chan et al., 2008) 

Lysis half-time ( ) 3 daysa 

Time step of the calculation ( ) 15 min 

a Assumed parameters 
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2.2.8. Initial distribution based on GF & CLF 

The number of cells in each compartment prior to RT was determined based on the 

growth fraction (GF) and cell loss factor (CLF), which represents the microenvironment 

of a tumorlet. As shown in the Appendix A.1, a CLF and GF, along with model assump-

tions, perhaps surprisingly, imply a unique distribution among the compartments. Put 

simply, a higher growth fraction always implies a higher fraction of cells in the P-

compartment. Once this is fixed, variations in cell loss factor determine the fractions of 

cells in the I- and H- compartments. 

In Figure 2-3, the initial distributions are shown for various GFs and CLFs. Clini-

cally relevant values for GF and CLF are thought to be around 0.2 and 0.9, respectively. 

The distribution significantly differs for different GFs, since the number of cells in the P-

compartment is directly determined by the GF. The size of the H-compartment became 

smaller as the CLF decreased, due to reduced cell loss from the H-compartment. Com-

pared to the effect of GF, the initial distribution is less sensitive to the CLF and the dif-

ference between the CLF=0.9 and 0.8 was not substantial for GF of 0.2. 
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Figure 2-3. The initial number of cells in each compartment before RT begins based on var-
ious growth fractions (GFs) and 4 different cell loss factors (CLFs) for a tumorlet voxel with 
size of 4×4×4 mm3. 

 

2.3. Simulation results for conventional fractionated RT 

2.3.1. Response of a tumorlet 

Tumorlet response was evaluated based on the calculated initial clonogen distribu-

tion. The results presented in this section focus on the variation of GF and fraction size 

with a fixed CLF of 0.9 and an OERI of 2.0. The effect of CLF and OERI are evaluated 

and discussed in the next section 2.3.2. 
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Figure 2-4. Example of simulation result with a growth fraction of 0.2 and a cell loss factor 
of 0.9 for the conventional fraction size of 2 Gy/fx: (a) the initial cell distribution for three 
compartments, (b) the number of cells in each compartment during the course of RT, (c) the 
cumulative number of cells in a tumorlet during the course of RT (from which the tumor 
regression pattern and reoxygenation time can be estimated), and (d) the cumulative viable 
cells in a tumorlet during the course of RT (from which TCP can be estimated). 

 

Simulation results are shown in Figure 2-4 Figure 2-5 for fraction size of 2 and 5 

Gy/fx, respectively. Beginning with the initial distribution calculated for the growth frac-

tion of 0.2 and the cell loss factor of 0.9, the change in the number of cells in each com-

partment was simulated during the course of radiation therapy. For the conventional frac-

tion size of 2 Gy/fx (Figure 2-4), the tumorlet dose for 50% of control (TLCD50) was es-

timated to be 46 Gy, which is thought to be an appropriate value for a small tumorlet (see 
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discussion for more detail). After a few days, the doomed cells comprise the majority and 

determine the regression pattern of the tumorlet. It took less than 5 days for the H-

compartment to empty and the overall reoxygenation time, when all the hypoxic cells in 

the I- and H-compartments are completely removed from the tumorlet, was found to be 

about 20 days from the inception of RT. After this time, all the cells are in the P-

compartment and the regression of the tumorlet becomes faster. 

 

 
Figure 2-5. Example of simulation result with a growth fraction of 0.2 and a cell loss factor 
of 0.9 for the hypo-fractionation with 5 Gy/fx: (a) the initial cell distribution for three com-
partments, (b) the number of cells in each compartment during the course of RT, (c) the 
cumulative number of cells in a tumorlet during the course of RT (from which the tumor 
regression pattern and reoxygenation time can be estimated), and (d) the cumulative viable 
cells in a tumorlet during the course of RT (from which TCP can be estimated). 
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For the hypo-fractionation case shown in Figure 2-5, a faster cell kill effect was ob-

served with the larger fraction size of 5 Gy/fx. In spite of faster cell kill, however, the es-

timated TLCD50 was still higher than for the conventional fraction size of 2 Gy/fx (50 vs. 

46 Gy). This is because the tumorlet is not reoxygenated until it achieves 50% of tumorlet 

control probability (TLCP) without enough time for the doomed cells to be cleared out 

from the tumorlet. 

 

 
Figure 2-6. Model predicted tumorlet dose required to achieve at least 50% TLCP 
(TLCD50) vs. the growth fraction (GF) for several different daily fraction sizes with a cell 
loss factor (CLF) of 0.9. 

 

To compare the effect of various GF and fraction sizes on tumorlet response, the 

TLCD50 was found for each initial distribution with different fraction sizes. Note that the 

TLCP cannot be exactly 50% in the calculation due to the discrete nature of the fractiona-

tion. A typical case is shown in the Figure 2-6. We could observe the interplay between 
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hypoxia and proliferation from the result. In general, a higher GF tumorlet requires less 

dose, mainly because the ratio of radio-resistant hypoxic cells in the tumorlet decreases as 

the GF increases. Also, reoxygenation occurs faster with a higher GF, since the size of 

the P-compartment, where the mitotic cell death of doomed cells takes place, is propor-

tional to GF. For smaller fraction sizes (1.6-2.4 Gy/fx), however, the TLCD50 did not 

keep decreasing but rather increased after a certain GF, because the proliferation capacity 

also increases with GF and the smaller daily fraction size was not effective for higher 

GFs.   

Interestingly, larger fraction sizes were not always more effective and conventional 

smaller fraction sizes (2-2.4 Gy/fx) resulted in smaller TLCD50 values than higher frac-

tion sizes (4-5 Gy/fx) for the GF values of around 0.2 (0.15-0.23), due to the advantage in 

reoxygenation. Considering that the biologically relevant GF is likely around 0.2, the re-

sult supports the current fractionation scheme.  

The reoxygenation time was calculated depending on the GF for the fraction size of 

2 Gy/fx and CLF of 0.9, as shown in Table 2-2. It was found in two different ways. First, 

the time was found when the change of total number of hypoxic cells has a maximum 

curvature on a semi-log plot. Second, the full-reoxygenation time was found, when all the 

hypoxic cells are removed from the tumorlet. These two values were not significantly dif-

ferent, with only about 0.7 days difference. The reoxygenation time decreased as the 

growth fraction of a tumorlet increased, due to higher cell death and clearance capacity 

with the larger P-compartment. For growth fractions of 0.01 and 0.05, the reoxygenation 

time exceeded 100 days, due to the very small size of the P-compartment. 
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Table 2-2. Model predicted reoxygenation times for fraction size of 2 Gy/fx (CLF=0.9). 

 

 
Figure 2-7. Tumorlet dose required to achieve at least 50% TLCP (TLCD50) vs. the treat-
ment duration assuming one fraction per day (5 days per week) for several different growth 
fractions (GFs) with a cell loss factor (CLF) of 0.9. 

Growth fraction By maximum curvaturea 
(Day) 

Full reoxygenationb 
(Day) 

0.01 705.1 705.8 

0.05 127.8 128.5 

0.1 55.6 56.3 

0.15 31.6 32.3 

0.2 19.5 20.2 

0.25 12.2 12.9 

0.3 7.3 8.0 
a when the total number of hypoxic cells curve (Iv+Id+Hv+Hd) has the maximum curvature in semi-log 
plot [refer to Figure 2-4(c) and Figure 2-5(c)] 
b when all the hypoxic cells are removed from the tumorlet 
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TLCD50 was also evaluated for various overall treatment durations, simulated by 

manipulating the fraction size for a given GF. For all cases, one fraction per day (5 days 

per week) was simulated. The results are affected by both reoxygenation and repopula-

tion patterns as shown in Figure 2-7. The TLCD50 for a GF of 0.2 was lowest at 25 days. 

Before this optimal time, there was not enough time for the doomed cells to be cleared 

out, resulting in poor reoxygenation. After the optimal time, the repopulation affects the 

required TLCD50. An asymptotic line is found for GFs of 0.1 to 0.3 and the slope of the 

line was found to be about 0.75 Gy/day, which implies the extra dose required to over-

come the loss of local control due to the prolongation of the treatment time. 

 

 
Figure 2-8. Model predicted tumor regression pattern of the tumorlet depending on the 
growth fraction (GF). The star signs (à ) indicate the time when the RT has been finished 
with TLCD50 for each GF. For all cases, the CLF was set to be 0.9 and the fractional dose 
was 2 Gy/fx. 
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Tumorlet regression patterns were simulated depending on the GF for a fraction 

size of 2 Gy/fx. The basic assumption is that the volume of a tumorlet is proportional to 

the total number of cells in the tumorlet. In addition to the doomed cells, the cells in lysis 

after mitotic death or cell loss from the H-compartment were also considered. In Figure 

2-8, the tumorlet regression pattern is shown for several different GF values for a fraction 

size of 2 Gy/fx and a CLF of 0.9. It is shown that the regression of the tumorlet becomes 

faster with a higher GF. The black linear line in the figure is the median regression rate of 

H/N cancer, which was clinically measured during fractionated RT  (Barker Jr et al., 

2004). It is shown that the regression pattern for a GF of 0.1-0.2 agreed with clinically 

observed rate. 

 

2.3.2. Effect of OER of I-compartment and CLF on tumorlet response 

To examine the effect of OER of the I-compartment, the simulation was repeated 

for different OERI values (1.2 and 1.37) and the results were compared with that in the 

previous section, in which an OERI of 2.0 was used.  

To verify the hypoxic effect of different OERI values, the TLCD50 was decom-

posed, as shown in Figure 2-9. The proliferation effect on TLCD50 was the same for all 

three OERI values but the hypoxia effect was significantly different. For an OERI of 1.2, 

about halfway between the normoxic P- and extremely hypoxic H-compartments, the 

TLCD50 increased as GF increased, due to the larger effect of proliferation compared to 

hypoxia. For an OERI of 1.37, the same OER value as the H-compartment, the evaluated 

TLCD50 was almost flat for various GF values, since the effect of proliferation and hy-
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poxia cancel each other out. Compared to an OERI of 2.0, these two OERI values seemed 

to underestimate the effect of hypoxia.   

 

 
Figure 2-9. Effect of hypoxia and proliferation on TLCD50 for various OER values of the I-
compartment cells for 2 Gy/fx. 

 

The effect of different CLF values on tumorlet response was also evaluated. As the 

CLF decreased, the TLCD50 increased due to the relative increase in the I-compartment 

cells, which are more radioresistant than the extreme H-compartment and do not undergo 
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cell loss, as shown in Figure 2-10. However, changes in CLF had only a small effect on 

the TLCD50. For a GF of 0.2, the TLCD50 was unaffected for both 2 and 5 Gy/fx. 

 

 
Figure 2-10. The effect of cell loss factors (CLF) on TLCD50 for two different fraction sizes 
(2 and 5 Gy/fx) with the red line along a GF of 0.2. 

 

An increase in reoxygenation time and the resulting reduced tumor regression were 

observed with a decreased CLF, due to the size decrease of the H-compartment, where 

cell loss in the absence of therapy takes place. The effect was more significant for higher 

GF values, since the size decrease of the H-compartment is more significant for higher 

GFs, as can be seen in Figure 2-3.  

Neither the change in OERI nor CLF significantly affected the estimation of the ex-

tra dose required to overcome the loss of local control due to the prolongation of the 

treatment time, which remains almost the same with the value of 0.75 Gy/day. Once re-

oxygenation has occurred, the rate of "dose loss" per day is determined by the P-

compartment parameters along with the radiosensitivity parameters that set the dose 

scale. 
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2.3.3. Response of a homogeneous tumor  

For a more direct comparison with clinical results, the response of a homogeneous 

tumor was also evaluated for various tumor sizes. The tumor dose for 50% control 

(TCD50) can be estimated assuming the total TCP of a tumor is the product of the TCPs 

of each tumorlet (or TLCP), as shown in Equation 2.7  (Sanchez-Nieto & Nahum, 1999; 

Buffa & Nahum, 2000).   

TCPtotal = TLCPi
i
∏   (2.7)  

Table 2-3. Model predicted tumorlet dose required to achieve at least 50% local control, de-
pending on tumor size for a GF of 0.2, a CLF of 0.9 and a fraction size of 2 Gy/fx. 

Tumor diameter 
(cm) 

Tumor volumea 
(cc) Required TLCPb TCD50 (Gy) 

1 0.52 0.918766 54 

2 4.19 0.989465 60 

3 14.14 0.996867 66 

4 33.51 0.998677 68 

5 65.45 0.999322 70 

6 113.10 0.999608 74 

7 179.59 0.999753 76 
a A tumor volume was calculated assuming the tumor is spherical. 
b The required VCP was calculated from Equation 2.7. 

 

In the Table 2-3, the variation of the required tumorlet dose was shown depending 

on the tumor size. Since all the tumorlets in the tumor were dealt as identical and the in-

teraction between adjacent tumorlets was not considered, the result is just an estimation. 
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However, this rough estimation can be a reasonable approximation if the parameters used 

are representative of the whole tumor behavior. Note that this is not intended to repro-

duce an entire clinical dose response curve; consequently inter-tumor-heterogeneity is 

neglected.  

 

 
Figure 2-11. Model predicted tumor dose required to achieve at least 50% TCP (TCD50) for 
a 10 cc tumor vs. the growth fraction (GF) for several different fraction sizes with the cell 
loss factor (CLF) of 0.9 (OERI=2.0). 

 

In Figure 2-11, the TCD50 values were shown in terms of GF and fraction size for a 

10 cc tumor. The plot showed a similar pattern to the TLCD50 plot shown in Figure 2-6 

and the required dose is 64 Gy for a GF of 0.2 and a fraction size of 2 Gy/fx. 

Since the tumor was comprised of homogeneous tumorlets, only the total dose for 

50% control was increased compared to the tumorlet response. The reoxygenation time, 
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the extra dose required to overcome the longer schedule, and the tumor regression pattern 

remained the same as for the tumorlet. 

 

2.4. Discussions 

A mechanistic compartmental TCP model was developed, which can evaluate the 

treatment response of a tumorlet having various microenvironmental conditions. Three 

theoretical compartments were modeled based on the level of proliferation and hypoxia, 

which is determined by the GF and CLF of a voxel-sized tumorlet.  

To make the model biologically reasonable, the following features were incorpo-

rated into the model: The transfer of cells between compartments was determined by the 

maximum size of each compartment, not by a fixed transfer rate. We hypothesize that this 

is a more realistic representation of the transition of tumor cells between compartments 

than using fixed transfer rates between compartments, considering the actual continuum 

nature of the tumor cell conditions. With the OER based alpha and beta values, different 

radiosensitivities were applied for each compartment. Also, the doomed sub-

compartment was included for each compartment, which enables to describe the cell 

death caused by irradiation. This makes the model describe both reoxygenation and re-

gression patterns.  

The size of the tumorlet was determined to have comparable size to a typical PET 

voxel, because the PET-voxel is currently the smallest unit that can reveal the microenvi-

ronment from the in-vivo molecular imaging. Also, the information acquired from the 

PET image with various biomarkers can be used as input parameters for the model. Fur-
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thermore, the heterogeneous dose distribution based on the PET image can be easily 

evaluated with this setting. 

It is a strength of the model that the initial (relative) clonogen distributions are 

completely fixed by knowing the CLF together with the GF.  Conversely, a simpler mod-

el would not be able to naturally integrate CLF and GF values. The size of the P-

compartment is proportional to the GF and the size of the H-compartment is proportional 

to the product of the GF and the CLF. The I-compartment, of course, is the remainder.  

The estimated TLCD50 for a GF of 0.2 and a CLF of 0.9 was 46 Gy with the con-

ventional fraction size of 2 Gy/fx. This corresponded to 64 Gy for a 10 cc homogeneous 

tumor, as shown in Figure 2-11, which is thought to be in the clinically relevant range of 

dose for the size. Except for the fraction size of 1.6 Gy/fx or very high GFs and 2.0 

Gy/fx, the model predicted TLCD50 value decreases as the GF increases, implying that a 

more proliferative tumor might have a more favorable prognosis compared to hypoxic 

tumors. The prognostic value of proliferation for head and neck cancer measured by Ki-

67 labeling index (LI) is still controversial (Pich et al., 2004). Also, several authors have 

reported that the high proliferation correlates with a favorable response when treated with 

radiation therapy (Kropveld et al., 1998; Raybaud et al., 2000). Considering the critical 

importance of hypoxia in RT, higher proliferation, according to this model, implies less 

intermediately hypoxic cells, and more rapid reoxygenation. 

Since the extremely hypoxic H-compartment is assumed to have a modest OER 

value of 1.37, and the cells in the H-compartment vanish relatively rapidly (less than 5 

days for a GF of 0.2, Figures 2-4 and 2-5), the I-compartment is more important to RT 

response. The effect of different OER values of the I-compartment (1.2, 1.37 and 2.0) 
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was significant. For OERI values of 1.2 and 1.37, the hypoxic effect was smaller than the 

proliferation effect in magnitude and the dose required for a hypoxic tumor (lower GF) 

was evaluated to be smaller than an oxic tumor (high GF), as shown in Figure 2-9. From 

clinical observations, it is known that hypoxic tumors require more dose for control and 

an OERI of 2.0 seems to be more clinically relevant. For a 10 cc tumor with an OERI of 

2.0 (Figure 2-11), the dose difference (∆) between hypoxic and oxic condition for 2 Gy/fx 

was about 20 Gy.   

The fraction size effect was evaluated for various GFs. TCD50 is predicted to be 

relatively insensitive to fractionation, except when reoxygenation occurs before the end 

of therapy.  For a small (10 cc) tumor, this only happens with high GF values and 2.0 

Gy/fx or at lower GF values for 1.6 Gy/fx. For larger tumors (not shown), reoxygenation 

is likely to occur well before a tumoricidal dose is obtained, and hypofractionation may 

be an advantage, as proposed by Fowler et al. (Fowler et al., 2004).  

The effect of overall treatment time on TLCD50 was evaluated. The pattern was 

again closely related to reoxygenation as dose loss due to clonogen proliferation. The de-

pendence of overall time on total dose, for tumorlets with a large enough growth fraction, 

shows a shape that might be identified as the "Withers dog-leg effect" (Withers et al., 

1988). Accelerated clonogen proliferation after a certain "kick-off time" (often modeled 

by assuming a kickoff time of 2-4 weeks) arises naturally from this simple model and 

thus explains the kick-off time in terms of more fundamental radiobiological concepts. 

The result suggests that there might exist an optimal fractionation schedule if the GF 

were known. The extra dose required to compensate the loss of local control due to the 

longer treatment time was estimated to be 0.75 Gy/day and is driven by the kinetic and 
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radiosensitivity parameters. When the total dose is normalized to 2 Gy-fractionation 

(NTD2), the extra dose per day was evaluated to be 0.69 Gy/day (data not shown), which 

agrees with the clinically observed value of 0.64 Gy/day (95%CL [0.42; 0.86]), which 

was estimated from a review of studies for head and neck cancer (Hendry et al., 1996).  

The change in GF (0.1-0.3), OERI, CLF, or tumor size showed little effect on the 

estimated extra dose required to overcome the longer schedule, which remained almost 

the same for those variations. At the end of the RT, when the success or failure of the 

treatment is determined, all the viable cells are in the P-compartment for the longer 

schedule. Therefore, the extra dose per day depends on the cell proliferation capacity of 

the P-compartment, which is unaffected with those parameters. Also, the failure of local 

control occurs in the P-compartment for the conventional fractionation schedule. This 

could be a possible explanation for the observed accelerated repopulation and fast relapse 

of the tumor after finishing the radiation therapy (Withers et al., 1988). 

By incorporating a doomed sub-compartment, clinically realistic tumor regression 

patterns emerge. Reoxygenation takes place as doomed cells are removed from the tu-

morlet and the cells in the hypoxic compartments return to the (intermittently) normoxic 

P-compartment. Since the rate of doomed cell death increases as the GF increases, result-

ing in a larger P-compartment, reoxygenation becomes faster. In this model, the reoxy-

genation phenomenon is explicitly described based on a constant oxygenation capacity of 

a tumorlet, compared to other models in which the reoxygenation is modeled by assum-

ing either a constant hypoxic fraction (Popple et al., 2002) or a constant reoxygenation 

rate (Søvik et al., 2007). 
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The regression pattern also depends on the removal of the doomed cells and was 

evaluated by incorporating mitotic cell death of doomed cells and the subsequent lysis 

mechanism. A tumorlet having a GF of 0.1-0.2, which is thought to be the most clinically 

relevant range, showed great agreement with clinical observations, as shown in Figure 

2-8. The regression pattern was not significantly different for different fractional sizes 

(data not shown). Like the reoxygenation, the delayed clearance of the doomed cells 

seems to determine the rate of regression, which is mainly governed by the size of the P-

compartment or the GF. Some researchers have developed tumor regression models 

based on the half-life of doomed cell disintegration (Chvetsov et al., 2008; Chvetsov et 

al., 2009; Huang et al., 2010). Chvetsov et al. (Chvetsov et al., 2009) evaluated the clini-

cal data for HNSCC and found that the half-life of normoxic doomed cells is about 18 

days. In our model, the disintegration of doomed cells consists of two steps–mitotic cell 

death and lysis– and the effective half-life was found to be about 15 days, which is simi-

lar to Chvetsov’s result. This tumor regression pattern is important for modeling the in-

teraction between tumorlets. Also, this pattern provides valuable information for inter-

fractional adaptive RT (Chvetsov et al., 2008).  

In the current study, the initial distribution of cells in each compartment was de-

rived from the GF and CLF and the feasibility of the model was investigated. The method 

to produce the initial distribution from the PET image should be developed, so that this 

model can be used for the adaptive radiation therapy in which a boost dose is given in 

voxel dimension.  

The current model is based on a tumorlet and this model should be expanded to the 

whole tumor to describe the whole tumor response to the radiation therapy. For this pur-
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pose, the interaction between the adjacent tumorlets should be considered for the realistic 

description of the growth and regression pattern of a tumor. The change in blood supply 

during the RT should also be considered to improve the model, which was assumed to be 

fixed for the current work.  

The feasibility of the voxel-based dose boosting is still controversial, but basically 

IMRT is thought to be capable of it. After the modeling of a whole tumor is completed 

and clinically validated, this model can be used to verify a treatment plan representing the 

TCP of each voxel. Further, the model can be helpful in the optimization of non-uniform 

dose distribution for voxel-based adaptive radiation therapy, considering the micro-

regional factors in a heterogeneous tumor.  

 

2.5. Conclusions 

A tumor is a biologically heterogeneous entity and the micro-environmental factors 

such as hypoxia and proliferation are thought to significantly affect the treatment re-

sponse to the RT. This heterogeneity of a tumor should be considered to increase the 

therapeutic effectiveness of the treatment. In this work, a compartmental TCP model was 

developed, in which the impact of various microenvironmental conditions on the treat-

ment response can be evaluated. This model has three compartments based on the prolif-

eration and hypoxia and focused on a small tumorlet having the size of a typical PET 

voxel. The initial distribution of the cells in the compartments was found based on vari-

ous GFs and CLFs. The treatment response to the RT was demonstrated for HNSCC. The 

tumor dose required to achieve 50% of TCP (TCD50) was found for various GFs and the 

fraction size effect was evaluated. The reoxygenation time for a given GF was estimated 
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and the effect of overall treatment time on the TCD50 was also evaluated. The model also 

predicted seemingly realistic tumor regression patterns, based on post-mitotic cell death 

and cell lysis. Although this model has minimum mathematical complexity, it yielded 

clinically relevant results and could successfully capture the clinically observed phenom-

ena, such as fraction size effect, reoxygenation, the treatment time effect, and the tumor 

regression pattern. This flexible model provides an idealized prediction of how complex 

microenvironmental conditions are likely impacting local control rates, and can be used 

to generate hypotheses about potential fractionation changes. When the PET-derived in-

formation is integrated, this model can be used to design personalized RT strategies. 
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CHAPTER 3  
 

CAN THE STATE-BASED MODEL EXPLAIN HIGH LO-
CAL CONTROL RATES FOR HYPOFRACTIONATED 

RADIOTHERAPY?  

 
 
 
3.1. Introduction 

Recently, hypofractionated stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) has been 

widely accepted as an alternative treatment option for several types of tumors  (Khrizman 

et al., 2010; Benedict et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2011). Most of its applications are for 

non-surgical lung cancer, for which clinical outcomes have shown much better local con-

trol rates when compared to conventional radiation therapy with acceptable toxicity  

(Chang & Timmerman, 2007; Chi et al., 2011).  

SBRT uses a small number of fractions (usually less than 5 fx) with larger fraction 

sizes, ranging from 8 to 30 Gy/fx. With advanced localization and immobilization tech-

niques, highly conformal radiation dose is delivered to the target volume, while exposure 

to the surrounding normal tissues is reduced by rapidly dropping the dose at the edge of 

the tumor. 

Although SBRT has shown promising results, radiobiological understanding is still 

insufficient (Benedict et al., 2010; Chi et al., 2011). Clinical outcomes of SBRT are usu-

ally analyzed in terms of biologically effective dose (BED), which is based on the linear-

quadratic model (L-Q model). The quantity is used to evaluate the treatment efficacy of 

SBRT by comparing with the dose response relationships of conventional radiation ther-
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apy, which are well established in clinical experiences. However, this quantity does not 

consider all of the radiobiological differences between the conventional and SBRT frac-

tionations.  

In radiobiology, the four “R”s (repair of sublethal damage, repopulation, reassort-

ment of cells within the cell cycle, and reoxygenation) are considered the basis of under-

standing the efficacy of fractionated radiation therapy (Hall and Giaccia, 2006). Conven-

tional radiation therapy and SBRT depend on different radiobiological mechanisms: the 

conventional fractionation benefits from the reassortment and reoxygenation that accom-

panies that technique’s small dose and long schedule, whereas SBRT benefits from the 

lesser sublethal damage repair and repopulation with its larger dose and shorter schedule. 

Therefore, when the outcomes of SBRT are compared with conventional radiation thera-

py, all these mechanisms should be considered. 

The BED only considers the first “R”, repair of sublethal damage: as the fractional 

dose increases, sublethal damage accumulates and results in higher cell death, as ex-

pressed in terms of relative effectiveness 1+ d α β( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ . Sometimes, the second “R”, re-

population, is included in the BED calculation, based on the potential doubling time for 

schedules longer than the so-called “kick-off” time of 3 to 4 weeks. However, the other 

two “R”s (reassortment and reoxygenation), which are disadvantageous for SBRT, are 

not considered in the BED calculation. This might cause overestimation of the treatment 

efficacy of SBRT and can possibly explain why the outcomes of SBRT are usually poorer 

than expected from the BED.  

In the analyses of clinical outcomes of SBRT in terms of BED, several authors 

have concluded that the L-Q model overestimates cell killing, and they questioned the va-
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lidity of the L-Q model for evaluating the high fractional dose used in SBRT  (Timmer-

man et al., 2003; Chi et al., 2011). Taking hypoxia into consideration, however, other au-

thors argued that the L-Q model is not sufficient enough to explain the high control rate 

and that other effects might be involved in SBRT (Brown & Koong, 2008; Brown et al., 

2010; Carlson et al., 2011). These confusing conclusions are a result of the different radi-

obiological factors included in these studies. Therefore, it is necessary to consider all the 

radiobiological factors in evaluating the therapeutic efficacy of different fractionation 

schemes.  

In this work, considering all the effects (the four “R”s), the treatment responses to 

different fractionation schemes were explored. A state-based tumor response model, in 

which the effects of proliferation, hypoxia and reoxygenation are already incorporated, 

was used to accommodate all the effects. Additionally, the cell cycle effect on different 

fraction sizes was included in terms of effective radiosensitivity and effective oxygen en-

hancement ratio (OER). A model predicted equivalent dose of 2 Gy/fx (EQD2,model) was 

estimated using the resulting model and compared with BED-based NTD2.   

 

3.2. Methods and materials 

3.2.1. Effective radiosensitivity based on cell cycle 

The dependency of radiosensitivity on the cell cycle has long been recognized and 

is a well-known phenomenon (Madoc-Jones, 1964; Sinclair & Morton, 1966; Gillespie et 

al., 1975; Quiet et al., 1991; Biade et al., 1997). In general, the S-phase (especially late 

S-phase) is known to be the most radioresistant and cell cycles around mitosis (G2/M-

phases) are known to be the most radiosensitive. Although the radiosensitivity of the ear-
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ly G1-phase can be as high as that of the S-phase in some cells that have a long G1-phase 

time, the radiosensitivity of the G1-phase is known to be generally in between that of the 

S- and G2/M-phases.  

To take the cell cycle dependency of radiosensitivity into account, the tumor popu-

lation is divided into three subpopulations, based on cell cycle phases (G1, S and G2/M). 

The survival fraction (SF) of each cell cycle phase was calculated based on the L-Q mod-

el as follows: 

SF = exp −αd − βd 2( )   (3.1)  

The total survival fraction of the tumor is obtained as a summation of the survival 

fractions of the three cell cycle phases weighted by the cell cycle phase distribution. The 

effective radiosensitivity can be estimated based on the equivalent survival fraction, as 

shown in Equation 3.2. The effective radiosensitivity is dependent on both the fraction of 

cells and the radiosensitivity in each cell cycle.  

SFpro = fG1 exp −αG1d − βG1d
2( ) + fS exp −α Sd − βSd

2( )
+ fG2/M exp −αG2/Md − βG2/Md

2( )
= exp −α eff d − βeff d

2( )
 (3.2)  

where αeff and βeff are the effective L-Q parameters, d is the fractional dose, and fX, αX and 

βX are the fraction of cells, linear parameter, and quadratic parameter for a given cell cy-

cle X (G1, S or G2/M). 
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It is assumed that the cell distribution after a RT fraction returns to the previous 

distribution through reassortment (or redistribution) before the next fraction, which is 

reasonable, considering that usually there are two or more days of break between frac-

tions in SBRT and that the desynchronization is a fast process. 

 

3.2.2. Hypoxia and cell cycle 

Tumor hypoxia is a general phenomenon for most human tumors, including lung 

cancer (Vaupel and Mayer, 2007). In the conventional fractionated RT (2 Gy/fx), the ad-

verse hypoxic effect can be relieved by the reoxygenation process that accompanies its 

long schedule. In SBRT, however, the reoxygenation is not as effective as that in conven-

tional fractionation due to SBRT’s short schedule, and the hypoxic effect might be more 

significant. Increased radioresistance of hypoxic cells can be quantified in terms of the 

oxygenation enhancement ratio (OER), which is the ratio of the required dose in a hypox-

ic condition to the dose in a normoxic condition (Joiner & Kogel, 2009).  

The OER of hypoxic cells is also known to be dependent on cell cycle phase. Palcic 

and Skarsgard found that the OER is dependent on dose (Palcic & Skarsgard, 1984; Ré-

vész & Palcic, 1985; Skarsgard & Harrison, 1991), and further research has shown this 

dependency of OER is a consequence of the variation of the OER with cell cycle phase. 

In their analysis, Freyer et al. (1991) found that the OER of CHO cells was evaluated to 

be highest for the S-phase (2.8-2.9) and lowest for the G1-phase (2.3-2.4). As the dose 

increases, the most resistant S-phase cells become dominant in the cell survival, and this 

causes an increase of the OER at a higher fractional dose. 
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Values for the OER are measured in in vitro experiments, in which a cell culture is 

usually exposed to nitrogen or argon gas for only a short time. In a tumor, however, the 

vast majority of hypoxic cells are thought to be in the quiescent phase, in which cells are 

arrested in the G0/G1-phase and cannot proliferate. The difference in cell cycle distribu-

tion between in vivo hypoxia (in a tumor) and in vitro hypoxia (in cell culture) might 

cause a significant discrepancy in OER values. Confluent (plateau phase) cell culture, in 

which nutrients or space is limited to imitate the in vivo condition of a tumor, has shown 

a decreased OER, with most hypoxic cells out of cell cycle (G0/G1-phase) (Berry et al., 

1970; West et al., 1988). It has also been found that the cells in the G0-phase might be 

more sensitive to radiation damage, when compared with cells in the G1-phase (Luk et 

al., 1985; Wallen et al., 1985). Recently, it has been postulated that the repair mecha-

nisms of hypoxic cells are less effective than normoxic cells (Zölzer & Streffer, 2002; 

Rothkamm et al., 2003; Chan et al., 2008; Chan et al., 2009). 

In the current study, all the hypoxic cells are considered to be only in the G0/G1-

phase and, therefore, a lower OER value was used. Since the hypoxic cells are in the 

same cell cycle, dose dependency does not exist with constant radiosensitivity. However, 

the OER changes as a function of dose, since normoxic radiosensitivity is changing. Like 

the reference radiosensitivity value, the OER values were applied to 2 Gy/fx and the ef-

fective OER (OEReff) can be found as a function of fractional dose in the following equa-

tion: 

SFhyp = exp(−
α eff

OEReff
d −

βeff

OEReff
2 d 2 ) = exp(−

α ref

OER
d −

βref

OER2
d 2 )  (3.3)  
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where αeff and βeff are the effective L-Q parameters, OEReff is the dose-dependent effec-

tive OER value, and αref and βref are the reference L-Q parameters at 2 Gy/fx. 

 

3.2.3. State-based tumor response model  

In order to evaluate the treatment response of various fractionation regimes, a state-

based tumor response model, which incorporated all the effects of four “R”s, was used. A 

detailed description of the model has been given previously in Chapter 2. In brief, the 

model is comprised of three theoretical compartments (P-, I-, and H-compartments) and 

can evaluate treatment response of a small tumorlet having various microenvironments, 

including the interplay between hypoxia and proliferation. Proliferation takes place in the 

P-compartment and the cell loss takes place in the extremely hypoxic H-compartment. In 

the intermediate I-compartment, neither proliferation nor cell loss takes place. Unlike 

repopulation based on kick-off time, a fraction of the cells in the P-compartment of this 

model keep proliferating. With a doomed sub-compartment, reoxygenation takes place 

over a course of radiotherapy: following post-mitotic cell death and clearance of prolifer-

ating cells, intermediate cells move into the proliferative compartment and hypoxic cells 

move into the intermediate compartment. Cell-cycle-dependent radiosensitivity has been 

included in the model, and radiosensitivity of the hypoxic compartment was determined, 

as explained in the previous section. 

 

3.2.4. Model-predicted equivalent dose of 2 Gy/fx (EQD2,model) 

The treatment efficacy of the SBRT regime was evaluated in terms of equivalent 

dose in 2 Gy/fx (5 fx/week) in order to compare with conventional RT. To estimate the 
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EQD2,model, two separate simulations were performed: first, the cell survival fraction was 

estimated for the SBRT regime with the fraction-size-dependent effective radiosensitivity 

and then, a conventional 2 Gy-fraction was simulated to find the same level of survival 

fraction as the SBRT regime.  

The estimated EQD2,model was compared with NTD2 for various SBRT schedules 

which differed in either number of fractions or treatment duration. For several typical 

SBRT regimes, the EQD2,model was estimated and compared with NTD2. 

 

3.2.5. Model parameters for lung cancer SBRT 

In the model, the degree of proliferation and hypoxia-caused cell death are deter-

mined by the size of each compartment, which is derived from the growth fraction (GF) 

and cell loss factor (CLF). GF and CLF values of 0.25 and 0.92, respectively, were used 

for simulation, based on the potential doubling time (8 days) and volume doubling time 

(100 days) measured for lung cancer (Tinnemans et al., 1993; Shibamoto et al., 1998). 

Cell cycle time (Tc) was assumed to be 2 days. 

For simplicity, we assumed the α/β ratio to be 10 for all cases. The cell cycle distri-

bution was assumed to be 78%, 12% and 10% for the G1-, S-, G2/M-phases, respective-

ly, based on a flow cytometric analysis of 187 surgical specimens of non-small-cell lung 

cancer  (Volm et al., 1985). Since the exact values for cell-cycle-dependent radiosensitiv-

ity are not available for lung cancer, the ratios of radiosensitivity of the G1- and G2/M-

phases to the most resistant S-phase (αG1/αS and αG2/M/αS) were introduced and several 

sets of these ratios [αG1/αS, αG2/M/αS] were assumed, including [2, 3], which are thought to 

be relevant values for a human tumor. The radiosensitivity of each cell cycle phase was 
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derived from the reference radiosensitivity value (αref = 0.35) that was used at 2 Gy/fx  

(Mehta et al., 2001).  

The hypoxic cells in the I- and H-compartments are considered to be only in the 

G0/G1-phase, which results in fraction-size-independent radiosensitivity. The OER val-

ues were assumed to be 2 and 1.4 for the I- and H-compartments, respectively, at 2 Gy/fx, 

considering the lower OER of the G0/G1 phase and reduced repair capability of a chroni-

cally hypoxic cell. The parameter values used for the model simulation are summarized 

in Table 3-1. 

 

Table 3-1. Parameter values used for the model simulation for lung cancer 

Parameter Value 

Growth fraction (GF ) 0.25a 

Cell loss factor (CLF ) 0.92a 
Cell cycle time (TC ) 2 days (Joiner & Kogel, 2009) 
Fraction of cells in P compartment ( f P ) 50 %b 
       G1-phase in P ( fG1

P ) 28 %  (Volm et al., 1985) 
       S-phase in P ( fS

P ) 12 %  (Volm et al., 1985) 

       G2/M-phase ( fG2/M
P ) 10 %  (Volm et al., 1985) 

Fraction of cells in I compartment ( f I ) 27 %b 

Fraction of cells in H compartment ( f H ) 23 %b 
Ratio of alpha of G1- to S-phase (αG1 α S ) 1.5, 2 or 3c 
Ratio of alpha of G2/M- to S-phase (αG2/M α S ) 2, 3 or 5c 
Reference radiosensitivity at 2 Gy/fx (α ref ) 0.35 Gy-1  (Mehta et al., 2001) 
Alpha-beta ratio (α β ) 5 or 10 Gyc 
OER of I compartment at 2 Gy/fx (OERI ) 2c 
OER of H compartment at 2 Gy/fx (OERH ) 1.4 (Chan et al., 2008) 
a estimated from potential doubling time and volume doubling time measured for lung cancer  (Tinne-
mans et al., 1993; Shibamoto et al., 1998) 
b estimated from GF and CLF of the model 
c assumed parameters 
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Effective radiosensitivity for proliferating tumor cells 

For proliferating tumor cells, the radiosensitivity of each cell cycle phase was esti-

mated from Equation 3.2 based on relevant distribution of cell cycle phases for lung can-

cer and reference radiosensitivity at 2 Gy/fx (Table 3-1). For three assumed ratios of ra-

diosensitivities (αG1/αS and αG2/M/αS), the cell-cycle-dependent radiosensitivity values are 

calculated as shown in Table 3-2.  

 

Table 3-2. Estimated radiosensitivity of each cell cycle phase for several assumed ratios of 
radiosensitivities with assumed cell cycle distribution (G1: 56%, S: 24% and G2/M: 20%) 
and reference alpha of 0.35 (assuming, α/β=10). 

Cell cycle 
The ratio of radiosensitivity [αG1 α S , αG2/M α S ] 

[1.5, 2] [2, 3] [3, 5] 

αG1  0.3625 0.3759 0.3968 

α S  0.2417 0.1880 0.1323 

αG2/M  0.4833 0.5639 0.6613 

 

Using the calculated cell-cycle-dependent radiosensitivity values, the survival frac-

tion of each cell cycle phase was estimated, as shown in Figure 3-1, along with the total 

survival fraction. As the fractional dose increases, relatively sensitive cells in the G2/M- 

and G1-phases are preferentially killed and then more resistant cells in the S-phase are 

controlled. The cells in the S-phase become dominant after about 5 Gy/fx, and the values 

for the total survival fraction follow those for the cycle’s survival fraction.  
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In Figure 3-2, the effective alpha value was presented as a function of the fractional 

dose in Gy for three different sets of ratios of alpha values (αG1/αS and αG2/M/αS). As the 

fractional dose increases, the effective alpha values decrease and approach to the alpha 

value of the most resistant cell cycle phase (S-phase). As the variation of radiosensitivity 

increases throughout the cell cycle with increased ratios of alpha values (αG1/αS and 

αG2/M/αS), the decrease in effective radiosensitivity becomes more significant. Note that 

the effective radiosensitivity is identical for the reference radiosensitivity at 2 Gy. 

 

 
Figure 3-1. Survival fraction (SF) of each cell cycle phase and the total SF for proliferating 
cells in P compartment based on individual radiosensitivity values (αG1/αS=2 and αG2/M/αS=3) 
with assumed cell cycle distribution (G1: 56%, S: 24% and G2/M: 20%). 
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Figure 3-2. Effective alpha value as a function of fractional dose, estimated from the as-
sumed cell cycle distribution (56% of G1-phase, 24% of S-phase and 20% of G2/M-phase) 
and cell-cycle-dependent radiosensitivity values (αG1/αS=2 and αG2/M/αS=3). At 2 Gy/fx, a ref-
erence alpha value of 0.35 was used. 

 

3.3.2. Effective OER for hypoxic tumor cells 

Hypoxia was considered in the model with two hypoxic compartments (I- and H-

compartments). Since the cells in hypoxia were assumed to be only in G0/G1-phase, the 

survival fractions of the hypoxic compartments are determined by a single radiosensitivi-

ty value, whereas the survival fraction of the proliferating compartment is composed of 

three different cell cycle phases (G1, S and G2/M) with different radiosensitivity values. 

The survival fraction of each compartment is shown in Figure 3-3. Cell cycle distribution 

of 78%, 12% and 10% for G1-, S- and G2/M-phases, respectively, was used for the pro-

liferating P-compartment with radiosensitivity ratios of αG1/αS =2 and αG2/M/αS =3. Due to 

the relatively resistant S-phase in the P-compartment, the slope of the survival fraction of 
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the P-compartment becomes shallow as the fractional dose increases and becomes similar 

to the slope of the survival fraction of the H-compartment. Although the slope of the sur-

vival fraction of the I-compartment is still more shallow than that of the P-compartment, 

relative resistance decreases with increasing fraction dose. The effective OER values for 

hypoxic compartments are shown in Figure 3-4. The survival fraction and OER values for 

different radiosensitivity ratio values (αG1/αS and αG2/M/αS) are shown in Appendix A.4. 

 

 
Figure 3-3. Survival fraction of each compartment including cell-cycle-phase-dependent SF in 
P-compartment for cell cycle distribution in P-compartment of 78%, 12% and 10% for G1-, 
S- and G2/M-phase, respectively, and radiosensitivity ratios of αG1/αS=2 and αG2/M/αS=3. 
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Figure 3-4. Effective OER values of I- and H-compartments as a function of fractional dose 
for cell cycle distribution in P-compartment of 78%, 12% and 10% for G1-, S- and G2/M-
phase, respectively, and radiosensitivity ratios of αG1/αS=2 and αG2/M/αS=3. 

 

3.3.3. Estimated EQD2,model and comparison with NTD2 for SBRT regimes 

An equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fx was estimated with the model for SBRT regimes. 

First, the survival fraction of a SBRT regime was predicted (Figure 3-5a) and then, the 

simulation in 2-Gy/fx RT was performed until the same level of survival fraction was 

achieved (Figure 3-5b). Note that the survival fractions are not exactly the same due to 

the discrete nature of the 2-Gy-fractionation and the exact EQD2,model should be between 

64 Gy and 66 Gy for the example case shown in Figure 3-5. The survival fraction of 

SBRT was determined by hypoxic cells in the I-compartment without reoxygenation. The 

2-Gy-fraction dealt with proliferating cells that exhibited accelerated repopulation after 

full reoxygenation at about two weeks. 
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Figure 3-5. Example of estimating the EQD2,model based on survival fractions of (a) SBRT 
regimen (15Gy×3fractions)  and  (b) conventional 2-Gy fractionation using state-based 
mathematical tumor response model, in which fraction-size-dependent radiosensitivity (αeff 
= 0.238 for 15 Gy/fx and 0.35 for 2 Gy/fx), proliferation and hypoxia effects are incorpo-
rated. 

 

The EQD2,model was estimated for various SBRT regimes and compared with NTD2. 

In Figure 3-6, three different daily fractionations are compared. As the number of frac-

tions increased, treatment efficacy (in terms of the ratio EQD2,model/NTD2) increased due 

to cell cycle reassortment between fractions and increased reoxygenation with a longer 

schedule. In Figure 3-7, different treatment durations were compared for 3-fraction 

SBRT.  As treatment duration increased, treatment efficacy increases with better reoxy-

genation. The increase of treatment efficacy was more significant for a 15-day schedule, 

and this seems to be related to full reoxygenation time, which is about 2 weeks. Note that 

cell cycle distribution of 78%, 12% and 10% for G1-, S- and G2/M-phases, respectively, 

was used for the proliferating P-compartment with radiosensitivity ratios of αG1/αS =2 and 

αG2/M/αS =3. The results of different radiosensitivity ratio values (αG1/αS and αG2/M/αS) are 

shown in Appendix A.4. 

 

a b
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Figure 3-6. Model-predicted equivalent dose of 2 Gy/fx (EQD2,model) vs. NTD2 for several 
numbers of daily fractions. 

 

 
Figure 3-7. Model predicted equivalent dose of 2 Gy/fx (EQD2,model) vs. NTD2 for several 
treatment durations for 3-fraction SBRT.  
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For several typical SBRT regimens, the estimated EQD2,model and survival fraction 

(SF) at the end of therapy were evaluated for two different α/β  ratio values (α/β=5 and 

10). For the α/β ratio of 10, the result is shown in Table 3-3. The model-predicted 

EQD2,model was significantly less than the BED-based NTD2, by 25% to 30 %. The treat-

ment duration of SBRT affected the treatment efficacy and the ratio of EQD2,model/NTD2 

was lowest for high-dose single-fraction SBRT (~60%). With the longer treatment dura-

tion, the EQD2,model increased and approached NTD2, due to increased reoxygenation. For 

most evaluated SBRT regimens, predicted cell survival levels were too high to account 

for the high local control rates that have been reported for SBRT outcomes. 

 

Table 3-3. The model-predicted equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fx (EQD2,model) and survival fraction 
(SF) at the end of therapy for several typical SBRT regimes to achieve the same surviving 
fraction of viable cells at the end of radiotherapy (α/β = 10). 

SBRT  
regimen 

(Gy×# fx) 

Treatment 
duration 

(day) 

BED 
(Gy) 

NTD2 
(Gy) 

EQD2,model
a 

(Gy) 
EQD2,model/

NTD2 

Estimated SF 
at the end of 

RT 

26×1 1 93.6 78 46 59 % 1.1×10-5 

30×1 1 120 100 58 58 % 8.2×10-7 

12×3 9 79.2 66 48 73 % 4.3×10-6 

15×3 5 112.5 93.75 66 70 % 2.3×10-7 

20×3 8 180 150 108 72 % 1.2×10-10 

22×3 8 211.2 176 126 72 % 5.4×10-12 

12×4 12 105.6 88 78 89 % 2.3×10-8 

BED: biologically effective dose, NTD2: normalized total dose at 2 Gy fraction, SF: survival fraction 
a model-predicted equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fx including cell cycle, proliferation and hypoxia effects 
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In Table 3-4, the estimated EQD2,model and survival fraction (SF) at the end of ther-

apy were shown for the α/β ratio of 5. Due to increased quadratic radiosensitivity (β 

component of L-Q model), the cell kill effect was significantly increased, which resulted 

in higher NTD2 and lower SF, compared to the result of α/β=10. With a lower α/β ratio 

(α/β=5), the treatment efficacy of SBRT was evaluated to be increased, and the ratio of 

EQD2,model/NTD2 was significantly increased. 

 

Table 3-4. The model-predicted equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fx (EQD2,model) and survival fraction 
(SF) at the end of therapy for several typical SBRT regimes to achieve the same surviving 
fraction of viable cells at the end of radiotherapy (α/β = 5). 

SBRT  
regimen 

(Gy×# fx) 

Treatment 
duration 

(day) 

BED 
(Gy) 

NTD2 
(Gy) 

EQD2,model
a 

(Gy) 
EQD2,model/

NTD2 

Estimated SF 
at the end of 

RT 

26×1 1 161.2 115.1 76 66 % 3.9×10-8 

30×1 1 210 150 100 67 % 4.7×10-10 

12×3 9 122.4 87.4 68 78 % 1.0×10-7 

15×3 5 180 128.6 96 75 % 8.1×10-10 

20×3 8 300 214.3 164 77 % 5.7×10-15 

22×3 8 356.4 254.6 194 76 % 3.1×10-17 

12×4 12 163.2 116.6 108 93 % 1.0×10-10 

BED: biologically effective dose, NTD2: normalized total dose at 2 Gy fraction, SF: survival fraction 
a model predicted equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fx including cell cycle, proliferation and hypoxia effects 

 

3.4. Discussion 

In this work, the treatment efficacy of SBRT was evaluated by the state-based 

mathematical model, including the effects of cell cycle, hypoxic, proliferation, and reox-
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ygenation. The effectiveness of SBRT was quantified in terms of equivalent dose in 2 

Gy/fx (EQD2,model), which yielded the same level of surviving fraction of viable cells as 

the SBRT regime at the end of radiotherapy. For various SBRT regimes, the EQD2,model 

was compared with the normalized total dose in 2 Gy/fx (NTD2), which is usually used to 

evaluate the clinical outcomes of SBRT. Although there was variation in degree depend-

ing on the fraction size and schedule, in general, the BED-based NTD2 was evaluated to 

overestimate the efficacy of SBRT by about 30% compared to the EQD2,model. 

 

Table 3-5. Effect of each factor (cell cycle effect, proliferation and hypoxia) on the model-
predicted equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fx (EQD2,model) for several typical SBRT regimes (α/β = 10). 

SBRT  
regimen 

(Gy×# fx) 

NTD2 
(Gy) 

EQD2,model
a (Gy) 

C  P H C+P C+H P+H All 
(C+P+H) 

26×1  
(1 day) 78 46 156 34 78 34 46 46 

30×1 
(1 day) 100 58 208 40 106 40 60 58 

12×3 
(9 days) 66 46 120 36 74 36 50 48 

15×3 
(5 days) 93.75 62 190 44 110 42 66 66 

20×3 
(8 days) 150 92 320 62 180 60 110 108 

22×3 
(8 days) 176 106 384 70 216 68 128 126 

12×4 
(12 days) 88 62 170 50 106 48 84 78 

NTD2: normalized total dose at 2 Gy fraction, C: cell cycle effect, P: proliferation, H: hypoxia 
a model predicted equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fx including cell cycle, proliferation and hypoxia effects 

 

To test the effect of each factor (cell cycle effect, proliferation and hypoxic), the 

EQD2,model was evaluated for all combinations of the factors as shown in Table 3-5 for 
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α/β=10. The result showed that the proliferation significantly increases the EQD2,model, 

while the cell cycle effect and hypoxia decreases the EQD2,model, which verifies that 

SBRT benefits from inhibiting proliferation but suffers from the lack of cell cycle redis-

tribution and reoxygenation. Interestingly, the EQD2,model values with only cell cycle ef-

fect included (column ‘C’ in the table) was evaluated to be similar to the EQD2,model with 

all factors included (C+P+H). It seems that the adverse hypoxic effect is cancelled out by 

proliferation to a certain extent and the cell cycle effect is dominant until the BED is very 

high.  

The direct comparison of the result with clinical outcome is not easy, since the 

SBRT technique is not standardized yet and there are many factors to consider in inter-

preting the clinical outcomes from different institutions, such as the immobilization and 

localization technique and the dose calculation algorithm.  

Considering the reported high local control rates in SBRT, however, the classic ra-

diobiological factors included in the model seems to be not enough to explain the clinical 

outcomes of SBRT, as other researchers have already concluded in the consideration of 

hypoxia (Brown & Koong, 2008; Brown et al., 2010; Carlson et al., 2011). There might 

be alternative mechanisms in the high fractional dose range used in SBRT, such as vascu-

lar endothelial cell apoptosis (Garcia-Barros et al., 2003) and immune stimulation after 

tumor ablative SBRT (Lee et al., 2009). 

  

3.5. Conclusion 

Based on the state-based model, in which well-established radiobiological princi-

ples are incorporated, the treatment efficacy of SBRT was evaluated in terms of the mod-
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el predicted equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fx (EQD2,model). It is verified that the treatment effi-

cacy of SBRT estimated from BED is significantly overestimated compared to the model 

results and the SBRT schedule seems to affect the treatment efficacy. Considering the re-

ported high local control rates of SBRT in clinical, non-classical biological or radiobio-

logical principles are apparently at work in high-dose SBRT treatments. 
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CHAPTER 4  
 

MODEL SIMULATIONS OF THE CORRELATION OF 
HIGH FDG-PET AND REDUCED LOCAL CONTROL: CAN 

THE STATE-BASED MODEL EXPLAIN CLINICAL OB-
SERVATION? 

 
 
 
4.1. Introduction 

As the most commonly used functional imaging modality, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose 

(FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) has played a valuable role in oncology since 

first synthesized in 1978  (Ido et al., 1978). The tumor cells exhibit an increased glucose 

uptake as a result of upregulated glycolysis  (Gatenby & Gillies, 2004) and the FDG PET, 

as a glucose analogy, can show the spatial distribution of glucose uptake in a patient. The 

FDG-PET has become an important diagnostic tool for cancer detection, staging and tar-

get definition  (Biehl et al., 2006; van Baardwijk et al., 2006; Janssen et al., 2009; Zhong 

et al., 2009), as well as for monitoring tumor response after treatment  (Mac Manus et al., 

2005; van Loon et al., 2009).  

Although there are several contrary results  (Vesselle et al., 2007; Agarwal et al., 

2009), many clinical studies have shown that the uptake of FDG, usually measured as a 

standardized uptake value (SUV), is a significant predictor of prognosis  (Ahuja et al., 

1998; Vansteenkiste et al., 1999; Dhital et al., 2000; Jeong et al., 2002; Downey et al., 

2004; Borst et al., 2005; Cerfolio et al., 2005; Sasaki et al., 2005; Xue et al., 2006; Kidd 

et al., 2007; van Baardwijk et al., 2007; Casali et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2009; Xie et al., 

2009). Also, the region of high FDG uptake is known to be radioresistant and correlated 
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with increased local failure and shorter survival (Madani et al., 2007b; Soto et al., 2008; 

Abramyuk et al., 2009; Aerts et al., 2009). 

Based on the clinical outcome, the FDG-avid region in a tumor is recognized as a 

possible target for dose escalation. Several planning and optimization studies have as-

sessed the feasibility of dose boosting on the sub-volume of a tumor based on the FDG-

PET image with the intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) (Das et al., 2004; 

Vanderstraeten et al., 2006; Thorwarth et al., 2007; Thorwarth et al., 2008; Feng et al., 

2009). In those studies, however, the extra dose was prescribed either by a uniform boost 

based on clinical experience or by the level of SUV with an arbitrarily determined maxi-

mum dose level. In either case, there is no clear basis for the determination of extra dose.  

The enhanced glycolysis of tumor cells might be a result of hypoxia, because hy-

poxic cells produce energy through glycolysis without oxygen. However, it is also recog-

nized that tumor cells showed increased glycolysis even in the presence of oxygen, 

known as Warberg effect  (Warburg, 1956). This aerobic glycolysis is thought to be 

caused by a number of genetic changes in a malignant tumor  (Dang & Semenza, 1999; 

Kim & Dang, 2006; Heiden et al., 2009). Many studies have been carried out to correlate 

FDG uptake with physiological parameters, such as hypoxia, proliferation, blood flow, 

histology and differentiation, using PET, immune histochemical method, and histology  

(Vesselle et al., 2000; Rajendran et al., 2004; Pugachev et al., 2005; Hara et al., 2006; 

Zimny et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2007; Yamamoto et al., 2007; Buchmann et al., 2008; 

Dierckx & Van De Wiele, 2008; Vesselle et al., 2008; Bruechner et al., 2009). Although 

several studies have shown the relationship between the FDG uptake and hypoxia or pro-

liferation, the underlying mechanism of FDG uptake in a tumor is still unclear.  
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In this study, the extra dose required to compensate for the worse outcome of FDG-

avid tumor was explored. Based on the available published data for head and neck squa-

mous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), the range of extra dose was estimated, which is required 

to equalize local control between FDG-avid and non-avid tumors. Also, the FDG uptake 

mechanism was explored using the state-based mathematical model for tumor response, 

in which classical radiobiological mechanisms were incorporated. Several different FDG 

uptake patterns were hypothesized and tested in the model to find a relevant FDG uptake 

mechanism, which is consistent with the clinical observation. 

 
4.2. Methods and materials 

4.2.1. Clinical outcome review and study criteria 

A literature review was performed for radiation therapy (RT) for head and neck 

squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), in which RT outcomes were compared for high and 

low FDG uptake groups based on the maximum standardized uptake value (SUVm). 

Among nine relevant trials  (Minn et al., 1997; Brun et al., 2002; Kunkel et al., 2003; Al-

lal et al., 2004; Schwartz et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2007; Roh et al., 2007; Machtay et al., 

2009; Torizuka et al., 2009), four provided adequate data for analysis, based on the fol-

lowing criteria: (1) only RT patients were included or separate outcome comparison for 

the RT group was performed; (2) the endpoint of the analysis is either local control rate 

(LC) or disease-free survival (DFS); and (3) the administrated dose was reported. The tri-

als included in this study are shown in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1. The trials included in this study. 

Clinical 
data Site SUVm 

cut-off 
#  

patients 
Disease-free 
Survival (%) 

Local Control 
(%) RT Dose 

Roh et al., 
2007 

Larynx/ 
Hypo-

pharynx 

<8 23 54 3-year 74.4* 3-year 69.8 Gy 
(61.2-73.8) ≥8 16 27 (p=0.002) 36.6*  

Kim et al., 
2007 

Orophar-
ynx 

<6 11 78 3-year 86 3-year 68.8 Gy 
(60.2-76.2) ≥6 10 33  30 (p=0.039) 

Allal et al., 
2004 

Head and 
Neck 

<5.5 
73 

79 4-year 88 4-year 69.9 Gy 
(69.8-74.4) ≥5.5 40 (p=0.005) 58 (p=0.01) 

Brun et al., 
2002 

Head and 
Neck 

<9.0 23   96 5-year 68 Gy 
(66-70) ≥9.0 23   57 (p=0.003) 

* Estimated from disease-free survival (DFS) (refer section 4.2.2). 
 

4.2.2. Estimate of local control rate from disease free survival 

The endpoint used in the study was LC as a surrogate of tumor control probability 

(TCP). For the clinical data, in which only DFS was reported, the LC was estimated from 

DFS based on the meta-study that analyzed the 17 treatment-control comparisons (6515 

patients) on the effect of altered-fractionation for HNSCC  (Michiels et al., 2009). It was 

assumed that the change in LC (ΔLC) is proportional to the change in DFS (ΔDFS). The 

proportional coefficient between ΔLC and ΔDFS was found to be 1.4 and the ratio of 

LC/DFS at 3 years was also found to be 1.37 from the meta-analysis. Both factors were 

applied to DFS, and LC was estimated (Table 4-1). 
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4.2.3. Logistic TCP model and estimate of boost dose for high FDG uptake 

The logistic TCP model was used to estimate the tumor dose for 50% of control 

(TD50), as shown in the following equation (Schultheiss et al., 1983):  

TCP = 1

1+ TD50

D
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
4γ 50

  (4.1)  

where TCP is tumor control probability as a function of dose (D) and γ50 is normalized 

slope of the TCP curve at TD50. For both high and low FDG SUVm groups, the TD50 val-

ues were estimated from the reported prescribed dose and local control rates for several 

assumed γ50 values. 

The boost dose required for the high FDG SUVm group to achieve the same level of 

TCP as the low FDG SUVm group was estimated from the ratio of TD50 values between 

the high and low FDG SUVm groups (TD50,high/TD50,low). When the same slope (γ50) was 

applied to both groups, the dose ratio between the high and low FDG SUVm groups 

(D50,high/D50,low) for a given level of TCP remains unchanged, which is also equal to the 

ratio of TD50,high/TD50,low. Therefore, the dose required for high FDG SUVm group was 

estimated from the product of prescribed dose and the ratio of TD50,high/TD50,low. 

 

4.2.4. State-drive tumor response model for evaluation of FDG uptake pattern 

To explore the potential relationship between FDG-PET uptake and classical radio-

biological mechanisms, a previously developed state-based tumor response model was 

used. The model is comprised of three sub-populations of cells based on the level of pro-
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liferation, hypoxia, and cell loss, which is thought to be related to the available amount of 

oxygen and glucose, as shown by Kiran et al. (Kiran et al., 2009). The model focused on 

a small tumorlet that has a comparable size to a typical PET voxel (4×4×4 mm3), which is 

the smallest in-vivo imaging unit that can reveal the microenvironment within a tumor. 

Figure 4-1(a) shows three compartments before RT. Proliferation takes place only in the 

P-compartment and cell loss in the H-compartment. Cells in the I-compartment neither 

proliferate nor die. The transition of cells between compartments is determined by the 

size of each compartment, not by fixed transfer rates. After RT begins, the damaged cells 

(calculated by L-Q model) become doomed with compartment-specific radiosensitivity 

and mitotic cell death takes place in the Pd sub-compartment (Figure 4-1(b)). As doomed 

cells die out, the hypoxic cells move toward the P-compartment and, in this process, re-

oxygenation occurs, while viable cells in the P-compartment still proliferate and cause 

repopulation. 

 
Figure 4-1. Schematic diagram of the model: (a) just prior to the initiation of radiation 
therapy and (b) after radiation therapy begins with doomed sub-compartment in each com-
partment.  
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4.2.5. Assumed FDG uptake pattern 

The sub-populations of tumor cells in the model were distinguished based on oxy-

gen and glucose availability  (Kiran et al., 2009), and only the P- and I-compartments 

were thought to be associated with FDG uptake. Based on the correlation studies between 

FDG and physiological factors, three different potential relationships between FDG up-

take and cell sub-populations were hypothesized: the FDG uptake is proportional to the 

total number of metabolically viable cells (pattern I); the FDG uptake is associated main-

ly with the proliferating cells with minor contribution from intermediate cells (pattern II); 

and, the FDG uptake is associated mainly with the intermediate cells with minor contri-

bution from proliferating cells (pattern III). The contribution from extremely hypoxic 

cells in the H-compartment contribution was additionally tested (uptake pattern IV).  

 

 
Figure 4-2. Assumed FDG uptake patterns in each compartment. The FDG uptake pattern 
was assumed to be: (a) proportional to the total number of viable cells (pattern I), (b) associ-
ated mainly with proliferation with minor contribution from intermediate hypoxia (pattern 
II), (c) associated mainly with intermediate hypoxia with minor contribution from prolifer-
ation (pattern III), and (d) associated mainly with intermediate hypoxia with minor contri-
bution from proliferation and extreme hypoxia (pattern IV). 

P I H

P I H P I H

P I H

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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4.2.6.	  Estimation of FDG uptake and TD50 and the correlation 

The model simulations were performed in 2 Gy/fx (5 fx/week) using relevant pa-

rameter values for head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), including radio-

sensitivity of the P-compartment (αp=0.41 & α/β=10) (Søvik et al., 2007). The hypoxic 

cells in the I- and H-compartments are considered to be only in the G0/G1-phase and the 

OER values for the I- and H-compartments were assumed to be 2 and 1.4, respectively, 

considering the lower OER of the G0/G1-phase and reduced repair capability of a 

chronically hypoxic cell (Chan et al., 2008). 

For each assumed FDG uptake pattern, the FDG uptake values were quantified for 

all possible initial distributions of cells in each compartment, which are determined based 

on growth fraction (GF) and cell loss factor (CLF). The tumor dose for 50% control 

(TD50) was also estimated for all initial distribution and correlated with the quantified 

FDG uptake values. After linear regression, the coefficient of determination (R2) was 

found for each hypothesized uptake pattern. 

 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Estimate of boost dose required to compensate for high FDG uptake in 

HNSCC 

The boost dose required to compensate for the worse outcome of the high FDG 

uptake group was found based on the logistic TCP model (Equation 4.1). With a γ50 of 2, 

which is thought to most likely represent the clinical reality, the estimated boost doses 

were in the range of 16-30 Gy. Considering the prescribed dose was about 70 Gy, the re-
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quired total dose for the high FDG uptake group was in the range of 85-98 Gy. In Figure 

4-3, the estimated boost dose is shown for each clinical trial with a γ50 of 2.  

 

 

 
Figure 4-3. Estimated boost dose to equalize the TCP of high FDG uptake group to that of 
low FDG uptake group for each clinical trial data, based on logistic TCP model with γ50=2.  

 

The TD50 values for the high and low FDG uptake groups were estimated for each 

trial with three different γ50 values (γ50=1, 2, and 4), as shown in Table 4-2. The estimated 

TD50 was significantly lower for the low FDG uptake group than the high FDG uptake 

group and the difference was larger for a smaller γ50 value (shallower slope of the TCP 

curve). For a clinically relevant γ50 =2, TD50 for the low FDG uptake group (TD50,low) was 
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in the range of  46-61 Gy, while TD50 of the high FDG uptake group (TD50,high) was 66-

77 Gy.  

The ratio of TD50’s for the high and low FDG uptake groups (TD50,high/TD50,low) 

was also calculated and shown in Table 4-2. Estimated TD50,high/TD50,low ratios were 

found to be in the range of 1.11~2.06, with decreasing tendency as the presumed slope of 

the dose-response relationship (γ50) increased up to 4. With γ50=2, which is thought to 

most likely represent the clinical reality, the derived ratios (TD50,high/TD50,low) were 1.22, 

1.40, 1,23, and 1.44 for each clinical data.  

 

Table 4-2. Estimated TD50 values for each group and the ratios of TD50 between high and 
low SUVm groups (TD50,high/TD50,low) for three different γ50 values for HNSCC. 

Clinical data SUVm cut-off  
TD50  

 γ50 = 1  γ50 = 2  γ50 = 4 

Roh et al., 
2007 

< 8 53.5 61.1 65.3 
≥ 8 80.1 74.8 72.2 

Ratio 1.50 1.22 1.11 

Kim et al., 
2007 

< 6 43.7 54.8 61.4 
≥ 6 85.0 76.5 72.5 

Ratio 1.95 1.40 1.18 

Allal et al., 
2004 

< 5.5 42.5 54.5 61.7 
≥ 5.5 64.5 67.1 68.5 
Ratio 1.52 1.23 1.11 

Brun et al., 
2002 

< 9.0 30.7 45.7 55.8 
≥ 9.0 63.4 65.7 66.8 
Ratio 2.06 1.44 1.20 

 

Considering all the data included in this study, the TCP curves for the high and low 

FDG uptake groups were evaluated by logistic regression analysis with γ50=2, as shown 

in Figure 4-4. The estimated TD50 values were 55 Gy for the low FDG uptake group and 
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71 Gy for the high FDG uptake group. The ratio of TD50,high/TD50,low was 1.29, which 

means the high FDG uptake group requires about 29% of extra dose to equalize the TCPs 

between low and high FDG uptake groups. 

 

 
Figure 4-4. TCP curves for high and low FDG uptake groups evaluated by logistic regres-
sion analysis and the estimated TD50 value for each group with the ratio of TD50,high/TD50,low 

for γ50=2. 

 

4.3.2. Correlation between FDG uptake and model predicted TD50  

TD50 values were calculated for all possible initial conditions of the model, which 

is determined by the growth fraction and cell loss factor. The estimated TD50 values for 

all conditions are shown in Figure 4-5. TD50 increases as the growth fraction decreases, 

with a larger fraction of cells in hypoxic compartments. The TD50 decreased as the cell 
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loss factor increased but the dependency of TD50 on the cell loss factor was much less 

significant than the growth fraction.  

 

 
Figure 4-5. Model predicted tumor dose for 50% control (TD50) in 2 Gy/fx for all possible 
initial conditions given by growth fraction (GF) and cell loss factor (CLF). 

 

The FDG uptake value was quantified for each initial condition based on the hy-

pothesized FDG uptake pattern and compared with the required TD50 for the initial condi-

tion. The correlations between FDG uptake and TD50 were shown in Figure 4-6 for four 

different hypothetical FDG uptake patterns.  

For the first assumed pattern (pattern I), where the FDG uptake was assumed to be 

proportional to the total number of viable cells, only weak positive correlation was ob-

served with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.38. When the uptake pattern was as-

sumed to be mainly associated with cell proliferation with minor contribution from in-

termediate cells (pattern II), significant negative correlation existed between FDG uptake 
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and TD50 (R2 = 0.76), which is opposed to the clinical observation. For the hypothesis that 

metabolically-viable hypoxic cells in the I-compartment are avid for FDG uptake (pattern 

III), a strong positive correlation was acquired (R2 = 0.85), which is consistent with the 

clinical observation. Inclusion of the contribution from extremely hypoxic cells in the H-

compartment (pattern IV) yielded almost the same result as uptake pattern III, with a 

slightly higher value of coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.86). 

 

 
Figure 4-6. Model predicted tumor dose for 50% control (TD50) in 2 Gy/fx vs. FDG uptake 
(normalized to maximum) for four different hypothetical uptake patterns: (a) proportional 
to the total number of viable cells, (b) associated mainly with proliferation with minor con-
tribution from intermediate hypoxia, (c) associated mainly with intermediate hypoxia with 
minor contribution from proliferation, and (d) associated mainly intermediate hypoxia with 
minor contribution from proliferation and extreme hypoxia. 
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To explore the relationship between FDG uptake and growth fraction (GF), the cor-

relation between FDG uptake (for pattern IV) and TD50 was evaluated for a fixed cell loss 

factor of 0.9, as shown in Figure 4-7. For the assumed uptake pattern, the FDG uptake 

was inversely correlated with the GF. 

 

 
Figure 4-7. Model predicted tumor dose for 50% control (TD50) in 2 Gy/fx vs. FDG uptake 
(normalized to maximum) with median growth fraction value for each TD50 group (right ax-
is) for FDG uptake pattern IV with fixed cell loss factor of 0.9. 

 

4.4. Discussion 

Despite of the well-known relationship between a high FDG uptake and increased 

local failure, there was no effort to derive the boost dose for an adverse high FDG uptake 

tumor from the clinical outcomes. In this work, the boost dose was estimated from avail-

able clinical outcome data. With the same assumed slope of TCP curve (γ50) for both 

groups, the boost dose required for the high FDG uptake group to achieve the same level 

P I H
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of TCP can be directly calculated from the ratio of TD50,high/TD50,low for any TCP level. 

For the total data set, the ratio of TD50,high/TD50,low was estimated to be 1.29 with γ50=2, 

which implies 29% of extra dose for the high FDG uptake group. Assuming a non-boost 

dose of 70 Gy, the most likely boost dose becomes about 90 Gy (84-98 Gy for each data 

set). Considering the possible variation of the γ50 value, however, the values between 78 

Gy and 144 Gy cannot be ruled out. 

In the absence of an established cut-off for the FDG-PET SUVm, different institutes 

used their own best discriminative SUVm cut-off value. The relationship between the ra-

tio of TD50,high/TD50,low and the cut-off SUVm could not be found from this study, as 

shown in Figure 4-8. 

This analysis was performed for the dichotomous groups (high vs. low SUVm) 

without group mean value. If this analysis would be performed for the several stratified 

groups with group mean value, the relationship between the SUVm and required extra 

dose might be also found. Although conclusive results cannot be obtained with the few 

available data, this study provides a proper approach to derive the prescription function 

from clinical data. Also, these estimates provide a rational starting point for clinical trials 

to test the usefulness of IMRT boots for FDG-avid tumors. 
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Figure 4-8. The ratios of TD50 between high and low FDG uptake groups (TD50,high/TD50,low) 
for three different γ50 values with respect to FDG SUVm cut-off values. 

 

In this work, the FDG uptake mechanism was also explored using a state-based 

mathematical model for tumor response, in which classical radiobiological mechanisms 

were incorporated. Three different FDG uptake patterns were hypothesized based on pub-

lished correlation studies, in which the number of viable cells, proliferation, or hypoxia 

was observed to correlate with the FDG uptake tumor. For each assumed FDG uptake 

pattern, the model simulation was performed to find a relevant FDG uptake mechanism, 

which is consistent with the clinically observed radioresistance of a high FDG uptake. 

Among the assumed FDG uptake patters, only for the metabolically-viable hypoxia with 

minor contribution from proliferation (uptake pattern III, Figure 4-6(c)) was a significant 

positive correlation between FDG uptake and required TD50 observed (R2=0.85), which 

implies that the number of metabolically hypoxic cells (in the I-compartment of the mod-
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el) is responsible for the increased radioresistance and is therefore associated with FDG 

uptake. 

Since one of the basic assumptions of the model was that the FDG uptake takes 

place only in the P- and I-compartments, the contribution of cells in the H-compartment 

was not evaluated. When the total number of cells in each hypoxic compartment (I- or H-

compartment) was correlated with the required TD50 values, a strong positive correlation 

was observed for the I-compartment (R2 = 0.86), but a weak negative correlation for the 

H-compartment (R2 = 0.38), as shown in Figure 4-9. 

 

 
Figure 4-9. Model predicted tumor dose for 50% control (TD50) in 2 Gy/fx vs. the number of 
cells in I compartment (a) or H compartment (b) (normalized to maximum). 

 

This implies that the extremely hypoxic cells in the H-compartment do not exhibit 

the increased radioresistance. This might be caused by the lower OER value of the H-

compartment used for the model simulation (OERH = 1.37), compared to the OER of the 

I-compartment (OERI = 2). Therefore, higher values of OERH (OERH = 2 or 3) were sim-

ulated and the results were shown in Table 4-3. Although the significance of the correla-

tion was slightly reduced as the OERH increased, the same relationships were observed. 

a

P I H P I H

b
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Even when the OERH was assumed to be 3, the strong correlation between the required 

TD50 and the intermediate hypoxia in the I-compartment was conserved  (R2=0.83). 

 

Table 4-3. Dependency of OER of H-compartment on the correlation between hypothesized 
FDG uptake pattern and required TD50 (OERI = 2). 

OER of H-
compartment 

Correlation coefficient, R (coefficient of determination, R2) 

Pattern I Pattern II Pattern III Pattern IV 

1.4 0.62 (0.38) -0.87 (0.76) 0.92 (0.85) 0.93 (0.86) 

2 0.62 (0.38) -0.88 (0.77) 0.93 (0.86) 0.93 (0.87) 

3 0.59 (0.35) -0.87 (0.75) 0.90 (0.82) 0.91 (0.83) 

 

The result suggests that the total number of metabolically-viable hypoxic cells (in 

I-compartment of the model) is a deterministic factor in tumor response and this sub-

population might be associated with FDG uptake, which exhibits clinically adverse ef-

fects. This result is consistent with the voxel-by-voxel correlation studies performed by 

Pugachev et al. (2005) and Rajendran et al. (2004), in which the microregional relation-

ship between FDG and hypoxia was observed. Also the result supports the study of 

Wouters and Brown, in which the importance of the cells at intermediate oxygen level 

was emphasized (Wouters & Brown, 1997).  
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4.5. Conclusion 

In this work, the implication of FDG uptake in tumor control was explored in two 

ways: first, the range of extra dose required to compensate for high FDG uptake was es-

timated from clinical data; second, the potential relationship between FDG-PET uptake 

and classical radiobiological mechanisms was explored using a mathematical framework. 

The boost dose mostly likely required to compensate for radioresistant FDG-avid tumors 

is estimated to be about 90 Gy, assuming a non-boost dose of 70 Gy, although values be-

tween 78 Gy and 144 Gy cannot be ruled out. These estimates provide a rational starting 

point for clinical trials to test the usefulness of IMRT boost for FDG-avid tumors. Also, 

several different FDG uptake patterns were hypothesized and the estimated FDG uptake 

values were correlated with tumor dose for 50% control (TD50) using the state-based tu-

mor response model. Given the established clinical fact that FDG uptake correlates to a 

requirement of higher dose to achieve local control, the results support a potential avidity 

of FDG for cells in the intermediate stress state between being well-oxygenated (and pro-

liferating) and very poorly oxygenated (extremely hypoxic). 
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CHAPTER 5  
 

AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT THE STATE-BASED MODEL 
AND ASSOCIATED USER INTERFACE 

 
 
 
5.1. Introduction 

A mechanistic compartmental TCP model was developed in Chapter 2, which can 

evaluate the treatment response of a tumorlet having various microenvironmental condi-

tions. Three theoretical compartments (proliferative, intermediate, and hypoxic compart-

ments) were included in the model, which represent cell subpopulations in different 

states. A distribution of the number of cells in each compartment corresponds to a specif-

ic microenvironmental condition in terms of the levels of proliferation, hypoxia, and cell 

loss, which is determined by a growth fraction (GF) and a cell loss factor (CLF) of a 

voxel-sized tumorlet. Based on the model, treatment response to conventional fractionat-

ed radiation therapy was evaluated for many aspects, including tumor dose required for 

50% control for various microenvironments and fraction sizes, the reoxygenation time, 

the effect of overall treatment time, and the tumor regression pattern. 

The cell cycle effect on the fraction size was additionally included into the model 

in Chapter 3. The fraction size dependent radiosensitivity values and oxygen enhance-

ment ratio (OER) were estimated and the treatment response to hypofractionated radia-

tion therapy (or SBRT) was evaluated in terms of model predicted equivalent dose in 2 

Gy/fx (EQD2,model), which implies the tumor dose (in conventional 2 Gy/fx) required to 

achieve the same level of cell kill as the hypofractionated radiation therapy (or SBRT). 
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The FDG uptake mechanism was also explored using the model in Chapter 4 to 

find a relevant FDG uptake mechanism, which is consistent with the clinically observed 

radioresistance of a high FDG uptake. Three different FDG uptake patterns were hypoth-

esized and the model simulation was performed to correlate the tumor response with the 

FDG uptake value for each assumed uptake pattern.  

These various analyses involving many simulations throughout this project were in-

tegrated into a model software, called ‘PIH’ code (named after the initials of each com-

partment). This code enables one not only to reproduce the simulation results discussed in 

the previous chapters, but also to easily evaluate different parameter settings using the 

convenient graphical user interface. As a time discretized simulation algorithm, the code 

can execute fast and efficient simulations, and also allows us to flexibly add or subtract 

effects, states, and state transitions. This code will be made publicly available and open-

source. 

 

5.2. The Matlab Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

The PIH code was built using the Matlab® mathematics software package (The 

Mathworks, Inc.: www.mathworks.com), which provides one of the most efficient matrix 

computation environments with simple syntax and a rich set of intrinsic functions. Also, 

Matlab offers intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) tools, which provides the PIH code 

with easy and interactive control of the simulation. The GUI of PIH code contains all 

components (simulation type selection, input parameters and the result plots) required for 

simulation in a window, as shown in Figure 5-1.  
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Figure 5-1. PIH code graphical user interface 
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5.3. Models 

A detailed model description was presented in each relevant chapter (Chapter 2: 

model description, Chapter 3: cell cycle effect, Chapter 4: FDG uptake pattern). Here, the 

equations and algorithms used in the model code are presented with a simple explanation 

in the order of the simulation algorithm procedure. The description of variables used in 

the code is given in section 5.6. 

Initial distribution 

The initial number of cells in each compartment (NP, NH and NI) was calculated 

based on the growth fraction (GF) and the cell loss factor (CLF) as follows: 

NP (t) = GF
fpro
P ⋅Ntotal (t)   (5.1)  

NH (t) = CLF ⋅GF ⋅
T1/2, loss
TC

⋅Ntotal (t)  (5.2)  

 N I (t) = 1−GF 1
fpro
P +CLF ⋅

T1/2, loss
TC

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
Ntotal (t)  (5.3)  

Cell kill model 

After irradiation, the lethally damaged viable cells become doomed and the number 

of doomed cells in each compartment is determined based on the fractional dose and the 

compartment-specific radiosensitivity values, depending on the oxygenation enhance-

ment ratio (OER) as follows: 
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Nv
X t + Δt( ) = Nv

X t( )× exp −α Xd − βXd
2( )  (5.4)  

Nd
X t + Δt( ) = Nd

X t( )+ Nv
X t( )× 1− exp −α Xd − βXd

2( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (5.5)  

α X =αP OERX and βX = βP OERX
2  (5.6)  

For the evaluation of SBRT regimes, cell cycle dependent effective radiosensitivity 

(α eff &βeff ) and OER (OEReff
I &OEReff

H ) were used, which were estimated based on the 

equivalent survival fraction as follows: 

SFpro = fG1 exp −αG1d − βG1d
2( )+ fS exp −α Sd − βSd

2( )
+ fG2/M exp −αG2/Md − βG2/Md

2( )
= exp −α eff d − βeff d

2( )
 (5.7)  

SFhyp = exp(−
α eff

OEReff
d −

βeff

OEReff
2 d 2 ) = exp(−

α ref

OER
d −

βref

OER2
d 2 )  (5.8)  

Proliferation and cell loss 

Only a fraction of viable cells in the P-compartment ( fpro
P ) proliferate as shown in 

Equation 5.9. Extremely hypoxic cells in the H-compartment undergo cell loss with a cell 

loss half-time (T1/2, loss ), as shown in Equation 5.10. Mitotic cell death takes place for 

doomed cells in the P-compartment with the survival probability of each progeny ( km ) 

after mitosis, as shown in Equation 5.11. 
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Nv
P t + Δt( ) = Nv

P t( )× exp fpro
P ln2
TC

Δt
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (5.9)  

NH t + Δt( ) = NH t( )× exp − ln2
T1/2, loss

Δt
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
 (5.10)  

Nd
P t + Δt( ) = Nd

P t( )× exp 2km −1( ) fproP ln2TC
Δt

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (5.11)  

Cell lysis 

Metabolically dead cells are not instantly removed from the tumor and require 

some time to physically disintegrate and be removed from the tumor through cell lysis. 

The cell lysis was assumed to follow exponential decay with a lysis half-time (T1/2, lysis ) as 

follows: 

Nlysis (t + Δt) = Nlysis (t)× exp − ln2
T1/2, lysis

Δt
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  (5.12)  

Recompartmentalization 

As the doomed cells are dying in the P-compartment, the oxygen and glucose, 

which had supported the doomed cells, become available to the cells outside of the P-

compartment. The recompartmentalization of the cells takes place as shown in Figure 2-2 

and, through this process, reoxygenation of the hypoxic cells also occurs. 

TLCP and TCP 

The Poisson TCP equation was used to calculate the control probability of a tumor-

let (TLCP) based on the total number of viable cells (Nv
P + Nv

I + Nv
H ) in the tumorlet, as 
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shown in Equation 5.13. The tumor control probability of a homogeneous tumor (TCP), 

which is comprised of multiple equivalent tumorlets, was calculated from Equation 5.14. 

TLCP = exp − Nv
P + Nv

I + Nv
H( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (5.13)  

TCPtotal = TLCPi
i
∏   (5.14)  

5.4. Simulation procedure in PIH code 

The “PIH” code is composed of a main program file and several subroutine files 

(Appendix A.5). The code GUI is run in the Matlab environment by opening the main 

program file (pih.m). After GUI loads, the user can select a type of simulation from the 

popup menu located in the top left corner of the GUI window. When a type of simulation 

is selected, the default input parameter values are loaded into the input parameter panels, 

located in the left side of the GUI window. The user can customize the parameter values 

and select the simulation criteria located in the bottom center of the GUI window before 

clicking the ‘Simulate & Plot’ button for the start of the simulation. After finishing the 

simulation, the result plot relevant to the type of simulation is displayed in the plot area. 

The result data can be exported into a text file format with an assigned file name by click-

ing the ‘Export output’ button. A simplified flow chart of the PIH code is shown in Fig-

ure 2-1. 
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Figure 5-2. Simplified flow chart of the simulation procedure in the PIH code. 
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5.5. Type of simulations 

The “PIH” code is composed of a total of eleven different types of simulations, 

which are divided into three groups, as shown in Figure 5-3. For the first group, seven 

different simulations were implemented to evaluate various aspects of the tumor response 

to the conventional radiotherapy without cell cycle effect. For the second group, three 

different simulations were implemented to evaluate SBRT regimes with cell cycle effect, 

where the effect is thought to be significant. The simulation for the FDG uptake pattern 

was also implemented into the model. A detailed description of each type of simulation 

was shown in Table 5-1. 

 

  
Figure 5-3. Popup menu for the selection of simulation type in the PIH code GUI 
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Table 5-1. Description of each type of simulation implemented into the PIH code 

Type of simulation Description 

Conventional RT without cell cycle effect (Chapter 2) 

 1. Initial distribution for vari-
ous CLF and GF 

Find the initial number of cells in each compartment for 
various cell loss factors and growth fractions 

 2. Tumor response for a spe-
cific GF, CLF and Fx 

Simulate the response of tumorlet (or a tumor with a spe-
cific size) for a specific growth fraction and cell loss fac-
tor with a given fraction size 

 3. TD50 vs. GF for various FX 
Find tumor dose required for 50% control (TD50) with 
respect to growth fraction for several fraction sizes with a 
fixed cell loss factor  

 4. Reoxygenation time vs. GF 
for various Fx 

Find reoxygenation time in two ways (full reoxygenation 
and maximum curvature) with respect to growth fraction 
for several fraction sizes with a fixed cell loss factor 

 5. TD50 vs. Treatment dura-
tion for various GF 

Find tumor dose required for 50% control (TD50) for var-
ious treatment durations by varying the fraction size for 
several growth fractions (extra dose required to compen-
sate for the longer schedule (Gy/day) is also reported) 

 6. Tumor regression pattern 
for various GF 

Find the tumor regression pattern based on the total num-
ber of cells in the tumor for various growth fractions 

 7. Effect of proliferation and 
hypoxia 

Find the contribution of proliferation and hypoxia effect 
in the tumor response with respect to growth fraction for 
a fixed cell loss factor and fraction size 

SBRT with cell cycle effect (Chapter 3) 

 8. Cell cycle dependent SF, 
alpha & OERs 

Find the cell cycle dependent survival fraction for each 
compartment, alpha value and oxygen enhancement ratio 
(OER) as a function of fraction size 

 9. Estimation of model pre-
dicted EQD2 

Estimate the model predicted EQD2 (EQD2, model) for a 
given SBRT regime, which achieves the same surviving 
fraction of viable cells at the end of radiotherapy 

 10. Model predicted EQD2 vs. 
BED2 

Compare the model predicted EQD2 (EQD2, model) with 
BED2, considering proliferation, hypoxia, and cell cycle 
effects 

FDG uptake pattern (Chapter 4) 

 11. Correlation b/w TD50 and 
FDG uptake 

Find the correlation between tumor dose for 50% control 
(TD50) and FDG uptake value for several assumed FDG 
uptake patterns (viable cells, proliferation and hypoxia) 
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5.6. Input parameters 

In the model, many parameters are involved. All the input parameters are assessa-

ble through the input parameter panels in the code GUI, as shown in Figure 5-1, which 

are classified into six groups (tumor parameters, compartment parameters, microenvi-

ronmental parameters, radiosensitivity parameters, fractionation parameters, and cell cy-

cle parameters). When a type of simulation is selected, the default input parameter values 

are loaded into each input parameter panel and the user can modify these values. Refer to 

Chapters 2 and 3 for a detailed description of each parameter. In Table 5-2, a simple de-

scription and a default value for each parameter are presented. 
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Table 5-2. Descriptions and default values of input parameters used in the PIH code 

Symbol Description Default values 

Tumor parameters 
 tumor cell density (mm-3) 106 mm-3 (Joiner & Kogel, 2009) 
 volume of a tumorlet (mm3) 64 mm3 (typical PET voxel size) 
 stem cell fraction 0.01 (Hemmings, 2010) 
 cell cycle time (day) 2 days  (Joiner & Kogel, 2009) 

Compartment parameters 

 initial proliferation fraction in P 0.5a 
 cell loss half-time in H (day) 2 days (Ljungkvist et al., 2005) 

 survival rate of progeny after mitosis 0.3a 
 lysis half-time (day) 3 daysa 

Microenvironmental parameters 

CLF cell loss factor H/N: 0.9a, Lung: 0.92b 
GF growth fraction H/N: 0.2a, Lung: 0.25b 

Radiosensitivity parameters 

 linear coefficient (Gy-1) H/N: 0.41 Gy-1 (Søvik et al., 2007) 
Lung: 0.35 Gy-1 (Mehta et al., 2001) 

 quadratic coefficient (Gy-2) H/N: 0.041 Gy-2 (Søvik et al., 2007) 
Lung: 0.035 Gy-2 (Mehta et al., 2001) 

 OER of I-compartment 2.0a 
 OER of H-compartment 1.37 (Chan et al., 2008) 

Fractionation parameters 

fx fraction size (Gy) varies  
tx fraction schedule (day) varies 

Cell cycle parameters (only for cells in P-compartment) 
fG1
P  fraction of cells in G1-phase  0.56 (Volm et al., 1985) 
fS
P  fraction of cells in S-phase  0.24 (Volm et al., 1985) 
fG2/M
P  fraction of cells in G2/M-phase  0.20 (Volm et al., 1985) 

αG1 α S  ratio of alpha of G1- to S-phase  2a 
αG2/M α S  ratio of alpha of G2/M- to S-phase 3a 

System parameters 

 time step of the calculation (min) 15 min 
a assumed parameters 

b estimated from potential doubling time and volume doubling time measured for lung cancer  (Tinne-
mans et al., 1993; Shibamoto et al., 1998) 

ρt
vt
fS
TC

fpro
P

T1/2,loss
km
T1/2,lysis

αP

βP

OERI

OERH

Δt
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5.7. Output 

Depending on the type of simulation, relevant simulation results are presented. All 

the outputs are displayed graphically in a plot or several subplots, sometimes with text in-

formation inserted into the plot. Also, the output data can be exported as a text format 

(.txt) for further analysis or data processing. A simple example of the exported output file 

is shown in Figure 5-4 for the reoxygenation time simulation. In Figure 5-5, examples of 

output plots are shown for several selected types of simulation. 

 

 
Figure 5-4. Example of exported output file in text format (.txt) 
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Figure 5-5. Example output plots for several selected types of simulation: (a) Initial Distri-
bution for various CLF and GF; (b) TD50 vs. GF for various Fx; (c) Tumor regression pat-
tern for various GF; (d) Effect of proliferation and hypoxia; (e) Cell cycle dependent SF, al-
pha & OERs; and (f) TD50 vs. FDG uptake. 
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5.8. Summary 

A simulation software, PIH code, was built to evaluate tumor response depending 

on microenvironmental conditions. A total of eleven different types of simulations were 

integrated into the code to explore various aspects of tumor response. Using the Matlab 

GUI, various parameter settings can be easily simulated and the raw output data can be 

exported as a text file for further analysis. With its modularized structure, additional ef-

fects, which might be identified to be important in tumor response, can be easily incorpo-

rated into the code and this code will be made publicly available and open-source. 
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CHAPTER 6  
 

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

 
 
 
6.1. Summary and conclusion 

A tumor is comprised of biologically different subpopulations of cells, known as 

tumor heterogeneity. The microenvironmental factors of a heterogeneous tumor, such as 

hypoxia and proliferation, are known to significantly affect the treatment response to ra-

diation therapy.  

A state-based tumor response model was developed based on basic, well-

established radiobiological principles. Comprised of three theoretical compartments, the 

model can evaluate the treatment response of a small tumorlet having various 

microenvironments, including the interplay between hypoxia and proliferation. The initial 

distribution of the cells in the compartments was found based on the growth fraction and 

cell loss factor, which represents the microenvironment of the tumorlet. The treatment re-

sponse to the conventional fractionated radiation therapy was demonstrated for HNSCC. 

The model could successfully capture the clinically observed phenomena, such as the 

fraction size effect, the reoxygenation, the treatment time effect, and the tumor regression 

pattern. The model provides an idealized prediction of how complex microenvironmental 

conditions are likely impacting local tumor control, and can be used to generate hypothe-

ses about potential fractionation changes. 

To evaluate the treatment response to hypofractionated radiotherapy (or SBRT), the 

cell cycle effect, which affects the radiosensitivity and oxygenation effect depending on 
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the fractional dose, was incorporated into the model. The equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fx was 

estimated for several typical SBRT regimes. The treatment efficacy of SBRT estimated 

from BED is significantly overestimated compared to the model results, and the SBRT 

schedule seems to affect the treatment efficacy. It was verified that the classic radiobio-

logical factors are not enough to explain the clinical outcomes of SBRT and there might 

be alternative mechanisms in the high fractional dose range used in SBRT. 

The implication of FDG uptake in tumor control was explored. The range of extra 

dose required to compensate for high FDG uptake was estimated from clinical data. The 

boost dose mostly likely required to compensate for radioresistant FDG-avid tumors is 

estimated to be about 90 Gy, assuming a non-boost dose of 70 Gy. These estimates pro-

vide a rational starting point for clinical trials to test the usefulness of IMRT boost FDG-

avid tumors. Also, several different FDG uptake patterns were hypothesized and tested in 

the model to investigate the potential relationship between FDG uptake and classical ra-

diobiological mechanism. Given the established clinical fact that FDG uptake correlates 

to a requirement of a higher dose to achieve local control, the results support a potential 

avidity of FDG for cells in the intermediate stress state, between well-oxygenated (and 

proliferating) and extremely hypoxic states. 

These various analyses involving many simulations throughout this project were in-

tegrated into a model software, called ‘PIH’ code (named after the initials of each com-

partment). This code enables one not only to reproduce the simulation results discussed in 

the previous chapters, but also to easily evaluate different parameter settings using the 

convenient graphical user interface. 
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The model software, PIH code, was developed in the Matlab environment. Using 

the code, the simulation results discussed in this dissertation can be reproduced. Also, dif-

ferent parameter settings can be easily explored with the convenient graphical user inter-

face.  

By incorporating basic, well-established radiobiological principles, the developed 

state-based model can be used to predict response where the principles are known to be 

valid and also to test the model in regimes where alternative effects might be important, 

including hypofractionated radiotherapy. The model is only complicated enough to in-

corporate well-established principles such as cell loss, growth fraction, cellular radiosen-

sitivity, and hypoxia. It therefore provides a mathematical framework for investigating 

the way in which common radiobiological assumptions lead to results that agree or disa-

gree with clinical data. 

 

6.2. Future study 

The model has very wide applicability because it incorporates basic cellular re-

sponse to local microenvironmental conditions. Key areas for future validation work in-

clude tests of the assumption of relatively constant blood delivery to tumorlets over a 

course of therapy. This is currently being tested via perfusion imaging in MRI and CT 

protocols.  The PIH model could be further validated based on the response of pre-

clinical small animal xenograft models to radiation. A key development in medical phys-

ics in the last ten years has been the design of micro-irradiators ('microRT') that can be 

used to deliver scaled-down, human-like dose distributions. 
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Possible extensions of this work include: 

 

1.  Integrating over heterogeneous tumorlet responses to create expected tumor respons-

es. We have resisted doing this at the outset primarily because, as radiotherapy be-

comes more of an image-driven treatment modality, understanding the relationship be-

tween local response, local image characteristics, and 'local radiobiological' becomes 

more important. Nonetheless, this would be an area for potential future development. 

 

2.  Implications of the 'PIH' model for evaluating treatment plans. The PIH model could 

be applied to the evaluation of treatment plans, in the role of a traditional TCP model. 

 

3.  Describing the outcome implications of advanced imaging results. The PIH model 

could be used in conjunction with advanced imaging, such as dynamic-contrast en-

hanced MRI, computed tomography imaging, or FDG-PET, to convert such images in-

to maps of predicted tumor response. Obviously, this would require pre-clinical and 

clinical validation studies. 
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APPENDIX 

 
 
 
A.1. Analytic solution for initial distribution 

Given the model assumptions, the initial distributions of cells in each compartment 

can be analytically derived based on the growth fraction (GF) and cell loss factor (CLF). 

The CLF is defined as the rate of cell loss from a tumor, as a proportion of the rate at 

which cells are being added to the tumor by mitosis: 

CLF = rate of cell loss
rate of proliferation

  (A.1) 

Proliferation only takes place in the P-compartment, for a fraction of cells in active 

proliferation. Cell loss only occurs in the H-compartment following exponential decay 

with cell loss half-time. The rates of proliferation and cell loss can be expressed as fol-

lows: 

rate of proliferation = dN
P (t)
dt

= fpro
P ln2
TC

N P (t)

rate of cell loss = dN
H (t)
dt

= − ln2
T1/2, loss

N H (t)
 (A.2) 

From the definition of CLF (Equation A.1) and rates of proliferation and cell loss 

(Equation A.2), the number of cells in the H-compartment (NH) can be expressed in terms 

of the number of cells in the P-compartment (NP) in terms of CLF as follows:	  
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NH (t) = CLF × fpro
P T1/2, loss

TC
N P (t)  (A.3)	  

It can be seen that the number of cells in the H-compartment (NH ) is proportional 

to the number of cells in the P-compartment (NP ) and the proportional constant can be 

directly determined from the CLF, the fraction of cells in active proliferation in the P-

compartment, and the ratio of cell death half-time and cell cycle time.  

The number of cells in the P-compartment (NP ) is defined based on the growth 

fraction (GF), as a fraction of the total number of cells (Ntotal ). From the relation between 

NH  and NP  (Equation A.3), the number of cells in the H- and I-compartments (NH  & 

N I ) can be calculated. The number of cells in each compartment satisfying a given GF 

and CLF are therefore as follows: 

NP (t) = GF
fpro
P ⋅Ntotal (t)

NH (t) = CLF ⋅GF ⋅
T1/2, loss
TC

⋅Ntotal (t)

N I (t) = 1−GF 1
fpro
P +CLF ⋅

T1/2, loss
TC

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
Ntotal (t)

 (A.4) 

 

A.2. Overall growth  

When the CLF is less than 1, the total number of cells (Ntotal ) increases and the rate 

of increase can be determined from the following rate equation: 
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dN total (t)
dt

= rate of proliferation - rate of cell loss

= rate of proliferation - CLF × rate of proliferation
= (1-CLF)× rate of proliferation

= (1−CLF) ⋅ fpro
P ⋅ ln2

TC
⋅NP (t)

= (1−CLF) ⋅GF ⋅ ln2
TC

⋅Ntotal (t)

 (A.5) 

Solve the differential equation with initial total number (N0
total ) and we get the fol-

lowing equation: 

Ntotal (t) = N0
total ⋅exp 1−CLF( ) ⋅GF ⋅ ln2

TC
⋅ t

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥  (A.6) 

From the above equation (A.6), the volume doubling time (TD ) can be found in 

terms of CLF, GF and TC , assuming the tumor volume is proportional to the number of 

cells. The exponential term of Equation A.6 can be expressed as 2 1−CLF( )⋅GF⋅t TC  and the 

volume doubling time can be found as the following equation: 

TD = TC
(1−CLF) ⋅GF

  (A.7) 

 

A.3. Model sensitivity test  

The model sensitivity was tested for several parameter values. A variation of ±20% 

was simulated for six model parameters (radiosensitivity, stem cell fraction, initial prolif-
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erating fraction, cell loss half-time, cell cycle time, and mitotic cell death rate). The result 

is shown in Table A-1 for a GF of 0.2 with a fraction size of 2 Gy/fx. Among them, radi-

osensitivity (α ) and the stem cell fraction ( fs ) showed significant effects on the simula-

tion result. A detailed plot is presented in Figures A-1~A-6 for each effect. 

 

Table A-1. Model sensitivity test for several model parameters for a GF of 0.2 with 2 Gy/fx 

Parameter values 
TLCD50  (Gy)  Slope of  

asymptotic 
line 

Both  
proliferation 
and hypoxia 

Only 
hypoxia 

Only  
proliferation 

Neither  
proliferation 
nor hypoxia  

Default* 46 36 40  28 0.75 

α  
0.33 60 (30%) 48 (33%) 46 (15%) 36 (29%) 0.90 (20%) 

0.49 38 (-17%) 28 (-22%) 36 (-10%) 24 (-14%) 0.64 (-15%) 

fs  
0.004 44 (-4%) 34 (-6%) 38 (-5%) 26 (-7%) 0.74 (-1%) 

0.0251 48 (4%) 38 (6%) 42 (5%) 30 (7%) 0.75  

fpro
P  

0.4 44 (-4%) 38 (6%) 36 (-10%) 28 0.76 (1%) 

0.6 48 (4%) 34 (-6%) 44 (10%) 28 0.72 (-4%) 

T1/2, loss  
1.6 46  36 40 28 0.75 

2.4 46 36 38 (-5%) 28 0.76 (1%) 

TC  
1.6 48 (4%) 40 (11%) 36 (-10%) 28 0.92 (23%) 

2.4 46 34 (-6%) 42 (5%) 28 0.64 (-15%) 

km  
0.24 46 36 36 (-10%) 28 0.75 

0.36 48 (4%) 36 44 (10%) 28 0.71 (-5%) 

* default parameter values: α = 0.41, fs= 0.01, fpro
P = 0.5, T1/2, loss = 2 days, TC = 2 days and km = 0.3 
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Figure A-1. Model sensitivity test for the variation of radiosensitivity value (α) 
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Figure A-2. Model sensitivity test for the variation of stem cell fraction (fs) 
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Figure A-3. Model sensitivity test for the variation of initial fraction of proliferating cells in 

P-compartment ( fpro
P ) 
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Figure A-4. Model sensitivity test for the variation of cell loss half-time (T1/2, loss) 
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Figure A-5. Model sensitivity test for the variation of cell cycle time (Tc) 
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Figure A-6. Model sensitivity test for the variation of mitotic cell death rate (km) 
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A.4. SF, OEReff and EQD2,model vs. NTD2 for different alpha ratio values  

 
Figure A-7. Survival fraction (SF) of each compartment including cell cycle phase depend-
ent SF in P-compartment (left column) and effective OER values of I- and H-compartments 
(right column) for three different alpha ratio values (αG1/αS & αG2/M/αS) 

= 1.5αG1 α S αG2/M α S = 2&

= 2αG1 α S αG2/M α S = 3&

= 3αG1 α S αG2/M α S = 5&
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Figure A-8. Model predicted equivalent dose of 2 Gy/fx (EQD2,model) vs. NTD2 for three dif-
ferent alpha ratio values (αG1/αS & αG2/M/αS): for different numbers of daily fractions (left 
column) and for different treatment durations for three-fraction SBRT (right column). 

= 1.5αG1 α S αG2/M α S = 2&

= 2αG1 α S αG2/M α S = 3&

= 3αG1 α S αG2/M α S = 5&
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A.5. PIH code – Matlab Program 

The PIH code is composed of a main function file (PIH.m) and five subroutine 

script files (SR_initial_distribution.m, SR_RT.m, SR_RT_sbrt.m, SR_RT_eqd2.m and 

SR_Reox_time.m). The source codes of the main function and subroutines are presented 

in the following subsections. 

 

A.5.1. Main PIH function (PIH.m) 

 
function PIH 
% State-driven tumor response model 
% Main GUI-based program file 
% Execute several types of simulations 
  
  
%%  Declare global variables that might be used in sub-routines  
  
% Tumor parameters 
global rho_t v_t f_s t_c n_t; 
  
% Compartment parameters 
global f_p_pro_in ht_loss k_m ht_lys; 
  
% RT parameters 
global alpha_p beta_p alpha_i beta_i alpha_h beta_h oer_i oer_h; 
  
% Cell cycle parameters 
global F_p_cyc Alpha_ratio_p_cyc Alpha_p_cyc; 
  
% Simulation parameters 
global vcp_goal tumor_size tcp_goal ; 
  
% Input parameters 
global clf_in gf_in fx_in schedule_in d_t; 
  
% general variables 
global type clinical t_start t_cal IC TD50 Treat_duration vec_leng slope... 
    terminated linearCoef SF Alpha_eff OERI_eff OERH_eff sf_sbrt ntd2 ... 
    sf_eqd2 eqd2 NTD2 EQD2 
  
% variables for initial distribution sub-routine  
global f_p_pro comp_size;  
  
% variables for RT sub_routine 
global cell_dist t j add_time cum_cell_dist delta_t h_pre p_d_pre md... 
    p_ex p_ratio p_def i_ex i_def i_ratio h_ratio Total_cell T_end no_pro 
  
% variables for reoxygenation time sub-routine 
global reox_time reox_time2 Reox_time Reox_time2 time T T1 T2 T3 ... 
    C C1 C2 C3 a b c A crv abs_crv m; 
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% variables for SBRT sub-routine 
global cum_cell_dist_sbrt t_sbrt time_sbrt 
  
% variables for FDG uptake pattern 
global fdg_via fdg_pro fdg_hyp fdg_mix fdg_idst nor_fdg_via nor_fdg_pro... 
    nor_fdg_hyp nor_fdg_mix nor_fdg_idst td50 r_via r_pro r_hyp r_mix... 
    r_idst R_sq_via R_sq_pro R_sq_hyp R_sq_mix R_sq_idst Via Pro Hyp... 
    Mix Idst 
  
  
  
%%  Create GUI figure 
  
f = figure('NumberTitle','off',... 
    'Position',[40,50,1200,700]); 
set(f,'Name','State-driven tumor response model ("PIH" code)') 
  
  
  
%%  Pop-up selection of type of calculation 
  
color_0=[1 1 0.8]; 
htype_title = uicontrol('Style','text','String',... 
    'Select type of simulation !','FontSize',10,'ForegroundColor','b',... 
    'FontWeight','bold','BackgroundColor',color_0,... 
    'Position',[25,670,400,20]); 
htype_value = uicontrol('Style','popupmenu','FontSize',10,... 
      'String',{... 
      '=========  Conventional RT w/o cell cycle effect  ========',... 
      ' 1. Initial distribution for various CLF and GF',... 
      ' 2. Tumor response for a specific GF,CLF and Fx',... 
      ' 3. TD50 vs. GF for various Fx',... 
      ' 4. Reoxygenation time vs. GF for various Fx'... 
      ' 5. TD50 vs. Treatment duration for various GF',... 
      ' 6. Tumor regression pattern for various GF',... 
      ' 7. Effect of proliferation and hypoxia',... 
      '=============  SBRT w/ cell cycle effect  =============',... 
      ' 8. Cell cycle dependent SF, alpha & OERs',... 
      ' 9. Estimation of model predicted EQD2',... 
      '10. Model predicted EQD2 vs. BED2',... 
      '===============  FDG uptake pattern  ===============',... 
      '11. Correlation b/w TD50 and FDG uptake',... 
      },... 
      'Position',[25,630,400,25],'Callback',{@type_Callback}); 
  
ha_title = uicontrol('Style','Text','String','',... 
    'FontSize',10,'ForegroundColor','b','FontWeight','bold',... 
    'BackgroundColor',color_0,'Position',[450,670,725,20]); 
  
hinput = uipanel; 
hinput2 = uipanel; 
hinput3 = uipanel; 
hinput4 = uipanel; 
hinput5 = uipanel; 
hinput6 = uipanel; 
hinput7 = uipanel; 
  
  
  
%% Assign parameter values depending on the type of simulation 
  
function type_Callback(source,eventdata)  
    str = get(source, 'String'); 
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    val = get(source,'Value'); 
    set(ha_title,'String',str{val}); 
    delete(hinput,hinput2,hinput3,hinput4,hinput5,hinput6,hinput7); 
    switch str{val}; 
         
        case ' 1. Initial distribution for various CLF and GF' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2;             
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m='-';        ht_lys='-';  
            alpha_p='-';    beta_p='-';     oer_i='-';      oer_h='-'; 
            F_p_cyc=['-';'-';'-']; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=['-';'-']; 
            vcp_goal='-';   tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-';   d_t=15;        
            clf_in=[0.9 0.8 0.5 0.2]; clf_in_st='0.9 0.8 0.5 0.2'; 
            gf_in=[0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3]; 
            gf_in_st='0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3'; 
            fx_in='-';fx_in_st='-'; 
            schedule_in='-'; 
            type=1; 
                 
        case ' 2. Tumor response for a specific GF,CLF and Fx' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.41;   beta_p=0.041;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=['-';'-';'-']; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=['-';'-']; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal=0.5;     
            d_t=15;        
            clf_in=0.9; clf_in_st='0.9'; 
            gf_in=0.2; gf_in_st='0.2'; 
            fx_in=2;fx_in_st='2'; 
            schedule_in='-'; 
            type=2; 
              
        case ' 3. TD50 vs. GF for various Fx' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.41;   beta_p=0.041;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=['-';'-';'-']; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=['-';'-']; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal=0.5;      
            d_t=15;        
            clf_in=0.9; clf_in_st='0.9'; 
            gf_in=0.01:0.01:0.34; gf_in_st='0.01:0.01:0.34'; 
            fx_in=[1.6 2 2.4 3 4 5]; fx_in_st='1.6  2  2.4  3  4  5'; 
            schedule_in='-'; 
            type=3; 
               
        case ' 4. Reoxygenation time vs. GF for various Fx' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.41;   beta_p=0.041;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=['-';'-';'-']; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=['-';'-']; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal='-';    
            d_t=15;        
            clf_in=0.9; clf_in_st='0.9'; 
            gf_in=[0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3];  
            gf_in_st='0.05  0.1  0.15  0.2  0.25  0.3'; 
            fx_in=[1.6 2 2.4 3 4 5]; fx_in_st='1.6  2  2.4  3  4  5'; 
            schedule_in='-'; 
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            type=4; 
             
        case ' 5. TD50 vs. Treatment duration for various GF' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.41;   beta_p=0.041;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=['-';'-';'-']; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=['-';'-']; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal=0.5;      
            d_t=15;        
            clf_in=0.9; clf_in_st='0.9';  
            gf_in=[0.01 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3];  
            gf_in_st='0.01  0.05  0.1  0.2  0.3'; 
            fx_in=1.2:0.1:50; fx_in_st='varies';  
            schedule_in='-'; 
            type=5; 
             
        case ' 6. Tumor regression pattern for various GF' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.41;   beta_p=0.041;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=['-';'-';'-']; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=['-';'-']; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal=0.5;      
            d_t=15;        
            clf_in=0.9; clf_in_st='0.9'; 
            gf_in=[0.01 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3];  
            gf_in_st='0.01  0.05  0.1  0.2  0.3'; 
            fx_in=2; fx_in_st='2'; 
            schedule_in='-'; 
            type=6; 
             
        case ' 7. Effect of proliferation and hypoxia' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.41;   beta_p=0.041;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=['-';'-';'-']; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=['-';'-']; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal=0.5;     
            d_t=15;        
            clf_in=0.9; clf_in_st='0.9'; 
            gf_in=0.01:0.01:0.34;  
            gf_in_st='0.01:0.01:0.34'; 
            fx_in=2; fx_in_st='2'; 
            schedule_in='-'; 
            type=7; 
             
        case ' 8. Cell cycle dependent SF, alpha & OERs' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.35;   beta_p=0.035;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=[0.56;0.24;0.2]; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=[2;3]; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal='-';      
            d_t='-';        
            clf_in=0.92;  clf_in_st='0.92'; 
            gf_in=0.25; gf_in_st='0.25'; 
            fx_in=1:1:30; fx_in_st='1:1:30'; 
            schedule_in='-'; 
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            type=8; 
             
        case ' 9. Estimation of model predicted EQD2' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.35;   beta_p=0.035;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=[0.56;0.24;0.2]; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=[2;3]; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal='-';      
            d_t=15;        
            clf_in=0.92; clf_in_st='0.92'; 
            gf_in=0.25; gf_in_st='0.25'; 
            fx_in=15; fx_in_st='15'; 
            schedule_in=[1 3 5]; 
            type=9; 
             
        case '10. Model predicted EQD2 vs. BED2' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.35;   beta_p=0.035;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=[0.56;0.24;0.2]; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=[2;3]; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal='-';      
            d_t=15;        
            clf_in=0.92; clf_in_st='0.92'; 
            gf_in=0.25; gf_in_st='0.25'; 
            fx_in=5:0.5:26; fx_in_st='5:0.5:26'; 
            schedule_in=[1 3 5]; 
            type=10; 
             
        case '11. Correlation b/w TD50 and FDG uptake' 
            rho_t=10^6;     v_t=4*4*4;      f_s=0.01;       t_c=2; 
            f_p_pro_in=0.5; ht_loss=2;      k_m=0.3;        ht_lys=3;  
            alpha_p=0.41;   beta_p=0.041;   oer_i=2.0;      oer_h=1.37; 
            F_p_cyc=['-';'-';'-']; 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc=['-';'-']; 
            tumor_size='-'; tcp_goal='-'; 
            vcp_goal=0.5;      
            d_t=15;        
            clf_in=0.03:0.03:0.99; clf_in_st='0.03:0.03:0.99'; 
            gf_in=0.01:0.01:0.33; gf_in_st='0.01:0.01:0.33'; 
            fx_in=2; fx_in_st='2'; 
            schedule_in='-'; 
            type=11;             
  
    end 
     
     
     
    %%  First input panel (tumor parameters) 
     
    color_1=[0.9 0.75 0.75]; 
    hinput = uipanel('Title','Tumor Parameters','FontSize',10,... 
        'ForegroundColor','b','BackgroundColor',color_1,'Unit','pixels',... 
        'Position',[25,540,400,85]); 
  
         
        hcell_density_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Cell density (mm^-3)','BackgroundColor',color_1,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,35,120,20]); 
        hcell_density_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput,'Style','edit',... 
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            'FontSize',9,'String',rho_t,'Position',[130,35,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@cell_density_Callback}); 
        function cell_density_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            rho_t = str2double(str); 
        end 
  
         
        hvoxel_size_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Tumorlet size (mm^3)','BackgroundColor',color_1,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[200,35,120,20]); 
        hvoxel_size_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',v_t,'Position',[320,35,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@voxel_size_Callback}); 
        function voxel_size_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            v_t = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
  
        hscf_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Stem cell fraction','BackgroundColor',color_1,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,10,120,20]); 
        hscf_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',f_s,'Position',[130,10,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@scf_Callback}); 
        function scf_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
           f_s = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
  
        ht_cycle_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Cell cycle time (day)','BackgroundColor',color_1,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[200,10,120,20]); 
        ht_cycle_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',t_c,'Position',[320,10,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@t_cycle_Callback}); 
        function t_cycle_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            t_c = str2double(str); 
        end 
  
         
  
    %%  Second input panel (Compartment parameters) 
     
    color_2=[0.9 0.8 0.7]; 
    hinput2 = uipanel('Title','Compartment Parameters','FontSize',10,... 
        'ForegroundColor','b','BackgroundColor',color_2,'Unit','pixels',... 
        'Position',[25,440,400,85]); 
  
  
        hp_pro_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput2,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Initial proliferating fraction in P',... 
            'BackgroundColor',color_2,'FontSize',9,... 
            'Position',[10,35,120,25]); 
        hp_pro_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput2,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',f_p_pro_in,'Position',[130,35,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@p_pro_Callback}); 
        function p_pro_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            f_p_pro_in = str2double(str); 
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        end 
  
         
        hh_death_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput2,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Cell loss half-time (day)',... 
            'BackgroundColor',color_2,'FontSize',9,... 
            'Position',[200,35,120,20]); 
        hh_death_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput2,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',ht_loss,'Position',[320,35,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@h_death_Callback}); 
        function h_death_Callback(source,eventdata) 
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            ht_loss = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
         
        hk_m_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput2,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Mitotic cell death rate',... 
            'BackgroundColor',color_2,'FontSize',9,... 
            'Position',[10,10,120,20]); 
        hk_m_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput2,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',k_m,'Position',[130,10,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@k_m_Callback}); 
        function k_m_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            k_m = str2double(str); 
        end 
  
         
        ht_lys_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput2,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Lysis half-time (day)','BackgroundColor',color_2,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[200,10,120,20]); 
        ht_lys_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput2,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',ht_lys,'Position',[320,10,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@t_lys_Callback}); 
        function t_lys_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            ht_lys = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
         
  
   %%  Third input panel (Microregional parameters) 
    
    color_3=[0.85 0.85 0.7]; 
    hinput3 = uipanel('Title','Microregional Parameters','FontSize',10,... 
        'ForegroundColor','b','BackgroundColor',color_3,'Unit','pixels',... 
        'Position',[25,340,400,85]); 
  
     
        hclf_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput3,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Cell Loss Factor','BackgroundColor',color_3,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,35,120,20]); 
        hclf_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput3,'Style','edit',... 
            'String',num2str(clf_in_st),'Position',[130,35,260,25],... 
            'FontSize',9,'BackgroundColor','white',... 
            'Callback',{@clf_Callback}); 
        function clf_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            clf_in = str2num(str); 
        end 
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        hgf_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput3,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Growth Fraction','BackgroundColor',color_3,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,10,120,20]); 
        hgf_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput3,'Style','edit',... 
            'String',num2str(gf_in_st),'Position',[130,10,260,25],... 
            'FontSize',9,'BackgroundColor','white',... 
            'Callback',{@gf_Callback}); 
        function gf_Callback(source,eventdata) 
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            gf_in = str2num(str); 
        end 
         
         
         
    %%  Fourth input panel (Radiosensitivity parameters) 
  
    color_4=[0.7 0.9 0.7]; 
    hinput4 = uipanel('Title','Radiosensitivity Parameters',... 
        'FontSize',10,'ForegroundColor','b','BackgroundColor',color_4,... 
        'Unit','pixels','Position',[25,240,400,85]); 
     
     
        halpha_p_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput4,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Alpha value in P','BackgroundColor',color_4,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,35,120,20]); 
        halpha_p_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput4,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',alpha_p,'Position',[130,35,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@alpha_p_Callback}); 
        function alpha_p_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            alpha_p = str2double(str); 
        end 
  
         
        hbeta_p_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput4,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Beta value in P','BackgroundColor',color_4,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[200,35,120,20]); 
        hbeta_p_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput4,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',beta_p,'Position',[320,35,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@beta_p_Callback}); 
        function beta_p_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            beta_p = str2double(str); 
        end 
  
         
        hoer_i_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput4,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','OER in I','BackgroundColor',color_4,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,10,120,20]); 
        hoer_i_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput4,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',oer_i,'Position',[130,10,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@oer_i_Callback}); 
        function oer_i_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            oer_i = str2double(str); 
        end 
  
         
        hoer_h_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput4,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','OER in H','BackgroundColor',color_4,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[200,10,120,20]); 
        hoer_h_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput4,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',oer_h,'Position',[320,10,60,25],... 
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            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@oer_h_Callback}); 
        function oer_h_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            oer_h = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
         
         
    %%  Fifth input panel (Fractionation parameters) 
     
    color_5=[0.7 0.7 0.9]; 
    hinput5 = uipanel('Title','Fractionation Parameters','FontSize',10,... 
        'ForegroundColor','b','BackgroundColor',color_5,'Unit','pixels',... 
        'Position',[25,140,400,85]); 
     
     
        hfx_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput5,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Fractioin size (Gy)','BackgroundColor',color_5,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,35,120,20]); 
        hfx_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput5,'Style','edit',... 
            'String',num2str(fx_in_st),'Position',[130,35,260,25],... 
            'FontSize',9,'BackgroundColor','white',... 
            'Callback',{@fx_Callback}); 
        function fx_Callback(source,eventdata) 
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            fx_in = str2num(str); 
        end 
  
         
        hschedule_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput5,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Fraction schedule (day)','BackgroundColor',... 
            color_5,'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,10,120,20]); 
        hschedule_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput5,'Style','edit',... 
            'String',num2str(schedule_in,'%5.2g'),... 
            'Position',[130,10,260,25],'FontSize',9,... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@schedule_Callback}); 
        function schedule_Callback(source,eventdata) 
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            schedule_in = str2num(str); 
        end 
         
         
         
    %%  Sixth input panel (Cell cycle parameters) 
      
    color_6=[0.8 0.7 0.8]; 
    hinput6 = uipanel('Title','Cell Cycle Parameters','FontSize',10,... 
        'ForegroundColor','b','BackgroundColor',color_6,'Unit','pixels',... 
        'Position',[25,25,400,100]); 
     
     
        cell_cycle_g1 = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','G1','BackgroundColor',color_6,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[180,60,70,20]); 
        cell_cycle_S = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','S','BackgroundColor',color_6,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[250,60,70,20]); 
        cell_cycle_g2m = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','G2/M','BackgroundColor',color_6,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[320,60,70,20]); 
     
     
        hf_p_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','Text',... 
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            'String','Fraction of cells in P','BackgroundColor',color_6,... 
            'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,35,170,20]); 
        hf_p_g1_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',F_p_cyc(1),'Position',[185,35,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@f_p_g1_Callback}); 
        function f_p_g1_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            F_p_cyc(1) = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
         
        hf_p_s_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',F_p_cyc(2),'Position',[255,35,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@f_p_s_Callback}); 
        function f_p_s_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            F_p_cyc(2) = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
         
        hf_p_g2m_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',F_p_cyc(3),'Position',[325,35,60,25],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@f_p_g2m_Callback}); 
        function f_p_g2m_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            F_p_cyc(3) = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
         
        halpha_title = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','Text',... 
            'String','Alpha ratios to S-phase','BackgroundColor',... 
            color_6,'FontSize',9,'Position',[10,10,170,20]); 
        halpha_g1_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1),... 
            'Position',[185,10,60,25],'BackgroundColor','white',... 
            'Callback',{@alpha_g1_Callback}); 
        function alpha_g1_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1) = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
         
        halpha_g2m_value = uicontrol('Parent',hinput6,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2),... 
            'Position',[325,10,60,25],'BackgroundColor','white',... 
            'Callback',{@alpha_g2m_Callback}); 
        function alpha_g2m_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2) = str2double(str); 
        end 
         
         
         
    %%  Seventh input panel (Simulation criteria) 
     
    color_7=[0.78 0.78 0.78]; 
    hinput7 = uipanel('Title','Simulation Criteria','FontSize',10,... 
        'ForegroundColor','b','BackgroundColor',color_7,'Unit','pixels',... 
        'Position',[450,25,400,100]); 
        htumor = uibuttongroup('Parent',hinput7,'Unit','pixels',... 
            'Position',[10,10,170,65],'FontSize',9,... 
            'BackgroundColor',color_7); 
        tumorlet = uicontrol('Parent',htumor,'Style','Radio','String',... 
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            'For a tumorlet (0.064 cc)','FontSize',9,... 
            'BackgroundColor',color_7,'Position',[10,35,160,20]); 
        tumor = uicontrol('Parent',htumor,'Style','Radio','String',... 
            'Tumor size of                cc','FontSize',9,... 
            'BackgroundColor',color_7,'Position',[10,10,160,20]); 
        set(htumor,'SelectionChangeFcn',@selcbk);         
         
        function selcbk(source,eventdata) 
            if strcmp(get(get(source,'SelectedObject'),'String'),... 
                    'For a tumorlet (0.064 cc)')==1 
                tumor_size='-'; 
                tcp_goal='-'; 
                vcp_goal=0.5; 
                set(htumor_size_value,'String','-'); 
            else 
                tcp_goal=0.5; 
                tumor_size=10; 
                vcp_goal = tcp_goal^(v_t/(tumor_size*1000)); 
                set(htumor_size_value,'String',num2str(tumor_size,'%3.0f')); 
            end 
        end 
  
        htumor_size_value = uicontrol('Parent',htumor,'Style','edit',... 
            'FontSize',9,'String',tumor_size,'Position',[105,10,40,20],... 
            'BackgroundColor','white','Callback',{@tumor_size_Callback}); 
        function tumor_size_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            str = get(source, 'String'); 
            tumor_size = str2double(str); 
            tcp_goal = 0.5; 
            vcp_goal = tcp_goal^(v_t/(tumor_size*1000)); 
        end 
  
        if type == 2 || type == 9 || type == 10 
            hcriteria = uibuttongroup('Parent',hinput7,'Unit','pixels',... 
                'Position',[190,10,200,65],'FontSize',9,... 
                'BackgroundColor',color_7); 
            tcd50 = uicontrol('Parent',hcriteria,'Style','Radio',... 
                'String','TCD50 (or VCD50) for 5 fx/wk','FontSize',9,... 
                'BackgroundColor',color_7,'Position',[10,35,180,20]); 
            schedule = uicontrol('Parent',hcriteria,'Style','Radio',... 
                'String','TCP for a given schedule','FontSize',9,... 
                'BackgroundColor',color_7,'Position',[10,10,180,20]); 
            set(hcriteria,'SelectionChangeFcn',@selcbk2); 
        else if type==3 || type==5 || type==6 || type==7 || type==11 
            hcriteria = uibuttongroup('Parent',hinput7,'Unit','pixels',... 
                'Position',[190,10,200,65],'FontSize',9,... 
                'BackgroundColor',color_7); 
            tcd50 = uicontrol('Parent',hcriteria,'Style','Radio',... 
                'String','TCD50 (or VCD50) for 5 fx/wk','FontSize',9,... 
                'BackgroundColor',color_7,'Position',[10,35,180,20]); 
            set(hcriteria,'SelectionChangeFcn',@selcbk2); 
            else 
                @selcbk2; 
            end 
        end 
        function selcbk2(source,eventdata) 
            if get(source,'SelectedObject')=='For a tumorlet (0.064 cc)' 
                tumor_size='-'; 
                tcp_goal='-'; 
            else 
                tcp_goal=0.5; 
                tumor_size=10; 
                vcp_goal = tcp_goal^(v_t/(tumor_size*1000)); 
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                set(htumor_size_value,'String',num2str(tumor_size,'%3.0f')); 
            end 
        end 
         
         
        if type==1 
            set(halpha_p_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hbeta_p_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hoer_i_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hoer_h_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hfx_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hschedule_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hf_p_g1_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hf_p_s_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hf_p_g2m_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(halpha_g1_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(halpha_g2m_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
        end 
        if type==2||type==3||type==4||type==5||type==6||type==7||type==11  
            set(hschedule_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hf_p_g1_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hf_p_s_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(hf_p_g2m_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(halpha_g1_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
            set(halpha_g2m_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]);; 
        end 
        if type==8 
            set(hinput7,'Visible','off'); 
        end 
        if type==5 
            set(hfx_value,'BackgroundColor',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
        end 
         
end 
  
  
  
%% Simulation & Plot 
  
%  Pushbuttons 
  
ha=uipanel('Unit','pixels','Position',[450,145,725,510]); 
color_7=[0.7 0.75 0.8]; 
  
  
ht_cal_title = uicontrol('Style','Text','FontSize',10,... 
    'String','Calculation time (sec) = ','Position',[865,91,140,18],... 
    'BackgroundColor',color_7); 
ht_cal_value = uicontrol('Style','Text','String',' ','FontSize',10,... 
    'Position',[1005,91,40,18],'BackgroundColor',color_7,... 
    'Callback',{@t_cal_Callback}); 
  
  
hplot = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String','Simulate & Plot',... 
      'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',[1055,80,120,40],... 
      'ForegroundColor',[1 0 0.3],'Callback',{@plotbutton_Callback}); 
function plotbutton_Callback(source,eventdata) 
delete(ha);ha=uipanel('Unit','pixels','Position',[450,145,725,510]); 
  
  
VCP=vcp_goal; 
n_t=rho_t*v_t; 
total_clono_cell=n_t*f_s; 
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delta_t=d_t/(60*24); 
t_start=0; 
  
  
tic; 
IC=[]; GF=[]; TCP=[]; TD50=[]; BED=[]; 
Reox_time=[]; Reox_time2=[]; Treat_duration=[]; vec_leng=[]; 
comp_size(1)=0;      comp_size(2)=0;       comp_size(3)=0; 
p_pre=[];  i_pre=[];   h_pre=[]; 
T_end=[]; 
  
  
wb = waitbar(0,'PLEASE   WAIT...');step=0; 
switch type 
  
     
    case 1 %Initial Distribution for various CLF and GF% 
        k=0; for clf=clf_in; k=k+1; 
            l=0; for gf=gf_in; l=l+1; 
                % run the sub-routine for a specific CLF and GF 
                run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
                % save the the number of cell into matrix 
                IC(l,1,k)=comp_size(1); 
                IC(l,2,k)=comp_size(2); 
                IC(l,3,k)=comp_size(3); 
                step=step+1; 
                waitbar(step/(length(gf_in)*length(clf_in))); 
            end % loop for GF 
        end % loop for CLF 
        close(wb); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
        if tcp_goal=='-' 
            for m=1:1:length(clf_in) 
                size_y=ceil(sqrt(length(clf_in))); 
                size_x=ceil(length(clf_in)/size_y); 
                subplot(size_x,size_y,m,'parent',ha); 
                bar(gf_in,IC(:,:,m),'stack'); 
                title(['CLF = ',num2str(clf_in(m))],'FontSize',12,... 
                    'fontweight','b','color','b'); 
                xlim([min(gf_in)-0.02 max(gf_in)+0.02]); ylim([0 n_t]); 
                xlabel('Growth Fraction','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
                ylabel('Cells in each comp','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            end 
        else 
            IC=IC*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            for m=1:1:length(clf_in) 
                size_y=ceil(sqrt(length(clf_in))); 
                size_x=ceil(length(clf_in)/size_y); 
                subplot(size_x,size_y,m,'parent',ha); 
                bar(gf_in,IC(:,:,m),'stack'); 
                title(['CLF = ',num2str(clf_in(m))],'FontSize',12,... 
                    'fontweight','b','color','b'); 
                xlim([min(gf_in)-0.02 max(gf_in)+0.02]);  
                ylim([0 n_t*tumor_size*1000/v_t]); 
                xlabel('Growth Fraction','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
                ylabel('Cells in each comp','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            end 
        end 
             
        legend('P','I','H'); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
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        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
         
    case 2 %Example plots for a specific GF,CLF and fx% 
        clf=clf_in; gf=gf_in; d=fx_in; 
        % run the sub-routine for the initial distribution 
        run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
        % calculate until TD50 achieved 
        no_pro=0; 
        alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i;beta_i=beta_p/(oer_i)^2; 
        alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h;beta_h=beta_p/(oer_h)^2; 
        run SubRoutine/SR_RT; 
        % Calculate TCP & TD50 
        s=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5); 
        nsc=s*f_s; 
        tcp=exp(-nsc); 
        td50=j*d; 
        % Find reoxygenation time 
        run SubRoutine/SR_Reox_time; 
        step=step+1; 
        waitbar(step/(length(gf_in)*length(clf_in))); 
        close(wb); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        time=delta_t:delta_t:round(t*96)/96; 
        if tcp_goal=='-' 
            subplot(2,2,1,'parent',ha); 
            bar(1:3,[comp_size(1),comp_size(2),comp_size(3)]); 
            xlabel('Compartment (1=P, 2=I and 3=H)','FontSize',11,... 
                'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Initial number of cells','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            subplot(2,2,2,'parent',ha); 
            semilogy(time,cum_cell_dist(1,:),'r',time,cum_cell_dist(2,:),... 
                'r:',time,cum_cell_dist(3,:),'b',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(4,:),'b:',time,cum_cell_dist(5,:),'g',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(6,:),'g:'); 
            xlim([0 ceil(t)]); 
            ylim([10 2*max(sum(cum_cell_dist))]); 
            xlabel('Time (Day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Cells in each comp','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            legend('P_v','P_d','I_v','I_d','H_v','H_d'); 
            subplot(2,2,3,'parent',ha); 
            semilogy(time,sum(cum_cell_dist(1:6,:)),'r',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist(2:6,:)),'r:',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist(3:6,:)),'b',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist(4:6,:)),'b:',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist(5:6,:)),'g',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(6,:),'g:'); 
            xlim([0 ceil(t)]); 
            ylim([10 2*max(sum(cum_cell_dist))]); 
            xlabel('Time (Day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Number of tumor cells','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.3,1e-5*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                ['t_R = ',num2str(reox_time2),',  ',num2str(reox_time)],... 
                'FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            subplot(2,2,4,'parent',ha); 
            semilogy(time,sum(cum_cell_dist([1 3 5],:)),'r',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist([3 5],:)),'b',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(5,:),'g'); 
            xlim([0 ceil(t)]); 
            ylim([10 2*max(sum(cum_cell_dist))]); 
            xlabel('Time (Day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Number of viable cells','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.3,0.5*(sum(comp_size)),... 
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                ['# of stem cells = ',num2str((cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)... 
                +cell_dist(5))*f_s)],'FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.45,0.1*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                ['VCP = ',num2str(exp(-(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+... 
                cell_dist(5))*f_s))],'FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.45,0.02*(sum(comp_size)),... 
             ['VCD50 = ',num2str(td50),' Gy'],'FontSize',11,... 
             'fontweight','b'); 
        else 
            cum_cell_dist=cum_cell_dist*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            comp_size(1)=comp_size(1)*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            comp_size(2)=comp_size(2)*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            comp_size(3)=comp_size(3)*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            subplot(2,2,1,'parent',ha); 
            bar(1:3,[comp_size(1),comp_size(2),comp_size(3)]); 
            ylim([0 1.1*max([comp_size(1),comp_size(2),comp_size(3)])]); 
            xlabel('Compartment (1=P, 2=I and 3=H)','FontSize',11,... 
                'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Initial number of cells','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            subplot(2,2,2,'parent',ha); 
            semilogy(time,cum_cell_dist(1,:),'r',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(2,:),'r:',time,cum_cell_dist(3,:),'b',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(4,:),'b:',time,cum_cell_dist(5,:),'g',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(6,:),'g:'); 
            xlim([0 ceil(t)]); 
            ylim([10 2*max(sum(cum_cell_dist))]); 
            xlabel('Time (Day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Cells in each comp','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            legend('P_v','P_d','I_v','I_d','H_v','H_d'); 
            subplot(2,2,3,'parent',ha); 
            semilogy(time,sum(cum_cell_dist(1:6,:)),'r',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist(2:6,:)),'r:',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist(3:6,:)),'b',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist(4:6,:)),'b:',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist(5:6,:)),'g',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(6,:),'g:'); 
            xlim([0 ceil(t)]); 
            ylim([10 2*max(sum(cum_cell_dist))]); 
            xlabel('Time (Day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Number of tumor cells','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.3,1e-7*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                ['t_R = ',num2str(reox_time2),',  ',num2str(reox_time)],... 
                'FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            subplot(2,2,4,'parent',ha); 
            semilogy(time,sum(cum_cell_dist([1 3 5],:)),'r',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist([3 5],:)),'b',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(5,:),'g'); 
            xlim([0 ceil(t)]); 
            ylim([10 2*max(sum(cum_cell_dist))]); 
            xlabel('Time (Day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Number of viable cells','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.3,0.5*(sum(comp_size)),['# of stem cells = ',... 
                num2str((cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5))... 
                *f_s*tumor_size/v_t*1000)],'FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.45,0.05*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                ['TCP = ',num2str(exp(-(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+... 
                cell_dist(5))*f_s)^(tumor_size/v_t*1000))],'FontSize',11,... 
                'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.45,0.005*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                ['TCD50 = ',num2str(td50),' Gy'],'FontSize',11,... 
                'fontweight','b'); 
        end 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
         
    case 3 %TD50 vs. GF for various fx% 
        clf=clf_in; 
        k=0; for gf=gf_in; k=k+1; 
            % run the sub-routine for the initial distribution 
            run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
            l=0; for d=fx_in; l=l+1; 
                % calculate until TD50 achieved 
                no_pro=0; 
                alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i;beta_i=beta_p/(oer_i)^2; 
                alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h;beta_h=beta_p/(oer_h)^2; 
                run SubRoutine/SR_RT; 
                % Calculate TCP & TD50 
                s=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5); 
                nsc=s*f_s; 
                tcp=exp(-nsc); 
                td50=j*d; 
                % Output 
                GF(k,l)=gf; 
                NSC(k,l)=nsc; 
                TCP(k,l)=tcp; 
                TD50(k,l)=td50; 
                Treat_duration(k,l)=j+add_time; 
                step=step+1;waitbar(step/(length(gf_in)*length(fx_in))) 
            end 
        end 
        close(wb); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
        haxes = axes('parent',ha,'Units','Pixels','Position',... 
            [55,50,640,430]); 
        line=['-ks' '-ro' '-g^' '-bv' '-cd' '-m<']; 
        for m=1:1:length(fx_in) 
            plot(haxes,gf_in,TD50(:,m),line((3*m-2):3*m)); 
            hold on; 
        end 
        xlabel('Growth Fraction','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('TD50','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        xlim([0 max(max(GF))+0.01]);  
        ylim([min(min(TD50))-2 max(max(TD50))+10]); 
        legend(strcat(num2str(fx_in'),' Gy/fx')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
         
    case 4 %Reoxygenation time vs. GF for various fx% 
        clf=clf_in; 
        k=0; for gf=gf_in; k=k+1; 
            % run the sub-routine for the initial distribution 
            run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
            l=0; for d=fx_in; l=l+1; 
                % calculate until TD50 achieved 
                no_pro=0; 
                alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i;beta_i=beta_p/(oer_i)^2; 
                alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h;beta_h=beta_p/(oer_h)^2; 
                run SubRoutine/SR_RT_reox; 
                % Calculate TCP & TD50 
                s=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5); 
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                nsc=s*f_s; 
                tcp=exp(-nsc); 
                td50=j*d; 
                % Output 
                GF(k,l)=gf; 
                NSC(k,l)=nsc; 
                TCP(k,l)=tcp; 
                TD50(k,l)=td50; 
                Treat_duration(k,l)=j+add_time; 
                % Find reoxygenation time 
                run SubRoutine/SR_Reox_time; 
                Reox_time(k,l)=reox_time; 
                Reox_time2(k,l)=reox_time2; 
                step=step+1; 
                waitbar(step/(length(gf_in)*length(fx_in))); 
            end 
        end 
        close(wb); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
        haxes = axes('parent',ha,'Units','Pixels',... 
            'Position',[55,50,640,430]); 
        line=['-ks' '-ro' '-g^' '-bv' '-cd' '-m<']; 
        for m=1:1:length(fx_in) 
            plot(haxes,gf_in,Reox_time(:,m),line((3*m-2):3*m)); 
            hold on; 
        end 
        xlabel('Growth Fraction','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('Reoxgenation time [day]','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        xlim([0 0.31]);  
        ylim([min(min(Reox_time))-2 max(max(Reox_time))+10]); 
        legend(strcat(num2str(fx_in'),' Gy/fx')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
         
    case 5 %TD50 vs. Treatment duration for various GF% 
        clf=clf_in; 
        k=0; for gf=gf_in; k=k+1; 
            % run the sub-routine for the initial distribution 
            run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
            j=0;add_time=0; 
            l=0;  
            terminated=0; 
            d=50; 
            while j+add_time<120 
                if gf==0.1 
                    if d>1.15 
                        d=d*0.99; 
                    else 
                        d=d*0.999; 
                    end 
                else 
                    d=d*0.99; 
                end 
                l=l+1; 
                % calculate until TD50 achieved 
                no_pro=0; 
                alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i;beta_i=beta_p/(oer_i)^2; 
                alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h;beta_h=beta_p/(oer_h)^2; 
                run SubRoutine/SR_RT; 
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                % Calculate TCP & TD50 
                s=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5); 
                nsc=s*f_s; 
                tcp=exp(-nsc); 
                td50=j*d; 
                bed=j*d*(1+0.1*d); 
                GF(k,l)=gf; 
                NSC(k,l)=nsc; 
                TCP(k,l)=tcp; 
                TD50(k,l)=td50; 
                BED(k,l)=bed; 
                Treat_duration(k,l)=j+add_time; 
                if rem(j,5)==0 
                    Treat_duration(k,l)=Treat_duration(k,l)-2; 
                end    
                waitbar(((k-1)*120+min(120,Treat_duration(k,l)))/... 
                    (120*length(gf_in))); 
                if l>1 
                    if Treat_duration(k,l)==Treat_duration(k,l-1) 
                        if TD50(k,l)<TD50(k,l-1) 
                            TD50(k,l-1)=TD50(k,l); 
                        end 
                        l=l-1; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            if terminated~=1 
                vec_leng(k)=l; 
            else 
                vec_leng(k)=l-1; 
                TD50(k,l)=0; 
                Treat_duration(k,l)=0; 
            end 
        end 
        close(wb); 
  
         
        slope_sum=0; 
        for k=3:1:5 
            linearCoef = polyfit(Treat_duration(k,vec_leng(k)-2:... 
                vec_leng(k)),TD50(k,vec_leng(k)-2:vec_leng(k)),1); 
            slope_sum=slope_sum+linearCoef(1); 
        end 
        slope=slope_sum/3; 
  
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        haxes = axes('parent',ha,'Units','Pixels',... 
            'Position',[55,50,640,430]); 
        line=['-k' '-b' '-g' '-m' '-r']; 
        for m=1:1:length(gf_in) 
            plot(haxes,Treat_duration(m,1:vec_leng(m)),... 
                TD50(m,1:vec_leng(m)),line((2*m-1):2*m),'LineWidth', 1.5); 
            hold on; 
        end 
        xlim([0 120]); ylim([20 110]); 
        legend(strcat('GF=',num2str(gf_in')),'Location','NorthWest'); 
        xlabel('Treatment duration (day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('TD50 (Gy)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        text(60,100,['Asymtotic line slope = ',num2str(slope)],... 
            'FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
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        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
         
    case 6 %Tumor size vs. Time for various GF% 
        clf=clf_in; d=fx_in; 
        k=0;for gf=gf_in;k=k+1; 
            % run the sub-routine for the initial distribution 
            run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
            % calculate until TD50 achieved 
            no_pro=0; 
            alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i;beta_i=beta_p/(oer_i)^2; 
            alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h;beta_h=beta_p/(oer_h)^2; 
            run SubRoutine/SR_RT; 
            % Calculate TCP & TD50 
            s=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5); 
            nsc=s*f_s; 
            tcp=exp(-nsc); 
            td50=j*d; 
            T_end(k)=t; 
  
            step=step+1; 
            waitbar(step/length(gf_in)); 
        end 
        close(wb); 
        clinical=6.4e7*(1-0.018.*(delta_t:delta_t:max(T_end))); 
        if tcp_goal~='-' 
            Total_cell=Total_cell*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            clinical=clinical*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
        end 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        haxes = axes('parent',ha,'Units','Pixels',... 
            'Position',[55,50,640,430]); 
        plot(delta_t:delta_t:round(T_end(1)),... 
            Total_cell(1,1:uint16(round(T_end(1))/delta_t)),'r',... 
            delta_t:delta_t:round(T_end(2)),... 
            Total_cell(2,1:uint16(round(T_end(2))/delta_t)),'b',... 
            delta_t:delta_t:round(T_end(3)),... 
            Total_cell(3,1:uint16(round(T_end(3))/delta_t)),'g',... 
            delta_t:delta_t:round(T_end(4)),... 
            Total_cell(4,1:uint16(round(T_end(4))/delta_t)),'m',... 
            delta_t:delta_t:round(T_end(5)),... 
            Total_cell(5,1:uint16(round(T_end(5))/delta_t)),'c',... 
            delta_t:delta_t:max(T_end),clinical,'k','LineWidth', 1.5); 
        xlim([0 max(T_end)]); ylim([0 1.5*max(max(Total_cell))]); 
        xlabel('Time (Day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('Total number of cells','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        legend(strvcat(strcat('GF = ',num2str(gf_in')),'Clinical')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
         
    case 7 % 7. Effect of proliferation and hypoxia 
        clf=clf_in;  
        d=fx_in;  
        oer_i_in=oer_i;  
        oer_h_in=oer_h;  
        f_p_pro=f_p_pro_in; 
        k=0; for cal_type=[1 2 3 4]; k=k+1; 
            % run the sub-routine for the initial distribution 
            l=0; for gf=gf_in; l=l+1; 
                run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
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                % calculate until TD50 achieved 
                alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i;beta_i=beta_p/(oer_i)^2; 
                alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h;beta_h=beta_p/(oer_h)^2; 
                switch cal_type 
                    case 1 
                        oer_i=1; oer_h=1; 
                        alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i; beta_i=beta_p/oer_i^2; 
                        alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h; beta_h=beta_p/oer_h^2; 
                        no_pro=1; 
                        run SubRoutine/SR_RT; 
                    case 2 
                        oer_i=oer_i_in; oer_h=oer_h_in; 
                        alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i; beta_i=beta_p/oer_i^2; 
                        alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h; beta_h=beta_p/oer_h^2; 
                        no_pro=1; 
                        run SubRoutine/SR_RT; 
                    case 3 
                        oer_i=1; oer_h=1; 
                        alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i; beta_i=beta_p/oer_i^2; 
                        alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h; beta_h=beta_p/oer_h^2; 
                        no_pro=0; 
                        run SubRoutine/SR_RT; 
                    case 4 
                        oer_i=oer_i_in; oer_h=oer_h_in; 
                        alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i; beta_i=beta_p/oer_i^2; 
                        alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h; beta_h=beta_p/oer_h^2; 
                        no_pro=0; 
                        run SubRoutine/SR_RT; 
                end 
                % Calculate TCP & TD50 
                s=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5); 
                nsc=s*f_s; 
                tcp=exp(-nsc); 
                td50=j*d; 
                % Output 
                GF(k,l)=gf; 
                NSC(k,l)=nsc; 
                TCP(k,l)=tcp; 
                TD50(k,l)=td50; 
                Treat_duration(k,l)=j+add_time; 
                step=step+1;waitbar(step/(length(gf_in)*4)) 
            end 
        end 
        close(wb) 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
        haxes = axes('parent',ha,'Units','Pixels',... 
            'Position',[55,50,640,430]); 
        plot(haxes,gf_in,TD50(1,:),'-ks',gf_in,TD50(2,:),'-g^',... 
            gf_in,TD50(3,:),'-ro',gf_in,TD50(4,:),'-bv'); 
        xlabel('Growth Fraction','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b');  
        ylabel('TD50','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        xlim([0 max(max(GF))+0.01]);  
        ylim([min(min(TD50))-2 max(max(TD50))+10]); 
        legend('Neither Proliferation nor Hypoxia','Only Hypoxia',... 
           'Only Proliferation', 'Both Proliferation and Hypoxia'); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
         
    case 8 %Cell cycle dependent SF, alpha & OERs% 
        clf=clf_in; gf=gf_in; 
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        % run the sub-routine for a specific CLF and GF 
        run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
        % save the the number of cell into matrix 
        f_p=comp_size(1)/sum(comp_size); 
        f_i=comp_size(2)/sum(comp_size); 
        f_h=comp_size(3)/sum(comp_size); 
        sf=[]; SF=[]; Alpha_eff=[]; OERI_eff=[]; OERH_eff=[]; 
        for d=fx_in 
            f=@(alpha_s)F_p_cyc(1)*exp(-Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1)*alpha_s*2-... 
                0.1*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1)*alpha_s*4)+... 
            F_p_cyc(2)*exp(-alpha_s*2-0.1*alpha_s*4)+... 
            F_p_cyc(3)*exp(-Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2)*alpha_s*2-... 
            0.1*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2)*alpha_s*4)-... 
            exp(-alpha_p*2-0.1*alpha_p*4); 
  
            Alpha_p_cyc(2)=fzero(f,0.3); 
            Alpha_p_cyc(1)=Alpha_p_cyc(2)*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1); 
            Alpha_p_cyc(3)=Alpha_p_cyc(2)*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2); 
             
            Su_p=F_p_cyc(1)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(1)*d-0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)*d^2)... 
                +F_p_cyc(2)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(2)*d-0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(2)*d^2)... 
                +F_p_cyc(3)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(3)*d-0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(3)*d^2); 
            alpha_p_eff=-log(Su_p)/(d*(1+0.1*d)); 
            beta_p_eff=0.1*alpha_p_eff; 
  
            Su_i_2gy=exp(-alpha_p/oer_i*2-0.1*alpha_p/(oer_i^2)*2^2); 
            oer_i_g1=(-(Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)-sqrt((Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)^2-... 
                4*log(Su_i_2gy)*0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2^2))/(2*log(Su_i_2gy)); 
            Su_h_2gy=exp(-alpha_p/oer_h*2-0.1*alpha_p/(oer_h^2)*2^2); 
            oer_h_g1=(-(Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)-sqrt((Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)^2-... 
                4*log(Su_h_2gy)*0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2^2))/(2*log(Su_h_2gy)); 
            alpha_i=Alpha_p_cyc(1)/oer_i_g1; 
            beta_i=0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)/(oer_i_g1^2); 
            alpha_h=Alpha_p_cyc(1)/oer_h_g1; 
            beta_h=0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)/(oer_h_g1^2); 
             
            Su_i=exp(-alpha_i*d-beta_i*d^2); 
            oer_i_eff=(-(alpha_p_eff*d)-sqrt((alpha_p_eff*d)^2-... 
                4*log(Su_i)*beta_p_eff*d^2))/(2*log(Su_i)); 
  
            Su_h=exp(-alpha_h*d-beta_h*d^2); 
            oer_h_eff=(-(alpha_p_eff*d)-sqrt((alpha_p_eff*d)^2-... 
                4*log(Su_h)*beta_p_eff*d^2))/(2*log(Su_h)); 
             
            Su_p_g1=f_p*F_p_cyc(1)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(1)*d-0.1*... 
                Alpha_p_cyc(1)*d^2); 
            Su_p_s=f_p*F_p_cyc(2)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(2)*d-0.1*... 
                Alpha_p_cyc(2)*d^2); 
            Su_p_g2m=f_p*F_p_cyc(2)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(3)*d-0.1*... 
                Alpha_p_cyc(3)*d^2); 
            Su_i_g1=f_i*exp(-alpha_i*d-beta_i*d^2); 
            Su_h_g1=f_h*exp(-alpha_h*d-beta_h*d^2); 
             
            sf=[Su_p_g1;Su_p_s;Su_p_g2m;Su_i_g1;Su_h_g1]; 
            SF=[SF sf]; 
            Alpha_eff=[Alpha_eff alpha_p_eff]; 
            OERI_eff=[OERI_eff oer_i_eff]; 
            OERH_eff=[OERH_eff oer_h_eff]; 
             
            step=step+1; 
            waitbar(step/length(fx_in)); 
        end 
        close(wb); 
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        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        subplot(2,2,1,'parent',ha); 
        semilogy(fx_in,SF(1,:),'m:',fx_in,SF(2,:),'c:',fx_in,SF(3,:),... 
            'y:',fx_in,sum(SF(1:3,:)),'r',fx_in,SF(4,:),'b',... 
            fx_in,SF(5,:),'g',fx_in,sum(SF),'k','LineWidth', 1.5); 
        ylim([0.0000001 1]); 
        xlabel('Dose (Gy)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('Survival Fraction','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        legend('G1 in P','S in P','G2/M in P','P','I','H','Total'); 
        subplot(2,2,2,'parent',ha); 
        plot(fx_in,Alpha_eff,'LineWidth', 1.5); 
        xlabel('Dose (Gy)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('\alpha of P (Gy^{-1})','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        subplot(2,2,3,'parent',ha); 
        plot(fx_in,OERI_eff,'LineWidth', 1.5); 
        xlabel('Dose (Gy)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('OER of I','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        subplot(2,2,4,'parent',ha); 
        plot(fx_in,OERH_eff,'LineWidth', 1.5); 
        xlabel('Dose (Gy)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b');  
        ylabel('OER of H','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
  
    case 9 %Example for estimating model predicted EQD2% 
        clf=clf_in; gf=gf_in; 
        % run the sub-routine for a specific CLF and GF 
        run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
        % save the the number of cell into matrix 
        f_p=comp_size(1)/sum(comp_size); 
        f_i=comp_size(2)/sum(comp_size); 
        f_h=comp_size(3)/sum(comp_size); 
        for d=fx_in 
            Treat_day=schedule_in; 
             
            f=@(alpha_s)F_p_cyc(1)*exp(-Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1)*alpha_s*2-... 
                0.1*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1)*alpha_s*4)+F_p_cyc(2)*... 
                exp(-alpha_s*2-0.1*alpha_s*4)+F_p_cyc(3)*... 
                exp(-Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2)*alpha_s*2-0.1*... 
                Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2)*alpha_s*4)-exp(-alpha_p*2-0.1*... 
                alpha_p*4); 
  
            Alpha_p_cyc(2)=fzero(f,0.3); 
            Alpha_p_cyc(1)=Alpha_p_cyc(2)*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1); 
            Alpha_p_cyc(3)=Alpha_p_cyc(2)*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2); 
             
            Su_p=F_p_cyc(1)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(1)*d-0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)*d^2)... 
                +F_p_cyc(2)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(2)*d-0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(2)*d^2)... 
                +F_p_cyc(3)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(3)*d-0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(3)*d^2); 
            alpha_p_eff=-log(Su_p)/(d*(1+0.1*d)); 
            beta_p_eff=0.1*alpha_p_eff; 
  
            Su_i_2gy=exp(-alpha_p/oer_i*2-0.1*alpha_p/(oer_i^2)*2^2); 
            oer_i_g1=(-(Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)-sqrt((Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)^2-... 
                4*log(Su_i_2gy)*0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2^2))/(2*log(Su_i_2gy)); 
            Su_h_2gy=exp(-alpha_p/oer_h*2-0.1*alpha_p/(oer_h^2)*2^2); 
            oer_h_g1=(-(Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)-sqrt((Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)^2-... 
                4*log(Su_h_2gy)*0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2^2))/(2*log(Su_h_2gy)); 
            alpha_i=Alpha_p_cyc(1)/oer_i_g1; 
            beta_i=0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)/(oer_i_g1^2); 
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            alpha_h=Alpha_p_cyc(1)/oer_h_g1; 
            beta_h=0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)/(oer_h_g1^2); 
            
            alpha_p=alpha_p_eff; 
            beta_p=beta_p_eff; 
             
            % run the sub-routine for a specific CLF and GF 
            run SubRoutine/SR_RT_sbrt; 
             
            s_sbrt=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5); 
            sf_sbrt=s_sbrt/sum(comp_size); 
            ntd2=length(Treat_day)*d*(1+d/10)/1.2; 
            d_sbrt=d; 
            n_frac_sbrt=length(Treat_day); 
            duration_sbrt=max(Treat_day); 
            t_sbrt=t; 
            step=step+1; 
            waitbar(step/2) 
  
            % for EQD2 calculation 
            d=2; 
            alpha_p=0.35;       beta_p=0.035; 
            alpha_i=0.35/2;     beta_i=0.035/(2^2); 
            alpha_h=0.35/1.37;  beta_h=0.035/(1.37^2); 
  
            run SubRoutine/SR_RT_eqd2 
             
            s_eqd2=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5); 
            sf_eqd2=s_eqd2/sum(comp_size); 
            eqd2=j*d; 
            step=step+1; 
            waitbar(step/2); 
        end 
        close(wb); 
             
  
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        time_sbrt=delta_t:delta_t:round(t_sbrt*96)/96; 
        time=delta_t:delta_t:round(t*96)/96; 
  
        if tcp_goal~='-' 
            cum_cell_dist_sbrt=cum_cell_dist_sbrt*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            cum_cell_dist=cum_cell_dist*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            comp_size(1)=comp_size(1)*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            comp_size(2)=comp_size(2)*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
            comp_size(3)=comp_size(3)*tumor_size*1000/v_t; 
        end 
            subplot(2,2,1,'parent',ha); 
            bar(1:3,[comp_size(1),comp_size(2),comp_size(3)]); 
            xlabel('Compartment (1=P, 2=I and 3=H)','FontSize',11,... 
                'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Initial number of cells','FontSize',11,... 
                'fontweight','b'); 
            subplot(2,2,3,'parent',ha); 
            semilogy(time_sbrt,sum(cum_cell_dist_sbrt([1 3 5],:)),'r',... 
                time_sbrt,sum(cum_cell_dist_sbrt([3 5],:)),'b',... 
                time_sbrt,cum_cell_dist_sbrt(5,:),'g'); 
            xlim([0 ceil(t_sbrt)]); 
            ylim([0.1 2*max(sum(cum_cell_dist_sbrt))]); 
            xlabel('Time (Day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Number of viable cells','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t_sbrt*0.6,0.5*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                ['SF = ',num2str(sf_sbrt)],'FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
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            text(t_sbrt*0.5,0.05*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                [num2str(d_sbrt),'Gy X ',num2str(n_frac_sbrt),'fx  in ',... 
                num2str(duration_sbrt),' days'],'FontSize',11,... 
                'fontweight','b');  
            text(t_sbrt*0.6,0.005*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                ['NTD2 = ',num2str(ntd2),' Gy'],'FontSize',11,... 
                'fontweight','b');  
            subplot(2,2,4,'parent',ha); 
            semilogy(time,sum(cum_cell_dist([1 3 5],:)),'r',... 
                time,sum(cum_cell_dist([3 5],:)),'b',... 
                time,cum_cell_dist(5,:),'g'); 
            xlim([0 ceil(t)]); 
            ylim([0.1 2*max(sum(cum_cell_dist))]); 
            xlabel('Time (Day)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            ylabel('Number of viable cells','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.5,0.5*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                ['SF = ',num2str(sf_eqd2)],'FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
            text(t*0.5,0.05*(sum(comp_size)),... 
                ['EQD2 = ',num2str(eqd2),' Gy'],'FontSize',11,... 
                'fontweight','b'); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
  
    case 10 %Model predicted EQD2 vs. BED2% 
        NTD2=[]; EQD2=[]; 
        clf=clf_in; gf=gf_in; 
        % run the sub-routine for a specific CLF and GF 
        run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
        % save the the number of cell into matrix 
        f_p=comp_size(1)/sum(comp_size); 
        f_i=comp_size(2)/sum(comp_size); 
        f_h=comp_size(3)/sum(comp_size); 
        q=0;for d=fx_in;q=q+1; 
            Treat_day=schedule_in; 
             
            f=@(alpha_s)F_p_cyc(1)*exp(-Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1)*alpha_s*2-... 
                0.1*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1)*alpha_s*4)+... 
            F_p_cyc(2)*exp(-alpha_s*2-0.1*alpha_s*4)+... 
            F_p_cyc(3)*exp(-Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2)*alpha_s*2-... 
            0.1*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2)*alpha_s*4)-... 
            exp(-alpha_p*2-0.1*alpha_p*4); 
  
            Alpha_p_cyc(2)=fzero(f,0.3); 
            Alpha_p_cyc(1)=Alpha_p_cyc(2)*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(1); 
            Alpha_p_cyc(3)=Alpha_p_cyc(2)*Alpha_ratio_p_cyc(2); 
             
            Su_p=F_p_cyc(1)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(1)*d-0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)*d^2)... 
                +F_p_cyc(2)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(2)*d-0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(2)*d^2)... 
                +F_p_cyc(3)*exp(-Alpha_p_cyc(3)*d-0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(3)*d^2); 
            alpha_p_eff=-log(Su_p)/(d*(1+0.1*d)); 
            beta_p_eff=0.1*alpha_p_eff; 
  
            Su_i_2gy=exp(-alpha_p/oer_i*2-0.1*alpha_p/(oer_i^2)*2^2); 
            oer_i_g1=(-(Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)-sqrt((Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)^2-... 
                4*log(Su_i_2gy)*0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2^2))/(2*log(Su_i_2gy)); 
            Su_h_2gy=exp(-alpha_p/oer_h*2-0.1*alpha_p/(oer_h^2)*2^2); 
            oer_h_g1=(-(Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)-sqrt((Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2)^2-... 
                4*log(Su_h_2gy)*0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)*2^2))/(2*log(Su_h_2gy)); 
            alpha_i=Alpha_p_cyc(1)/oer_i_g1; 
            beta_i=0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)/(oer_i_g1^2); 
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            alpha_h=Alpha_p_cyc(1)/oer_h_g1; 
            beta_h=0.1*Alpha_p_cyc(1)/(oer_h_g1^2); 
         
            alpha_p=alpha_p_eff; 
            beta_p=beta_p_eff; 
             
            % run the sub-routine for a specific CLF and GF 
            run SubRoutine/SR_RT_sbrt; 
             
            s_sbrt=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5); 
            n_frac_sbrt=length(Treat_day); 
            duration_sbrt=max(Treat_day); 
            ntd2=length(Treat_day)*d*(1+d/10)/1.2; 
            NTD2=[NTD2 ntd2]; 
             
             
            % for EQD2 calculation 
            d=2; 
            alpha_p=0.35;       beta_p=0.035; 
            alpha_i=0.35/2;     beta_i=0.035/(2^2); 
            alpha_h=0.35/1.37;  beta_h=0.035/(1.37^2); 
  
            run SubRoutine/SR_RT_eqd2 
  
            eqd2=j*d; 
            EQD2=[EQD2 eqd2]; 
            step=step+1; 
            waitbar(step/length(fx_in)); 
        end 
        close(wb); 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        haxes = axes('parent',ha,'Units','Pixels',... 
            'Position',[55,50,640,430]); 
        plot(haxes,NTD2,EQD2,'-r^',0:0.1:max(NTD2),0:0.1:max(NTD2),... 
            'k',0:0.1:max(NTD2),0:0.05:(max(NTD2)/2),'k'); 
        xlabel('NTD2 (Gy)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b');  
        ylabel('Model Predicted EQD2 (Gy)','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        xlim([0 max(NTD2)]); ylim([0 max(NTD2)]); 
        text(20,0.8*max(NTD2),[num2str(n_frac_sbrt),... 
            ' fx in ',num2str(duration_sbrt),' days'],'FontSize',14,... 
            'fontweight','b');   
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
         
         
         
    case 11 %11. TD50 vs. FDG uptake% 
         
        fdg_via=[]; 
        fdg_pro=[]; 
        fdg_hyp=[]; 
        fdg_mix=[]; 
        fdg_idst=[]; 
        td50=[]; 
         
        Via=zeros(min(length(gf_in),length(clf_in))); 
        Pro=zeros(min(length(gf_in),length(clf_in))); 
        Hyp=zeros(min(length(gf_in),length(clf_in))); 
        Mix=zeros(min(length(gf_in),length(clf_in))); 
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        Idst=zeros(min(length(gf_in),length(clf_in))); 
        TD50=zeros(min(length(gf_in),length(clf_in))); 
  
        d=fx_in; 
        k=0;for clf=clf_in;k=k+1; 
            l=0;for gf=0.01:0.01:1/(2+clf);l=l+1; 
                run SubRoutine/SR_initial_distribution; 
  
                fdg_via=[fdg_via 0.5*comp_size(1)+0.5*comp_size(2)]; 
                fdg_pro=[fdg_pro 0.75*comp_size(1)+0.25*comp_size(2)]; 
                fdg_hyp=[fdg_hyp 0.25*comp_size(1)+0.75*comp_size(2)]; 
                fdg_mix=[fdg_mix 2/9*comp_size(1)+5/9*comp_size(2)+... 
                    2/9*comp_size(3)]; 
                fdg_idst=[fdg_idst comp_size(2)]; 
                 
                no_pro=0; 
                alpha_i=alpha_p/oer_i;beta_i=beta_p/(oer_i)^2; 
                alpha_h=alpha_p/oer_h;beta_h=beta_p/(oer_h)^2; 
                run SubRoutine/SR_RT; 
                td50=[td50 j*d]; 
                 
                                 
                Via(k,l)=0.5*comp_size(1)+0.5*comp_size(2); 
                Pro(k,l)=0.75*comp_size(1)+0.25*comp_size(2); 
                Hyp(k,l)=0.25*comp_size(1)+0.75*comp_size(2); 
                Mix(k,l)=2/9*comp_size(1)+5/9*comp_size(2)+2/9*comp_size(3); 
                Idst(k,l)=comp_size(2); 
                TD50(k,l)=j*d; 
  
                step=step+1; 
                waitbar(step/(length(gf_in)*length(clf_in))); 
            end  
        end 
        close(wb); 
  
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%     
        nor_fdg_via=fdg_via/max((fdg_via)); 
        fit_via=polyfit(td50,nor_fdg_via,1); 
        line_via=polyval(fit_via,td50); 
        r_via=corrcoef(td50,nor_fdg_via); 
        R_sq_via=r_via(1,2)^2; 
         
        nor_fdg_pro=fdg_pro/max((fdg_pro)); 
        fit_pro=polyfit(td50,nor_fdg_pro,1); 
        line_pro=polyval(fit_pro,td50); 
        r_pro=corrcoef(td50,nor_fdg_pro); 
        R_sq_pro=r_pro(1,2)^2; 
         
        nor_fdg_hyp=fdg_hyp/max((fdg_hyp)); 
        fit_hyp=polyfit(td50,nor_fdg_hyp,1); 
        line_hyp=polyval(fit_hyp,td50); 
        r_hyp=corrcoef(td50,nor_fdg_hyp); 
        R_sq_hyp=r_hyp(1,2)^2; 
         
        nor_fdg_mix=fdg_mix/max((fdg_mix)); 
        fit_mix=polyfit(td50,nor_fdg_mix,1); 
        line_mix=polyval(fit_mix,td50); 
        r_mix=corrcoef(td50,nor_fdg_mix); 
        R_sq_mix=r_mix(1,2)^2; 
         
        nor_fdg_idst=fdg_idst/max((fdg_idst)); 
        fit_idst=polyfit(td50,nor_fdg_idst,1); 
        line_idst=polyval(fit_idst,td50); 
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        r_idst=corrcoef(td50,nor_fdg_idst); 
        R_sq_idst=r_idst(1,2)^2; 
         
         
        subplot(2,2,1,'parent',ha); 
        plot(nor_fdg_via,td50,'o',line_via,td50,'r-'); 
        title('Viable cells ','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold',... 
            'color','b'); 
        xlabel('Normalized FDG uptake ','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('TD50 (Gy) ','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        xlim([min((nor_fdg_via))-0.02 1.02]); 
        text((0.9*min((nor_fdg_via))+0.1),(max(td50)),... 
            ['R = ',num2str(r_via(1,2))],'FontSize',11,'Color','r',... 
            'fontweight','b'); 
        text((0.9*min((nor_fdg_via))+0.1),(max(td50))*0.97,... 
            ['R^2 = ',num2str(R_sq_via)],'FontSize',11,'Color','r',... 
            'fontweight','b'); 
         
        subplot(2,2,2,'parent',ha); 
        plot(nor_fdg_pro,td50,'o',line_pro,td50,'r-'); 
        title('Proliferation ','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold',... 
            'color','b'); 
        xlabel('Normalized FDG uptake ','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('TD50 (Gy) ','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        xlim([min((nor_fdg_pro))-0.02 1.02]); 
        text((0.5*min((nor_fdg_pro))+0.5),max((td50)),... 
            ['R = ',num2str(r_pro(1,2))],'FontSize',11,'Color','r',... 
            'fontweight','b'); 
        text((0.5*min((nor_fdg_pro))+0.5),max((td50))*0.97,... 
            ['R^2 = ',num2str(R_sq_pro)],'FontSize',11,'Color','r',... 
            'fontweight','b'); 
         
        subplot(2,2,3,'parent',ha); 
        plot(nor_fdg_hyp,td50,'o',line_hyp,td50,'r-'); 
        title('Hypoxia ','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','color','b'); 
        xlabel('Normalized FDG uptake ','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('TD50 (Gy) ','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        xlim([min((nor_fdg_hyp))-0.02 1.02]); 
        text((0.9*min((nor_fdg_hyp))+0.1),max((td50)),... 
            ['R = ',num2str(r_hyp(1,2))],'FontSize',11,'Color','r',... 
            'fontweight','b'); 
        text((0.9*min((nor_fdg_hyp))+0.1),max((td50))*0.97,... 
            ['R^2 = ',num2str(R_sq_hyp)],'FontSize',11,'Color','r',... 
            'fontweight','b'); 
  
        subplot(2,2,4,'parent',ha); 
        plot(nor_fdg_mix,td50,'o',line_mix,td50,'r-'); 
        title('hypoxia ','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','color','b'); 
        xlabel('Normalized FDG uptake ','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        ylabel('TD50 (Gy) ','FontSize',11,'fontweight','b'); 
        xlim([min((nor_fdg_mix))-0.02 1.02]); 
        text((0.9*min((nor_fdg_mix))+0.1),max((td50)),... 
            ['R = ',num2str(r_mix(1,2))],'FontSize',11,'Color','r',... 
            'fontweight','b'); 
        text((0.9*min((nor_fdg_mix))+0.1),max((td50))*0.97,... 
            ['R^2 = ',num2str(R_sq_mix)],'FontSize',11,'Color','r',... 
            'fontweight','b'); 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        t_cal=toc; 
        set(ht_cal_value,'String',num2str(t_cal,'%5.1f')); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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    end 
end 
  
  
  
%% File Export 
  
file_name=''; 
  
color_8=[0.7 0.7 0.7]; 
hexport_title = uicontrol('Style','text','String','File name',... 
    'FontSize',10,'Position',[865,53,180,18],... 
    'BackgroundColor',color_7); 
hexport_value = uicontrol('Style','edit','String',file_name,... 
    'Position',[865,28,180,25],'FontSize',9,'BackgroundColor','white',... 
    'Callback',{@export_value_Callback}); 
        function export_value_Callback(source,eventdata)  
            file_name = get(source, 'String'); 
        end 
hexport = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String','Export output',... 
    'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',[1055,30,120,40],... 
    'ForegroundColor',[0 0.3 1],'Callback',{@exportbutton_Callback}); 
   
   
function exportbutton_Callback(source,eventdata) 
    str = get(ha_title, 'String'); 
    savefilename=strcat('Output/',num2str(type),'_',file_name,'.txt'); 
    fid = fopen(savefilename,'w'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   %s\n\n',str); 
    fprintf(fid,'Computing time [sec]: %5.2f\n\n',t_cal); 
    fprintf(fid,'Proliferation fraction of P compartment: %5.2f\n',... 
        f_p_pro_in); 
    fprintf(fid,'Cell death half time of H compartment [day]: %5.2f\n',... 
        ht_loss); 
    fprintf(fid,'Cell density [#/(mm^3)]: %7.2e\n',rho_t); 
    fprintf(fid,'Voxel size [mm^3]: %5.2f\n',v_t); 
    fprintf(fid,'Stem Cell Fraction: %5.2f\n',f_s); 
    fprintf(fid,'Cell cycle time [day]: %5.2f\n',t_c); 
    fprintf(fid,'Calculation time interval [min]: %5.2f\n',d_t); 
    if type ~= 1 && type ~= 8 
        fprintf(fid,'Mitotic death rate: %4.2f\n',k_m); 
        fprintf(fid,'Lysis time [day]: %4.2f\n',ht_lys); 
        fprintf(fid,'OER of I: %4.2f\n',oer_i); 
        fprintf(fid,'OER of H: %4.2f\n',oer_h); 
        if tumor_size~='-' 
            fprintf(fid,'Simulated tumor size [cc]: %6.1f\n',tumor_size); 
            fprintf(fid,'TCP goal: %7.5f\n',tcp_goal); 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,'VCP goal: %7.5f\n',vcp_goal); 
    end 
   
     
    switch type 
     
         
        case 1 %Initial Distribution for various CLF and GF% 
            for j=1:1:4; 
                data = [gf_in; IC(:,:,j)']; 
                fprintf(fid,'\n\nCLF = %3.1f\n\n',clf_in(j)); 
                fprintf(fid,' GF        P             I            H\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'%4.2f  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e\n',data); 
            end 
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        case 2 %Example plots for a specific GF,CLF and fx% 
            fprintf(fid,'Cell loss factor: %4.2f\n',clf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Growth fraction: %4.2f\n',gf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction size [Gy]: %4.2f\n',fx_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\nInitial \n\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     P             I            H\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e\n',... 
                [comp_size(1) comp_size(2) comp_size(3)]); 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\nEach compartment\n\n'); 
            data_each=[time;cum_cell_dist(1:7,:)]; 
            fprintf(fid,' time        Pv            Pd            Iv           

Id           Hv           Hd          Lysis\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%6.2f  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e  

%12.6e\n',data_each); 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\nCumulative\n\n'); 
            data_cum=[time;sum(cum_cell_dist(1:6,:));... 
                sum(cum_cell_dist(2:6,:));sum(cum_cell_dist(3:6,:));... 
                sum(cum_cell_dist(4:6,:));sum(cum_cell_dist(5:6,:));... 
                cum_cell_dist(6,:)]; 
            fprintf(fid,' time        All         All-Pv         All-P       

All-P-Iv      All-P-I  All-P-I-Hv(Hd)\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%6.2f  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e  

%12.6e\n',data_cum); 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\nViable cumulative\n\n'); 
            data_vcum=[time;sum(cum_cell_dist([1 3 5],:));... 
                sum(cum_cell_dist([3 5],:));cum_cell_dist(5,:)]; 
            fprintf(fid,' time       V_All       V_All-Pv  V_All-Pv-Iv(Hv)\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%6.2f  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e\n',data_vcum); 
             
         
        case 3 %TD50 vs. GF for various fx% 
            fprintf(fid,'Cell loss factor: %4.2f\n',clf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Growth fraction: %4.2f ~ %4.2f\n',... 
                gf_in(size(gf_in))); 
            for j=1:1:6; 
                data = [gf_in; TD50(:,j)']; 
                fprintf(fid,'\n\nFx = %3.1f\n\n',fx_in(j)); 
                fprintf(fid,' GF   TD50\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'%4.2f  %6.2f\n',data); 
            end 
             
             
        case 4 %Reoxygenation time vs. GF for various fx% 
            fprintf(fid,'Cell loss factor: %4.2f\n',clf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Growth fraction: %4.2f ~ %4.2f\n',... 
                gf_in(size(gf_in))); 
            for j=1:1:length(fx_in); 
                data = [gf_in; Reox_time(:,j)'; Reox_time2(:,j)']; 
                fprintf(fid,'\n\nFx = %3.1f\n\n',fx_in(j)); 
                fprintf(fid,' GF   Reox_time  Reox_time2\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'%4.2f   %6.2f    %6.2f\n',data); 
            end 
             
             
        case 5 %TD50 vs. Treatment duration for various GF% 
            fprintf(fid,'Cell loss factor: %4.2f\n',clf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction size: varies'); 
            A=[]; 
            for day=1:max(max(Treat_duration)) 
                for k=1:length(gf_in) 
                    for l=1:vec_leng(k) 
                        if Treat_duration(k,l)==day 
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                            A(k,day)=TD50(k,l); 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            data = [1:max(max(Treat_duration)); A]; 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\nDuration     GF=0.01     GF=0.05     GF=0.10     

GF=0.20     GF=0.30\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%8.0f     %7.2f     %7.2f     %7.2f     %7.2f     

%7.2f\n',data); 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\nAsymtotic line slope = %5.3f \n',slope); 
         
         
        case 6 %Tumor size vs. Time for various GF% 
            fprintf(fid,'Cell loss factor: %4.2f\n',clf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction size [Gy]: %4.2f\n',fx_in); 
            for j=1:1:5; 
                data = [delta_t:delta_t:round(T_end(j)); ... 
                    Total_cell(j,1:round(T_end(j))/delta_t)]; 
                fprintf(fid,'\n\nGF = %4.2f\n\n',gf_in(j)); 
                fprintf(fid,'  Time    Total cells\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'%7.4f  %12.6e\n',data); 
            end 
             
             
        case 7 %Effect of proliferation and hypoxia% 
            fprintf(fid,'Cell loss factor: %4.2f\n',clf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Growth fraction: %4.2f ~ %4.2f\n',... 
                gf_in(size(gf_in))) 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction size [Gy]: %4.2f\n',fx_in); 
            data = [gf_in; TD50(1,:); TD50(2,:); TD50(3,:); TD50(4,:)]; 
            fprintf(fid,'\n GF   Neither  Hypoxia  Prolifer   Both\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%4.2f  %7.2f  %7.2f  %7.2f  %7.2f\n',data); 
             
             
        case 8 %Cell cycle dependent SF, alpha & OERs% 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\nCell loss factor: %4.2f\n',clf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Growth fraction: %4.2f\n',gf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction size: %4.2f ~ %4.2f\n',... 
                fx_in(size(fx_in))); 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction of cells in each cycle in P\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  G1: %4.2f,  S: %4.2f,  G2/M: %4.2f\n',F_p_cyc); 
            fprintf(fid,'Alpha ratio with respect to S phase\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  G1: %3.1f,  G2/M: %3.1f\n',Alpha_ratio_p_cyc);             
            fprintf(fid,'\n\n   Dose    SF_P_G1    SF_P_S  SF_P_G2M  SF_P_tot   

SF_I_tot  SF_H_tot   Total\n'); 
            data=[fx_in;SF(1,:);SF(2,:);SF(3,:);sum(SF(1:3,:));SF(4,:);... 
                SF(5,:);sum(SF)]; 
            fprintf(fid,'%8.5f %9.2e %9.2e %9.2e %9.2e %9.2e %9.2e 

%9.2e\n',data);             
            fprintf(fid,'\n\n  Dose    Alpha of P\n'); 
            data=[fx_in; Alpha_eff]; 
            fprintf(fid,'%8.5f  %8.5f\n',data); 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\n  Dose    OER of I\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%8.5f  %8.5f\n',[fx_in;OERI_eff]); 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\n  Dose    OER of H\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%8.5f  %8.5f\n',[fx_in;OERH_eff]); 
         
         
        case 9 %Example for estimating model predicted EQD2% 
            fprintf(fid,'Cell loss factor: %4.2f\n',clf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Growth fraction: %4.2f\n',gf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction size [Gy]: %4.2f\n',fx_in); 
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            fprintf(fid,'Fraction of cells in each cycle in P\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  G1: %4.2f,  S: %4.2f,  G2/M: %4.2f\n',F_p_cyc); 
            fprintf(fid,'Alpha ratio with respect to S phase\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  G1: %3.1f,  G2/M: %3.1f\n',Alpha_ratio_p_cyc);  
            fprintf(fid,'\n\nInitial \n\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     P             I            H\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e\n',... 
                [comp_size(1) comp_size(2) comp_size(3)]); 
            fprintf(fid,'\n\nSBRT viable cumulative\n\n'); 
            data_vcum_sbrt=[time_sbrt;sum(cum_cell_dist_sbrt([1 3 5],:));... 
                sum(cum_cell_dist_sbrt([3 5],:));cum_cell_dist_sbrt(5,:)]; 
            fprintf(fid,' time       V_All       V_All-Pv  V_All-Pv-Iv(Hv)\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%6.2f  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e\n',data_vcum_sbrt); 
            fprintf(fid,'\nSF = %9.3e\n',sf_sbrt); 
            fprintf(fid,'NTD2 = %6.2f\n',ntd2); 
  
             
            fprintf(fid,'\n\n2Gy/fx viable cumulative\n\n'); 
            data_vcum=[time;sum(cum_cell_dist([1 3 5],:));... 
                sum(cum_cell_dist([3 5],:));cum_cell_dist(5,:)]; 
            fprintf(fid,' time       V_All       V_All-Pv  V_All-Pv-Iv(Hv)\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%6.2f  %12.6e  %12.6e  %12.6e\n',data_vcum); 
            fprintf(fid,'\nSF = %9.3e\n',sf_eqd2); 
            fprintf(fid,'EQD2 = %6.2f\n',eqd2); 
             
             
        case 10 %Model predicted EQD2 vs. BED2% 
            fprintf(fid,'Cell loss factor: %4.2f\n',clf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Growth fraction: %4.2f\n',gf_in); 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction size: %4.2f ~ %4.2f\n',... 
                fx_in(size(fx_in))); 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction of cells in each cycle in P\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  G1: %4.2f,  S: %4.2f,  G2/M: %4.2f\n',F_p_cyc); 
            fprintf(fid,'Alpha ratio with respect to S phase\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  G1: %3.1f,  G2/M: %3.1f\n',Alpha_ratio_p_cyc); 
            data=[NTD2;EQD2]; 
            fprintf(fid,'\n NTD2(Gy)  EQD2(Gy)\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  %6.2f    %6.2f\n',data); 
             
             
        case 11 %TD50 vs. FDG uptake% 
            fprintf(fid,'Cell loss factor: %4.2f ~ %4.2f\n',... 
                clf_in(size(clf_in))); 
            fprintf(fid,'Growth fraction: %4.2f ~ %4.2f\n',... 
                gf_in(size(gf_in))); 
            fprintf(fid,'Fraction size: %4.2f\n',fx_in); 
            data=[td50;nor_fdg_via;nor_fdg_pro;nor_fdg_hyp;nor_fdg_mix;... 
                nor_fdg_idst]; 
            fprintf(fid,'\nTD50(Gy)               Nor. FDG uptake  \n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'            viable    prolif   hypoxia     mixed    I 

comp\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  %6.2f    %6.4f    %6.4f    %6.4f    %6.4f    

%6.4f\n',data); 
            fprintf(fid,'\nVia: R = %6.4f & R^2= %6.4f\n',... 
                r_via(1,2),R_sq_via); 
            fprintf(fid,'\nPro: R = %6.4f & R^2= %6.4f\n',... 
                r_pro(1,2),R_sq_pro); 
            fprintf(fid,'\nHyp: R = %6.4f & R^2= %6.4f\n',... 
                r_hyp(1,2),R_sq_hyp); 
            fprintf(fid,'\nMix: R = %6.4f & R^2= %6.4f\n',... 
                r_mix(1,2),R_sq_mix); 
            fprintf(fid,'\n  I: R = %6.4f & R^2= %6.4f\n',... 
                r_idst(1,2),R_sq_idst); 
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    end 
     
    fclose(fid); 
  
end 
end 
 

 

A.5.2. Sub-routine for initial distribution (SR_initial_distribution.m) 

 
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< for the initial st-st distribution >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
  
% variables for the initial distribution 
f_p_pro=f_p_pro_in; 
  
comp_size(1)=gf/f_p_pro*n_t; 
comp_size(2)=(1-gf*(1/f_p_pro_in+clf*ht_loss/t_c))*n_t; 
comp_size(3)=clf*gf*ht_loss/t_c*n_t; 
  
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
 

 

A.5.3. Sub-routine for fractionated radiation therapy (SR_RT.m) 

 
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< RT fractional dose until TD50 achieved >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
  
% Assign proliferating fraction to the initial value 
  
f_p_pro=f_p_pro_in; 
  
% Cell distribution in each compartment  
% (1:Pv, 2:Pd, 3:Iv, 4:Id, 5:Hv, 6:Hd, 7:lysis) 
% Initially all compartments are fully filled with viable cells 
% "comp_size" is the size of each compartment (1:P, 2:I, 3:H) 
  
cell_dist=[]; 
cell_dist(1)=comp_size(1); 
cell_dist(2)=0; 
cell_dist(3)=comp_size(2); 
cell_dist(4)=0; 
cell_dist(5)=comp_size(3); 
cell_dist(6)=0; 
cell_dist(7)=0; 
  
% variables (t:time(day), j:# of fraction, add_time:additional time for 
%           weekend break, cum_cell_dist: cumulative cell distribution for 
%           each time increment) 
t=0;             
j=0; 
add_time=0; 
cum_cell_dist=[]; 
  
  
% Treat until VCP goal is achieved 
while exp(-(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5))*f_s)<VCP 
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    % Change in f_p_pro (k_p) as blood supply improves 
    f_p_pro=1-0.5*(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))/comp_size(1); 
     
     
    % RT fraction 
    if  t>(t_start+j+add_time-delta_t/2) && t<(t_start+j+add_time+delta_t/2) 
         
        cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+cell_dist(1)*(1-exp(-alpha_p*d-beta_p*d^2)); 
        cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)*exp(-alpha_p*d-beta_p*d^2); 
        cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+cell_dist(3)*(1-exp(-alpha_i*d-beta_i*d^2)); 
        cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)*exp(-alpha_i*d-beta_i*d^2); 
        cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)+cell_dist(5)*(1-exp(-alpha_h*d-beta_h*d^2)); 
        cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)*exp(-alpha_h*d-beta_h*d^2); 
  
        j=j+1; 
  
        % Week-end break 
        if rem(j,5)==0 
            add_time=add_time+2; 
        end 
         
    end 
  
    % Cell Proliferation & Death   
    if no_pro==0 
    cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)*(2)^(f_p_pro*delta_t/t_c);                       
    end 
    h_pre=cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6); 
    cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)*(0.5)^(delta_t/ht_loss);   
    cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)*(0.5)^(delta_t/ht_loss);  
    p_d_pre=cell_dist(2); 
    cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)*(2)^(f_p_pro*(2*k_m-1)*delta_t/t_c);                       
     
     
    % Mitotically dead cell in 1 time step 
    md=p_d_pre-cell_dist(2)+(h_pre-cell_dist(5)-cell_dist(6)); 
    cell_dist(7)=cell_dist(7)+md; 
    cell_dist(7)=cell_dist(7)*(0.5)^(delta_t/ht_lys); 
         
     
    % Recompartmentalization of the cell                       
    if cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2)>=comp_size(1)                                          
        p_ex=(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))-comp_size(1);                                  
        p_ratio=cell_dist(1)/(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2));                                 
        cell_dist(1)=comp_size(1)*p_ratio;                                     
        cell_dist(2)=comp_size(1)*(1-p_ratio);                                 
        cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)+p_ex*p_ratio;                                
        cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+p_ex*(1-p_ratio);                            
    else                                                       
        if cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4)>0                                         
            if cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4)>comp_size(1)-... 
                    (cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))                       
                p_def=comp_size(1)-(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2));                         
                i_ratio=cell_dist(3)/(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4));                     
                cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+p_def*i_ratio;                        
                cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+p_def*(1-i_ratio);                    
                cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)-p_def*i_ratio;                      
                cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)-p_def*(1-i_ratio);                  
            else                                               
                cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3);                                  
                cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+cell_dist(4);                                  
                cell_dist(3)=0; cell_dist(4)=0;                                
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                if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>0                                 
                    if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>comp_size(1)-... 
                            (cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))              
                        p_def=comp_size(1)-(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2));                 
                        h_ratio=cell_dist(5)/(cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6));             
                        cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+p_def*h_ratio;                
                        cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+p_def*(1-h_ratio);            
                        cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)-p_def*h_ratio;              
                        cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)-p_def*(1-h_ratio);          
                    else                                       
                        cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(5);                          
                        cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+cell_dist(6);                          
                        cell_dist(5)=0; cell_dist(6)=0;                        
                    end                                        
                end                                            
            end                                                
        end                                                    
    end                                                        
    if cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4)>=comp_size(2)                                       
        i_ex=(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4))-comp_size(2);                              
        i_ratio=cell_dist(3)/(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4));                             
        cell_dist(3)=comp_size(2)*i_ratio;                                  
        cell_dist(4)=comp_size(2)*(1-i_ratio);                              
        cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)+i_ex*i_ratio;                              
        cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)+i_ex*(1-i_ratio);                          
    else                                                       
        if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>0                                         
            if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>comp_size(2)-... 
                    (cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4))                    
                i_def=comp_size(2)-(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4));                     
                h_ratio=cell_dist(5)/(cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6));                     
                cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)+i_def*h_ratio;                     
                cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+i_def*(1-h_ratio);                 
                cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)-i_def*h_ratio;                     
                cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)-i_def*(1-h_ratio);                 
            else                                               
                cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5);                                
                cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+cell_dist(6);                                
                cell_dist(5)=0; cell_dist(6)=0;                                
            end                                                
        end                                                    
    end                                                        
  
    % time step increase and store the number of cells in each compartment 
    t=t+delta_t;                                               
    cum_cell_dist=[cum_cell_dist cell_dist']; 
    if type==6 
        Total_cell(k,uint16(t/delta_t))=sum(cell_dist); 
    end 
     
    if type==5 
        if t>150 
            cell_dist(1)=0; cell_dist(3)=0; cell_dist(5)=0; 
            terminated=1; 
        end 
    end 
     
end                                                            
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
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A.5.4. Sub-routine for SBRT (SR_RT_sbrt.m) 

 
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< RT fractional dose for SBRT schedule >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
  
% Assign proliferating fraction to the initial value 
  
f_p_pro=f_p_pro_in; 
  
% Cell distribution in each compartment  
% (1:Pv, 2:Pd, 3:Iv, 4:Id, 5:Hv, 6:Hd, 7:lysis) 
% Initially all compartments are fully filled with viable cells 
% "comp_size" is the size of each compartment (1:P, 2:I, 3:H) 
  
cell_dist=[]; 
cell_dist(1)=comp_size(1); 
cell_dist(2)=0; 
cell_dist(3)=comp_size(2); 
cell_dist(4)=0; 
cell_dist(5)=comp_size(3); 
cell_dist(6)=0; 
cell_dist(7)=0; 
  
% variables (t:time(day), j:# of fraction, add_time:additional time for 
%           weekend break, cum_cell_dist: cumulative cell distribution for 
%           each time increment) 
t=0;        
j=0; 
cum_cell_dist_sbrt=[]; 
  
  
% Treat for specific SBRT schedule 
while t<t_start+(max(Treat_day)-1)+delta_t/2;  
     
    % Change in f_p_pro (k_p) as blood supply improves 
    f_p_pro=1-0.5*(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))/comp_size(1); 
     
    % RT fraction 
    if  t>(t_start+(Treat_day(j+1)-1)-delta_t/2) &&... 
            t<(t_start+(Treat_day(j+1)-1)+delta_t/2) 
         
        cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+cell_dist(1)*(1-exp(-alpha_p*d-beta_p*d^2)); 
        cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)*exp(-alpha_p*d-beta_p*d^2); 
        cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+cell_dist(3)*(1-exp(-alpha_i*d-beta_i*d^2)); 
        cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)*exp(-alpha_i*d-beta_i*d^2); 
        cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)+cell_dist(5)*(1-exp(-alpha_h*d-beta_h*d^2)); 
        cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)*exp(-alpha_h*d-beta_h*d^2); 
  
        j=j+1; 
    end 
  
    % Cell Proliferation & Death   
    cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)*(2)^(f_p_pro*delta_t/t_c);                       
    h_pre=cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6); 
    cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)*(0.5)^(delta_t/ht_loss);   
    cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)*(0.5)^(delta_t/ht_loss);  
    p_d_pre=cell_dist(2); 
    cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)*(2)^(f_p_pro*(2*k_m-1)*delta_t/t_c);                       
     
     
    % Mitotically dead cell in 1 time step 
    md=p_d_pre-cell_dist(2)+(h_pre-cell_dist(5)-cell_dist(6)); 
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    cell_dist(7)=cell_dist(7)+md; 
    cell_dist(7)=cell_dist(7)*(0.5)^(delta_t/ht_lys); 
         
     
    % Recompartmentalization of the cell                       
    if cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2)>=comp_size(1)                                          
        p_ex=(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))-comp_size(1);                                  
        p_ratio=cell_dist(1)/(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2));                                 
        cell_dist(1)=comp_size(1)*p_ratio;                                     
        cell_dist(2)=comp_size(1)*(1-p_ratio);                                 
        cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)+p_ex*p_ratio;                                
        cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+p_ex*(1-p_ratio);                            
    else                                                       
        if cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4)>0                                         
            if cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4)>comp_size(1)-... 
                    (cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))                       
                p_def=comp_size(1)-(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2));                         
                i_ratio=cell_dist(3)/(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4));                     
                cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+p_def*i_ratio;                        
                cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+p_def*(1-i_ratio);                    
                cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)-p_def*i_ratio;                      
                cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)-p_def*(1-i_ratio);                  
            else                                               
                cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3);                                  
                cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+cell_dist(4);                                  
                cell_dist(3)=0; cell_dist(4)=0;                                
                if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>0                                 
                    if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>comp_size(1)-... 
                            (cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))              
                        p_def=comp_size(1)-(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2));                 
                        h_ratio=cell_dist(5)/(cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6));             
                        cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+p_def*h_ratio;                
                        cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+p_def*(1-h_ratio);            
                        cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)-p_def*h_ratio;              
                        cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)-p_def*(1-h_ratio);          
                    else                                       
                        cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(5);                          
                        cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+cell_dist(6);                          
                        cell_dist(5)=0; cell_dist(6)=0;                        
                    end                                        
                end                                            
            end                                                
        end                                                    
    end                                                        
    if cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4)>=comp_size(2)                                       
        i_ex=(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4))-comp_size(2);                              
        i_ratio=cell_dist(3)/(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4));                             
        cell_dist(3)=comp_size(2)*i_ratio;                                  
        cell_dist(4)=comp_size(2)*(1-i_ratio);                              
        cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)+i_ex*i_ratio;                              
        cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)+i_ex*(1-i_ratio);                          
    else                                                       
        if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>0                                         
            if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>comp_size(2)-... 
                    (cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4))                    
                i_def=comp_size(2)-(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4));                     
                h_ratio=cell_dist(5)/(cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6));                     
                cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)+i_def*h_ratio;                     
                cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+i_def*(1-h_ratio);                 
                cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)-i_def*h_ratio;                     
                cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)-i_def*(1-h_ratio);                 
            else                                               
                cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5);                                
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                cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+cell_dist(6);                                
                cell_dist(5)=0; cell_dist(6)=0;                                
            end                                                
        end                                                    
    end                                                       
  
  
    % time step increase and store the number of cells in each compartment 
    t=t+delta_t;                                               
    cum_cell_dist_sbrt=[cum_cell_dist_sbrt cell_dist']; 
  
end 
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
 

 

A.5.5. Sub-routine for the estimation of EQD2,model (SR_RT_eqd2.m) 

 
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< RT fractional dose for EQD2 estimation >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
  
% Assign proliferating fraction to the initial value 
  
f_p_pro=f_p_pro_in; 
  
% Cell distribution in each compartment  
% (1:Pv, 2:Pd, 3:Iv, 4:Id, 5:Hv, 6:Hd, 7:lysis) 
% Initially all compartments are fully filled with viable cells 
% "comp_size" is the size of each compartment (1:P, 2:I, 3:H) 
  
cell_dist=[]; 
cell_dist(1)=comp_size(1); 
cell_dist(2)=0; 
cell_dist(3)=comp_size(2); 
cell_dist(4)=0; 
cell_dist(5)=comp_size(3); 
cell_dist(6)=0; 
cell_dist(7)=0; 
  
% variables (t:time(day), j:# of fraction, add_time:additional time for 
%           weekend break, cum_cell_dist: cumulative cell distribution for 
%           each time increment) 
t=0;        
j=0; 
add_time=0; 
cum_cell_dist=[]; 
  
  
% Treat until the SF becomes equivalent to SBRT regime 
while (cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5))>s_sbrt   
     
    % Change in f_p_pro (k_p) as blood supply improves 
    f_p_pro=1-0.5*(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))/comp_size(1); 
     
     
    % RT fraction 
    if  t>(t_start+j+add_time-delta_t/2) && t<(t_start+j+add_time+delta_t/2) 
         
        cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+cell_dist(1)*(1-exp(-alpha_p*d-beta_p*d^2)); 
        cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)*exp(-alpha_p*d-beta_p*d^2); 
        cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+cell_dist(3)*(1-exp(-alpha_i*d-beta_i*d^2)); 
        cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)*exp(-alpha_i*d-beta_i*d^2); 
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        cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)+cell_dist(5)*(1-exp(-alpha_h*d-beta_h*d^2)); 
        cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)*exp(-alpha_h*d-beta_h*d^2); 
  
        j=j+1; 
  
        % Week-end break 
        if rem(j,5)==0 
            add_time=add_time+2; 
        end 
         
    end 
  
    % Cell Proliferation & Death   
    cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)*(2)^(f_p_pro*delta_t/t_c); 
    h_pre=cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6); 
    cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)*(0.5)^(delta_t/ht_loss);   
    cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)*(0.5)^(delta_t/ht_loss);  
    p_d_pre=cell_dist(2); 
    cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)*(2)^(f_p_pro*(2*k_m-1)*delta_t/t_c);                       
     
     
    % Mitotically dead cell in 1 time step 
    md=p_d_pre-cell_dist(2)+(h_pre-cell_dist(5)-cell_dist(6)); 
    cell_dist(7)=cell_dist(7)+md; 
    cell_dist(7)=cell_dist(7)*(0.5)^(delta_t/ht_lys); 
         
     
    % Recompartmentalization of the cell                       
    if cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2)>=comp_size(1)                                          
        p_ex=(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))-comp_size(1);                                  
        p_ratio=cell_dist(1)/(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2));                                 
        cell_dist(1)=comp_size(1)*p_ratio;                                     
        cell_dist(2)=comp_size(1)*(1-p_ratio);                                 
        cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)+p_ex*p_ratio;                                
        cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+p_ex*(1-p_ratio);                            
    else                                                       
        if cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4)>0                                         
            if cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4)>comp_size(1)-... 
                    (cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))                       
                p_def=comp_size(1)-(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2));                         
                i_ratio=cell_dist(3)/(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4));                     
                cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+p_def*i_ratio;                        
                cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+p_def*(1-i_ratio);                    
                cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)-p_def*i_ratio;                      
                cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)-p_def*(1-i_ratio);                  
            else                                               
                cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(3);                                  
                cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+cell_dist(4);                                  
                cell_dist(3)=0; cell_dist(4)=0;                                
                if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>0                                 
                    if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>comp_size(1)-... 
                            (cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2))              
                        p_def=comp_size(1)-(cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(2));                 
                        h_ratio=cell_dist(5)/(cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6));             
                        cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+p_def*h_ratio;                
                        cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+p_def*(1-h_ratio);            
                        cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)-p_def*h_ratio;              
                        cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)-p_def*(1-h_ratio);          
                    else                                       
                        cell_dist(1)=cell_dist(1)+cell_dist(5);                          
                        cell_dist(2)=cell_dist(2)+cell_dist(6);                          
                        cell_dist(5)=0; cell_dist(6)=0;                        
                    end                                        
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                end                                            
            end                                                
        end                                                    
    end                                                        
    if cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4)>=comp_size(2)                                       
        i_ex=(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4))-comp_size(2);                              
        i_ratio=cell_dist(3)/(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4));                             
        cell_dist(3)=comp_size(2)*i_ratio;                                  
        cell_dist(4)=comp_size(2)*(1-i_ratio);                              
        cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)+i_ex*i_ratio;                              
        cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)+i_ex*(1-i_ratio);                          
    else                                                       
        if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>0                                         
            if cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6)>comp_size(2)-... 
                    (cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4))                    
                i_def=comp_size(2)-(cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(4));                     
                h_ratio=cell_dist(5)/(cell_dist(5)+cell_dist(6));                     
                cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)+i_def*h_ratio;                     
                cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+i_def*(1-h_ratio);                 
                cell_dist(5)=cell_dist(5)-i_def*h_ratio;                     
                cell_dist(6)=cell_dist(6)-i_def*(1-h_ratio);                 
            else                                               
                cell_dist(3)=cell_dist(3)+cell_dist(5);                                
                cell_dist(4)=cell_dist(4)+cell_dist(6);                                
                cell_dist(5)=0; cell_dist(6)=0;                                
            end                                                
        end                                                    
    end                                                       
  
  
    % time step increase and store the number of cells in each compartment 
    t=t+delta_t;                                               
    cum_cell_dist=[cum_cell_dist cell_dist']; 
  
end 
 
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
 

 

A.5.6. Sub-routine for reoxygenation time (SR_Reox_time.m) 

 
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Find reoxygenation times in two ways >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
  
% variables for reox_time1 
T=[];       reox_time=[]; 
  
  
% variables for reox_time2 
time=[];    T1=[];      T2=[];      T3=[]; 
C=[];       C1=[];      C2=[];      C3=[]; 
a=[];       b=[];       c=[]; 
A=[];       crv=[];     abs_crv=[]; 
m=[];       reox_time2=[]; 
  
  
% Full reoxygenation time                                    
T=find(cum_cell_dist(3,:)+cum_cell_dist(4,:)+cum_cell_dist(5,:)+... 
    cum_cell_dist(6,:)==0);                          
if isempty(T)==1                                                 
    T=[inf];                                                     
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end                                                              
reox_time=(T(1))*delta_t;                                     
  
  
% Reoxygenation time by maximum curvature     
time=delta_t:delta_t:round(t/delta_t)*delta_t;                                        
T1=time(1:end-2);T2=time(2:end-1);T3=time(3:end);                
C=log(cum_cell_dist(3,:)+cum_cell_dist(4,:)+cum_cell_dist(5,:)+... 
    cum_cell_dist(6,:));                              
C1=C(1:end-2);C2=C(2:end-1);C3=C(3:end);  
a=sqrt((T3-T2).^2+(C3-C2).^2);                                   
b=sqrt((T1-T3).^2+(C1-C3).^2);                                   
c=sqrt((T2-T1).^2+(C2-C1).^2);                                   
A=1/2*(T1.*C2+T2.*C3+T3.*C1-T1.*C3-T2.*C1-T3.*C2);               
crv=[0,4*A./(a.*b.*c),0];                                        
abs_crv=abs(crv); 
  
  
% to eliminate the noise in the curvature                        
for m=2:length(abs_crv)-1;                                       
    if abs(abs_crv(m+1)-abs_crv(m))>0.15                         
        abs_crv(m+1)=abs_crv(m);                                 
    end                                                          
end                                                              
if reox_time==inf                                                
    reox_time2=inf;                                              
else                                                             
    reox_time2=time(abs_crv==max(abs_crv));  
    reox_time2=reox_time2(1); 
end                                                                                                                                  
  
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>% 
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